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The' meeting' was· called' to' order' at' 3~ OS' p.m.

MZNDA rrEM 37 (continued)
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QUESTION OF PALESTINE

(a) RER>RT OF THE OOMMrrTE:E ON THE EXERCISE OF THE lNALmNABLE RIGHTS OF THEPALESTINIAN PFDPLE (A/43/3S)

(b) REJ:ORTS OF THE SE~ETARY-GENERAL (A/43/272 and A/43/69l)

(c) ~AFT RI!SOWTIOag (A/43/L.50, A/43/L.5l and A/43/L.52)

The' PR!SIDm'l' (interpretation from Spanish), Taking in l:o consideration
the request of the Palestin9 Liberation Organization that the Chairman of the

Executive Conmi ttee of that Organization participa te in the debate on item 37 of

the agenda of the General Assenblyat its forty~third session,; taking into

consideration the opinion of the legal Counsel of the United Nations,; and taking

into considera tiQ'l the procedure adopted by the Genezal Asse~ly for its

2282nd meeting, held Q'l 13 Noverrber 1974, I invite Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of

the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Orgmization, to address the
General Assell'bly with regard to agenda item 37.

Mt~'YaSser'Arafat;'Chairman'of·the'Executive'Committeeof the Palestine

Liboratlon Organization,'wao'escorted into the' Assenbly Hall.

Assenblyv I wish to extend a warm welcome to Hr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the

~ddress the General Assenbly.

by our Palestinian people in the course of tIla Algiers meeting of the Palestine

...-wAD LE

Mr'.' ARAFA.'!, (interpretation from Arabic)\ It never occurred to me that my

The'PRESIDEN'l' (interpretatioo from Spanish), On behalf of the General

Executive Committee of the Palestine Libe.:atioo Orga1ization. I now invite him to

National Council (PNC), all of which have been made p,tblic and all of whim have

secQ'ld meeting with this Assenbly sinrc:e 1974 woUld take place in the hospitable
ci ty of Geneva. I had thought that the new pol itical stanoa and postures evolved

been welconed and extremely well received i~~ternationally, made it necessary foe me

.. -. .- '" ..... .., ,... .'.. _ .... ' _." • _ 6' •• ' ~ •• , •• -. J
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(Mr. Atafa t)

·"i'

to travel to the "'orld Organization's Heacquarters in New York to brief the

Assen'bly on our resolutions and our conceptualizations on the issue of peace in our
homeland, as formulated by our Palestine National Council, the highest legislative
author ity in the Palestinian body pol itic.

Therefore, my meeting here wi th you today, in Geneva in the wake of an

arbitrary United States decision which barred me from going to the AsseJrbly in

New York, is a source of pride and happiness. I am proud to be wi th you and among
you. To be in the General Assentlly is to be in the foremost world forum for the

issues of justice and peace in the world. I am happy because I am in Geneva, where
justice and neutrality are a guidepost and a constitution in a world where the
arrogance of power drives some to lose their sense of neutrality and justice. The
resolution adopted by your august Assenbly, with 154 Menber nations voting to move
the session here, was not a victory over the U'lited States decision, bllt an

unprecedented landslide tr iumph for the international unanimity in favour of

justice and pe&ee. It was an unprecedented referendum and proof pos! tive that the

conscience of humanity has taken our people's just cause to its heaet.

Our Palestinian people will never forget the stand that this august Assenbly
and those fr iendly Sta tes have taken on the side of right and justice in defence of

the very values and pr inciples for the preservation of which the thited Nations
came into being. That stand will for ever be a source of faith and assurance to

every people that suffers injustice, oppression and occut)ation, and like our

Pales tin um people, struggle for freedom, dignity and survival.

'.lb all the States, forces, internatiooal organizations and world figures that
have backed our people and supported their national rights, particularly our

friends in the Soviet tkIion, the People's ~pub1icof China, the socialist

countries, the non-aligned States, the Islamic States, the African States, the
Asian States, the ratin A.Merican states, and all other friendly States, I extend
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(Hr.' Arafat)

our sincerest thanks. I also thank the States of Western Europe and Japan for
their latest stands towards our people and invite them to take further steps to

work out their resolution:) in a posi tive way in order to pave the way for peace and
a just settlement in our region, the Middle Fast.

I reiterate our solidarity with and support for the liberation movements in

Namibia and South Africa in their struggle, and our support for the African

front-line States against the aggression of the South African regime.

I seize this opportunity to exprus my gratitude to those friendly States

which have taken the initiative in supporting us, in endOl."sing our Palestine
National Council resolutions and in recognizing the State of Palestine.

And I will not miss th is oppol' tuni ty warmly to thank His Excellency the
Secretary-General, Hr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and his assistants for their

unremitting efforts to achieve humanity's aspirations after international detente

and the resolution of its problems, particularly with relation to the cause of

Palestine. I also extend my thanks and appreciatioo to the O1airman and other
mellbers of the United Nations COlllllittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights

of the Palestinian People for their efforts on behalf of cur people's ca\me. I
also salut.e the nat-aligned nations' Colllllittee of Nine on the Palestine Question

for all their constructive contributions to our people's cause.

To you, Sir, I extEind my warmest congratulations on your election to the

presidency of the Asserrbly. ]: have full coofidence in your wisdom and insight. I

also congratulate your predecessor 00 his skilful handling of the proceedings of

the previous session.

lastly, I extend warm greetings and thanks to the Swiss Government and people
for making this meeting possibl~ and' for all the excellent facili ties they have
prOYided.
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and freedom foe all.

freedaft and independence.

(Hr e . Arafa t)
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--------------
Fourtoen years ago, on 13 Noven'ber 1974, I received a gracious invitation from

RN/3

justice will trillllph, and we, in return, gave you a generation of our people that

the olive branch I carried that day, and made that branch, wich we have watered

failed to realhe that those resolutions were among the mainstreams that watered

Palestine, which we procldmed at our Palestine Naticnal Council, will take its

with a stronger voice, a MOre resolute determination and greater confidence to

place among you to join hands with you in consolidating the Charter of this

-Yes to Palestine and the people of Palestine: Yes to the Palestine Lib era tion

Pburteen years ago, when your voices resounded in the General AsseJlbly Halh

you to brief this august AsseJrbly on the cause of our Palestinian people. As I

reiterate my conviction that our struggle will bear fruit and that the State of

extend the warm congratulations of our own people and declare that I return to you

tragedies besetting humanity and upholding the principles of right, justice, peace

Organbation and the thiversal Declaration of Human Rights by putting an end to the

stand here among you now, after all those eventful years, I see tha t new peoples
have taken their places in YOUI' midst, thereby crowning their victor ies in their
battles for freedom and independence. To the representatives of those peoples, I

oppression, injustice and occupation. Thus you gave us hope that freedom and

teacl1ing for the sky. It is a tree that bears the promisf! of victory over

with our blood, sweat and t"ars, grow into a tree firmly rooted in the ground and

There were those who imsgined that your resolu Hons would have 11 ttle import. They

Organization: Yes to the inalienable national rights of the people of Palestine:-

has dedicated its life to the realization of that dream. I speak of the generation

very stones of its 80il and thus earns its belongingness to a people thirsting for

of the blessed in ti fadah that today defends tho hClrlour of the homeland wi th the

_.r--------..........IIIIIIIiIIIiI
.....-------"-
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I bring you greetings from those sons of our heroic people, from our men and
our women, from the masses of the blessed intifadah, which is now entering its

second year with great momentum and painstaking organization, using a civilized,

democratic approach to weather and confront occupation, oppression, injustice an~

the barbaric crimes committed daily by the Israeli occupiers.

1 bring you greetings from our young men and women in the gaOls and collective
detentioo camps of occupation, greetings from the children of stmes who are

challenging an occupa tion force armed with warplanes, armour and weapons, thus
reviving the image of Palestinian David confronting the heavily armed Israeli
Goliath •

At the oonclusion of my address in our first encounter, I, as Chairman of the

Palestine Liberation Organization and leadp.:r of the Palestinian Revolution,

reaffirmed that we had no wish to see a single drop of Jewish or Arab blood shed,
that we had no wish for the fighting to continue for me more minute. I appealed
to you then to spare us all those ordeals and agonies and speed up the laying of
the foundations of a just peace based on securing the rights, hopes and aspira tions
of our people and the equal rights of all peoples.

I said then that I was calling upoo you to stand by the struggle of our People

to exercise their right to self-determination and enable our people to rebJrn from
the canpulsory exile into which they were forced at gunpoint. I 3sked you to help

p.Jt an end to the injustice dished out to successive generations of our people over

several decades, so that they nay live as free and sovereign people 00 their native
soil and in their hOJl'es, and enjoy all their national and human rights.

The last thing I said from this rostrum was tha t war breaks out from Palestine
and peace starts in Palestine.
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The dream we had then was the establishment of a dermcratic State of Palestine

....

•

wherein Moslems, Christians and Jews would live as equals who enjoy the same rights

and have the same obligations in a unified integrated community just like any other

people in this contemporary world of ours.

Our amazement was great indeed at the interpretation that Israeli officialdom

chose to put on that Palestinian dream whose fountainhead vas nme other th.. the

teachings of the monotheistic religions that illuminated the Palestine sky and the

cultural and humanistic values that call for coexistence in a free demcratic

society. The interpretation was that the dream was an evil aesi')n ~ destroy and

obliterate their identity.

"
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DtB/4

Did we not welcome scores of poli tical sta tements and ini tia tives by African,

Did we not welcome and support the Venice ~clara tion by the European

Did we not support the Brezhnev plan for peace in the Middle East?

Did we not welcome and support the joint ini tia tive of Presidents Ga:bachev

international peace conference under the auspices of the tbited Nations in

Did we not endorse the Fez Arab peace plan in 1982 and later the call for an

Did we not welcome the Vance-Gromyko CDJlItlunique of 1977 as a move that could

We had to draw the inescapable cooclusiCl'l from that response. We had to take
cognizance of the chasm between reality and the dream. We set out, in the

form the basis of a proposed solution to thi3 cooflict?

Palestine Liberation Organization, to look for alternative realistic and adlievable

Were we not the ones who took the initiative of relying on the Charter and

formulas capable of resolving the issue on the bas is of poasible rather than

absolute justice \-1hile securing the rights of our people to freedan, sovereignty

international legitimacy as the basis for the settlement of the Arab-Israeli

resolutions of the United Nations, the Declaration of Human Rights and

and independence, ensuring peace, security and stability for all and sparing

Palestine and the Middle East wars and battles tha t have been going on for 40 years.

Did we not agree to participa te in the Geneva Conference on the bas is of the
American-Egyptian sta tement of 1977 in order to pronnte the prospects of a

Islamic, non-aligned, socialist, European States and groups of States which aimed

settlement and peace in our region?

and Mi tterrand on a preparatnry corrmittee for the international conference?

Comnunity on the basics of a just peace in the area?

• •
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would safeguard peace and end the confl iet?

And what was Israel's posture in relatioo to all this? Mlen we p,at this

at finding a settlement based Q'l the principlf's of internatiooal legitimacy that

(Mr. Arafa t)
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question, W~ must keep in mind that not a single one of those initiatives, plans or

communiques lacked political balance or overlooked the claims and interests of any
of the psrtles to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Israel's posture in relatioo to all this has been to escalate further its
settler expansionist schemes~ to fan the names of conflict with more destruction,
devastation and bloodshed and the ex pans ion of the froots of confrcnta tion to

include Iebanoo, which was invaded by the armies of occupation in 1982. That:

invasion involved the slaughtering and massacring of the Lebanese and Palestinian
peoples, includifig the Sabra and Shatila horrors. up to the present, Israel has
conUnued to occupy part of South Lebanon. 1..ebanQ"l continues to face daily raids
and air, sea and land attacks on its cities and ',111ages and on our camps in the

south.

It is painful and distressing that the American Government alone should

cootinue to back and support those Israeli aggressive and expansiooist schemes and
support Israel's continued occupation of Palestinian and Arab territories, its

ooCjOing crimes and its pursuance of the iron-fist policy against our women and
children.

It is equally painful and distressing that the American Government should

persist in refusing to recognize the right of 6 million Palestinians to

self-determination, a right which is sacred to the American people and other

peoples on th is planet.

Should I remind them of the position of President Wilsoo, author of the two

universal principles of internatiooal relations, namely, the inadmissibility of the
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acquieitkn o.f territory by force and the right of peoples to self-determination?

Wh8:l'l the Palestinian people were consulted by the Kinq-Crane COl1IIlission in 1919,

they daOGe the lbited States as the mandatory Power. CireuMtances having

prevC1'l~d that, the Mandate was given to Britain. My question to the American

people is. Is it fair that the Palestinian people should be deprived of what

President WUSCln preser ibed?
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international law.
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Qlccessive American Administrations have been aware that tha only birth

olD/S

The leaders of Israel, in their exci tement, deluded thems\!lvea into believing

thousands of martyrs and wounded and endured all kinds of tragic suffering. This,

the homes and properties from which they wer~ evicted and calls for compensating

The unremitting struggle of our people for their rights has been going on for

How then can the American Government justify a position whereby it

The United Stl'ltes Government knows that neither the United States nor anyone

those who may not wish to exercise tha t right?

States in Palestine, one Palestinian Arab and the other Jewish.

ABsellbly resolution 181 (II) of 29 Novenber 1947, endorsed at the time by the

United States and the Soviet Union. It provides for the establishment of two

resolution 194 (IU), which provides for the right of the Palestinians to return to

has endorsed on more than one occasion in the Fl ollbly, namely, General Assembly

Government explain its lack of COMmitment to the implementation of a resolu tion it

certiUcate upon which the State of Israel was est.ablished has been Ge~el'a1

acknowledges and recognizes the half of thnt resolution that pertains to Israel and

rejects the half pertaining to the Palestinian State? How «bes the United States

else has the right of fragmenting international legitimacy and the provf.sions of

Liberation Organiztltion. Little did they expect the IMrch into exile to turn into

that, after our exit from Beirut, the sea was going to swallOif the Palestine

determination to hold on to their Palestinian homeland and their national identity.

however, has not weakened our people '8 resolve. Rather, it has strengthened their

several decades now. In waging f.ila t struggle, our people have offered htmdreds of

a procession of return to the homeland, to the real arena of the confl iet, to

occupied Palestine. The valiant popular intifadah erupted within our occupied
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land, the intifadab that has com to stay until the achievellent of our goals of
fl'eecJc)1I and national incScpendence.
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L .t ..I.•

I take pr ide in being one of the sons of those people who are wr iting with the
blood of their children, their women and their men the most glor ious epic of
national resistance and who, for the sake of sustaining their intifa&h and making
it grON until it can impose its will and prcwe that right can prevail over might,

are performing daily lIiracles that verge on the mythical. We salute with deep
pride our people of the intifadah 88 the makers of a unique del'lDcra tic

revolutionary experi_nt. Theirs lA the faith that could not be crwshed by
Israel's military machine, that could not be intimidated by the hail of all sorts
of bullets, the buri51 of people alive, the breaking of bones, the inducement of
'dscGrr iagefil or the usurpa tion of wa ter resources. The ira is the resolve tha t
could not be weakened by detention, internment, exile, deportation, collective

punishment, the demoliUoo of homes, the C103in9 down of universities, schools,
trade unions, associations, institutions and newspapers, or the laying of siege to

C-PIIi villages and towns. Those brutal measuree, have only served to strengthen
their faith and resolve, thus spreading the revolution to every house and IIlIlking it
take root in every inch of our national soil.

A people with such a heritage and such a history cannot be defeated. All the
forces of repression, tyranny and terror cannot sway it: from its deep-rooted faith
in its right to its homeland and in 8uch values as justice, peace, 10'1e,

coexistence and tolerance. JUlJt exactly M the revolutionary 'u gun has protected
us from Plysical liquidation and the destruction of our national ident~.ty in the
hotbeds of confrootation, we are fully confidont ~f our ability to protect our
green olive branch in the hotbeds of political oonfrontation.
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and who the victim is, who the fighter for freedom and peace is and 'tho the

paace based on justice, clearly demonstrates that the world has come to realize,
unequivocally, who the executioner 18 and who the victill is, who the a99resl!or is
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The w«ld-wide embrace of our just cause, pressing for the realization of

.m/s

terrorist is.

The day-tu-day practi(,~s of the occ;upation army and the gangs of fanatic arlled

settlers against our people, our children and our women, have unmasked the ugly

face of Israeli occupation and exposed its true aggressive nature.

This growing world-wide awareness has reached Jewish groups "i thin Israel
i taelf and without. ThaiI' eyes have been opened to the reality of the problem and
the essence of the conflict, particularly since they have whnessed the inhuma-n,
day-to-day Israeli practices that undermine the tolerant spirit of JUdai~1I itself.

It has become difficult, nay, near impossible, for a Jew to reject racial

persecution and uphold freedolllG and human rights while remaining silent about

Israel's crimes against Palestinian human rights, the Palestinian people and the
Palestinian homeland, particularly the ugly day-to-day practices of the occuFiers
Md the gangs of &riled settlers.

We distinguish between the J~lish citizen whom the Israeli ruling circles have

continuously sought to disinform and mislead and the practic@s of the leaders of
Israel.
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people in a free land, like all other children in the world.

children under the sun, in their homeland - a place ~here they can live as free

another and help all those who fall v icUm to ter ror ism, fascism and nadsm. I
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We even realize tha t wi thin and outsich Israel there are courageous and

RG/6

the United Nations and iti:l Secretary-Gnneral and their effective contribution to

Surely, it is impossible to cOi'isolidate this new, positive international

It is cause foe optimism thatour s tr.uggle should culmina te in the 01190 ing

our people have equal rights to life, freedom and independence. On b~:-'alf of the

repression, massacre, expansion, settlement and expulsion and who recoq:iize that

them undet' international leg! timcy and international law. They do not seek

Palestinian people, I thank them all for their courageous and honourable stance.

honOlu·able Je.i.lsh people who do not condone the Israel. t. Cbvernment's policy of

world, espechlly those who experienced Nazi occupation and considered it their

freedom at the expense of an~ne else's, nor do they want a destiny which negates
that of another people. Our people refuse to feel superioi:' to, and refuse to be

Our people do not want aright that is not theirs or that is not vested in

less than, any other people. Our people wsnt equality w1th all other peoples) to

clJty to put paid to the practice of oppression and injustice by ooe people against

international detente, accord and progress. we are heartened by the successes of

have the same rights and the same obligations. I call uporl all the peoples of the

call upon all those peoples to face up today to the responsibilities put upal them

intifadah in an international climate marked by a serious and sustained quest for

by history towards our long-suffering people, who only want a place for their

the settling of many problems and the defusing of hotbeds of tension in the world
in the context of this new international detente.

climate without addressing all the problems and hotbeds of tension around the globe
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for all mank ind •

international law - sUJIlIllOned our Palestine National Council to an extraordinary
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-~-------~--_.rr _

tragedies of war and fighting and pave the way to peaceful ooexisi:ence under

pol! tical e f for ts Ix) find a poll t!cal s olu tim tha t wouJ.d pu t an end to the

RGi6

faithfu~.ness to the strUCjgle of our people and respect for the s8c:r:1fiees of our

and, indeed~ all the cOlmtries of the world. Therefore, it is nece5sarl' to make

We in the Palestine Liberation Organization - in our capacity u the

and responsible criteria for the evaluation oi! the a<*ions of men and nations.

the required effort to define a Q)urse for its resolution on a bais of justice.

It is the most intr iea t:e and complex. Of ~ll the region::l issues, it is the issu~

No one here would dispute the fact that the Palestine problem is the paranount

problem of our contemporary world. It is the oldest en the Ulited Nations agenda.

the challenges and new responsibilities of the oo;!ing century, in terms of averting

that poses ths most eerious threat to international peace and security. Hence, it

Such cri ter ia should have the tr ansparenc:y tha t would enable us all to face up to

wi th tJ'le aim of formula ting the cH cta tes of the human eonscil!nce in to more I1ccura te

leadership responsible for the PeOple of Palestine and their destiny, in all

has a priority alllOng the issues which cormand the attention of the two super-Powers

session in Algiers from 12 to 15 Novemer 1988 with the purpose of defining and

martyrs, in Oln' desire to contribute to the prevailing climte of coexisteJ'jce .md

detente, and Olir awareness of the importance of participating in the peaceful

This, in itself, would be the greatest guarantee of peace in the Micidle East.

clad fying our posi tion as a mdn party to the Arab-Israeli conflict, a party

wars Md destructicm and working for more fr.eedan, w@ll-being, peace and progress

without whose participation and agreement that conflict cannot b~ resolved.
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I am pleased to inform t:he Assenbly, w1 th grea t pride, that our Palestine
National Counc.il, thrwgh a totally free exercise of democraGY, has again

demonstrated its ability to shoutder its national responsibilities and has adopted
seriol's, constructive and responsible resolutions which pave the way for us to

reinforce and highlight OUi: desire to find and conuibute to a peaceful settlement

that would secure the national and pol it!cal rights of our people and ensure peace
and security for all.

The first and decisive resoll!tion of our Palestine National Council was the

pl'oclsmltion of the establishment of the State of palestine, with the Holy City of
Jerusalem, Al-Quds al-Sharif, as its capi tal. The State of Palestine was declared
by virtue of the Palestinian Arab people's natural, historic and legal right to its
homeland, Palestine, and of the sacrifices of its successive generations in defence

of the liberty mld independence of their homeland) pursuant to the resolu tions of

the Arab sumit conferences) by the authority of international legitimacy, as

embodied in the resolutions of the Olited Nations since 1947~ and in exereise by

the Palestinian Arab people of their right to s~lf~etermination, political
independence and sovereignty over their soil, and in conformi ty wi th your

successive resolutions.

It is important, while repeating this historic proclamation before the

internatimal community, now that it has become one of the official United Nations
documents, to reaffirm that this is an irreversible decision and that we will not

relent until it succeeds in casting off the occupation, enabling our Palestinian
peopl e to exercise their SO'"ereign ty in their sta te, the Sta te of Pales tine of the
Palestinians, wherever they lIil!ly be, so that they l18y develop their national and
cultural identity and enjoy full equality in rights. Their religious and political
belie fa and the ir human digni ty shall be sa feg!Jarded under a denocra tic
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parliamentary system of government built 00 the freedom of opinion, the freedom to

form political parties and where the rights of the minority will be protected by
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the majority and the decis ions of the major! ty will be respected by the minor! ty.

That democratic system will be based on the percepts of social justioa and equal

rights, freedom from ethnic, religious, racial or sexual discrimination under a

constitution that will guarantee the rule of law and the independence of the

judiciary in full allegiance to ~~e centuries-old spiritual and cultural

Palestinian heritage of religious tolerance and coexistence.
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The State of Palestine is an .Arab state, its people are an integral part of

the Arab nation and of that nation's heritage, its civilization and its aspiration

after the goals of social progress, unity and liberation. The State of Palestine

is co_itted to the Charter of the League of Arab States, the Charter of the United

Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the principles of

ncn-ali~Nnt.

It is a peace-loving State ClOlIIllitted to the principles of peaceful

coexiscence, and it shall work with all States and peoples to attain la permment

peace built on juetice and respect of rights.

It is a State that believes in b'19 settlement of international and regional

dieputes by peaceful means in accordance with the Charter and resolutions of the

Uni ted Nations. It rejects the use of and the threat to use, force, violence or

terrorisll against ita territorial integrity and political independence and,

equally, against the territorial integrity of any other State, without prejudice to

its natural right to defend its territory and independence.

It ill a State that believes that the future can only bring security to those

who are just or have zeturned to justice. This ie the State of Palestine whidl we

have proclai_d and which we shall endeavour to embody 80 'hat it can take its

place allOng the States of the world and share In and cteatively contribute to the

shaping of a free w«ld in which justice C1Ild peace would prevail.

Our State, God willing, will have its provi8ional Government at the earliest

po••ible opportunity. The Palestine National Council ha mandated the PlO

B1cecutive Co_ittee ~ ae.UM the functions of that governJlent In the interim.

In order to give the aforellentioned decision a concrete form, our Pslotine

National Council adopted a series of resolutions. I would like to highlight the

IIOIJt salient of thOJJe re.olutions, which underline our deterllination to ea;;nestly
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pursue the path of an equitable peace settlement and to exert the maxinum effort to
ensure its success.

Our PNC stressed the need to convene an international conference on the

subject of the Middle East and its essence, the q~estion of Palestine, under the
auspices of the United NliItiono and with the participation of the permanent meftbers
of the security Council and all the parties to the cooflict in the region,

including the Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole, legitimate
representative of the Pall!Stinian people, on an equal footing, with the provision

that the international conference should be convened on the basis of Security

Council reso1u tions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and should guar 0!111 tee the 1egi tima te
national and political rights of the Palestinian people first and foremost among

which is their right to self-determination.

Our PNC also reasserted the need for Israel's withdrawal from all the

Palestinian and Arab territories it had occupied since 1967, including Arab
Jerusalem, the establishment of the Palestinian State, and the cancellation of all

measures of attachment and annexation lI'ld relllO'lal of the settlements established by
Israel in the Palestinian and .Arab territories since 1967, as called for in the

Arab summit resolutions of Fez and Algiers.

Our PNC also reaffirmed the necessity of seeking to place the occupied

Palestinian territories, including Arab Jerusalem, under United Nations supervision
for a limited period, in order to proteet our people and to provide an atmosphere
cCllllducive to a successful outcooo for the international conference, the attainment
of a comprehensive po1 itical settlement and the establishment of security and peace
for all PeOples and States in the Middle East, through fiUtual acceptance, and in
order to enable the State of Palestine to exercise its effective authority over

those territories, as called for by the resolutions of the Arab summits.
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OUr me called also for the solution of the Palestine :efugee problem in

,

accordance with united Nations resolutions on the subject. It also stressed that
freedom of worship and the practice of religious rites for all faiths should be
assured at the holy places in Palestine. The PNC also confirmed its previous

resolu.tion \111 th regard to the pr ivileged and special relationship between the

fraternal peoples or Jordan and Palestine and that the future relationship between

the Hashelli te Kingdom of Jordm and the Sta te of Pales tine and the Rashelli te

Kingdom of Jordan would be established on the basis of a confederacy and of free
and voluntary choice by the two fra terna], peoples in corrobora tion of the

hi9torlcal ties and vital collllOn interests which linked thell.

The RfC reaffirmed the need ~or the Security Council's establishment and
assurance of &rrangements for security and peace among all the States in the region.

It is important for lie here to point out that these resolutions reflect
clearly, both in content and wording, our firm belief in peace and freedom and our

total awarenees and deep appreeiation of the cUlIIllte of international &itente and
the eagerness of the international co_unity to reach balanced solutions that

address the requirements and fundamental interests of the parties to the conflict.
Those resolutions also attest to the earnestness of the Palestinian people's

position on the questiOl:l of peace: that they are COIIIllitted to peace and believe
that it should be secured and guaranteed by the aecurity Council under the aegis of
the Uni ted Nations.

The resolutions consti tute a firm, unallbiguous rebuttal to all argu_nts f

prejudices, stands and pretexts used by SOIle States to cast doubt on the posi tion
and policy of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

"
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Mbile our PflOple, thrOU91 their intifadah and their representatives in the

PNC, were voting for peace and, thereby, confirming their positive responsiveness

to the prevailing IIOOd of eWtente in international relations and the growing

tendency to settle ",orld conflicts by peaceful means, the Israel i Goverr,zaent went

on fanning the flames of aggression, expansionism and religious bigotry, thereby

announcing itz insistence on opting for belligerence and the denial of our peopleQs

right.

-
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order to help convene the Interna tiOllal Peace Conference and ensure the success of
its proceedings. This gratifYing and courageous international backing, as

expressed in the recognition of the State of Palestine, is but further proof of the
soundness of our course and the credibility of our resolutions, t"hich are fully in
harmony with the inte~natimal will for peace.

While we greatly appreciate the free. United States voices that have explained
and supported our position and resolutions, we note that the tbited States

Mministration remains uncolllllitted to even-handedness in its dealings with the

parties to the conflict. It continues to demand from us alone the acceptance of
positions which cannot be determined prior to neqotiation and dialogue witlain the
framework of the InternatiClnal Conference.

I would point out here that the recognition of the equality and the mutual
rights of both psrties to the dispute is the Clnly way to answer the many questions
being posed, regardless of their scuroe. If pol icies as practised on the ground

are any reflection of the policy-makers t intentions, then it is the Pales tin ian

side that has nDre cause to worry and demand reassuranceo about its fate and its

future, facing as it does a State of Israel that is bristling with the latest in
arms, including nuclear weapons.

Our Palestine National Council has reaffirmed its oonmitment to the United

Nations resolutions that uphold the right of PeOPles to resist foreign occupation,
colonialism and racial discrimination, and their right to struggle for

independence. It has also reaffirmed its rejection of terrorism in all its form9,
including sta te terror ism, elllPl8s lz Ing its oomi bnent to i ts pa~t resolutions in
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this regard, to the resolution of the Arab summit in Algiers in 1988, to Gentllral
Assenlbly resolutions 42/159 of 1987 and 40/61 of 1985, and to what was stated on

th1ls subject in the relevMt Cairo Declaration of 7 Novemer 1985.

'l1l1s is a position that is clear enough and completely unanbiguous. And yet,

as Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Org.,ization, I hereby declare once lIIOI:'e,

I condel1li1 ter 1'01' iOIl in all its forlli8, and a t the same time salute those sitting

before _ in this Hall who, in the days when they fought t:D free their countries
frCIII the yoke of colc:nialism, were accused of terrorism by their oppressors and who

today are the faithful leaders of their peoples, stalwart champions of the values
of justice and freedom.

I a180 offer: a reverent salute to th<! martyrs who have fallen at the handu of
tenori. and terrorists, foreliOBt allClng whom is my lifetime caapanion and deputy,
the martyr-symbol lO1a111 al-Wazir, and the martyrs who have fallen in the massacres
to which our people have been subjected in var ious ci ties, villages and camps in

the West Bank, the aa;a Strip and southern Lebanon.

The situation in our palestinian homel.md can abide no further abeyance. Here
are our people and our ch lldren in the vanguard of the march, carrying the torch of
liberty, and giving their lives daily in order to end the occupation and lay the
foundations of peace in their free, independent ho_land and in the region as a

For this reason, the Palestine Rational Council adopted its resolutions from a

standpoint of reali., taking into account the circu_tances of the Palestinians

and the Israelis I:tnd the need to foster a spirit of tolerancs bebleen them.

The OIi ted Nations bears a historic, exoeptiClftal l' espons ibili ty towarda our
people and its :ighu. More than 40 years ago, the Olited Nations, in General
bssmly resolution 181 (II), decided Q'l th~ establiehlllent of two States in
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Therefore, the accelera tion of the tempo of the peace process in the region

meet the requirements of internatiCXl8l legitimacy, which gUaJ:'antees the Palestinian

EMS/8

requires an exceptional effort on the part of all the parties concerned and of the

intecnatimal parties, particularly the tbi tAd States and the SOI7iet th ion, which
bear a special responsibility towards the cause of peace in our region.

The tbited Nations, the permanent menbers of the Security Council and all
internationcal blocs and bodies have a vital role to play at this stage.

Therefore, in my capacity as O!airman of the PW Executive Committee which, at
present shoulders the functions of the provision;"l government of the State of

Palestine, I present the following Pal"!Stinia."l peace! ini tia tives

First, that a serious effort be made to cxmvene, under the supervision of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, the preparatory committ;'!e of the

International Peace Conference on the Middle East - in accordance with the

initiative of President Gorbachev and President Mitterrand, which

President Mi tterrand presented to the Assenbly towards the end of last SepteJ1'ber

and whi ch was suppor ted by many Sta tea, in order to pave the way for the conven ing
of the International Cooference, which commands universal support, with the

exception of the Government of Israel J

Secondly, on the basis of our belief in international legitimacy and the vital
role of the tl1ited Nations, that actions be undertaken to place our occupied
Palestinian land under temporary United Nations supervision, and that international
forces be deployed there to protect our people and at the same time supervise the
withdrawal of the ISl'aeli forces from our country)
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Thirdly, that the PLO will work for the achievement of a ccxnprehens ive

settleant among the parties concerned in the Arab-Israel i oonfl ict, including the

State of Palestine, Israel and the other neighbouring States, within the framwork

of the International Peace Conference on the Middle Elist, on the basis of Security

Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1974), so as to guarantee equalH:y and t:!'ae

balance of interests, especially "ur people's rights to freedom and national

independence, and respect for the right of all the parties to the conflict to exist

in peace and security.
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If thmse principlets are endOl'stld at the International Conference, we shall

have COIIIQ It long way towards a just solution, and that will IUke it possible to

reach agreellent on all S9curity and peace arrangeMnts.

I hope it is clear to everyone that our Palestinian people, deter.ined as they

are to gain their legitimate national rights to self-determination, return and the

ending of the occupation of the !»alestinian hc_land, are equally deterllln~d to

strive for those goals by pemceful mearts wi thin the fralleWork of the International

Conference, under ·the sponsorship of the United Nations and in acccr&lllce with its

Charter and resolutions.

I assure you that, like all other peoples on earth, we are a peoplo that yearn

for peace - and perhaps with greater enthusiaS1l, considering our long years of

suffering and the harsh conditions that plague our people and our children, who are

depr ived of living a normal H fe f!'e8 frOll war, free frOll tragedy, free frOll the

torment of exile, free from ho.elessnes8 and daily anguish.

So let the voices of those who are for the olive branch, peaceful coexistence

and international entente be raised. Let all hands join in defence of a historic -

possibly unique - 6pportunity to put an end to a tragedy that has lingered for too

long and cost thousands of lives and the destruction of hundreds of villages and

cities.

If we offer the olive branch of peace, it is beca~se that branch sprouts in

our hearts from the tree of our ho_land, the tree of freedol!l.

I have co_ to you in the name of my people, offering ray hand so that we can

&ake real peace, peace based an justice. On that: basis I a* the leaders of Israel

to COM here, under the sponsorship of the united Nations, 80 that together we can

forge that peace. I say to tham, as I say to yOlJ, tha t our people, who seek

dignity, freedom and peace for the_elves and security for their State, want the

sa. thing fOl' all the States and parties involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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Rere, I would address myself specifically to the Israeli peopl~ in all their
parties and forces, and especially to the forces allDng them .licb ad-locate
democracy and peace. I say to them: Come, cast away fear and intimidation. Lot
us make peace. Leave behind tha spectre of the wars that have raged continuously

ewer the past 40 years. set aside all threats of wars to come, whose fuel co\Jld
only be the bodies of our children and yours. Come, let us make peace. Let us

uko the peace of the bold, of the courageous, far from the arrogance of power and
the weapons of destruction, far from occupation an(. oppression and humiliation and

lIurder and tor ture •

"Say: 0 People of the Book! come

To common terms ... ": (The' Holy' Koran, III:64)

so that we can build peace in the land of peace, the land of Palestine.

"~lory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men."

(The'Holy'Bible, Luke 2:14)

"0 Lord, Thou art the peace, and the peace is af You, and the paace shall

return unto You. Let us live, 0 Lord, in peace and enter Heaven, Thy house,
the house of peace." (The' 'l'oICah)

Finally, I say to our people:

"The dawn a~proaches. Victory is at hand. I see the homelan.d in your

holy stones. I see the flag of our inc1epen"'~~'t Palestine fluttering over the
hills of our beloved h~land."

Thank you. Peace be upon you, and God's mercy and His blessings.

Mr. -Yasser- Arafat; -ChairMan'of- the' Executf:vQ' ColMlittee- of - the-Palestine
Liberation- Organization;' was escocted' from' the- Assembly Hall.
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I am addressing the Assembly today at a historic juncture. The question of

States of the fact that the Palestinian position, as expressed in the oocuments of

Middle Fast. Our decisions will chart the course for future generations in the

General Assenbly, which has been convened away f,om the New York Headquarters in

The unequivocal position adopted by the great majority of States, regardless

Middle East and elsewhere. The stakes are very high and our responsibilities great.

like to pay a tribute to him for his CiOurage, his foresight and his sense of

thereby, ini tia te lIIOI7ement towards the achievement of a just durable peace in the

and we are gathered together here, in an unprecedented manner, to oonsider it and,

I take the floor after the historic address that hae just been delivered by

Palestine, which we are gathered here to debab!, is at an important turning-point

realism, which are great asse~ that will no doubt pave ta.;e way to peace and

anniversary of the begiMing of the Palestinian intifadah in the occupied

of all peace-loving countries.

understanding and acceptance. At the same time, it is an expression by those

ordeJ:' to discuss one of the most important i terns on its agenda.

Je/10

gives me great pleasure to greet you aloe more at this current session of the

12 to 15 tlovember 1988, has evolved in a historic m8Mer worthy of the full support

Organization (PLO). On this occasion, I should like at the outset to oonvey my

heartfel t apprecia tial to Chairman Arafat for his historic address. I should also

Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Pa15tine LiberC!t!or.

of different affiliations and orientationa, is a true demonstration of
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is no doubt that the struggle of the P&lestiilian people will finally be crowned

The intifadah hu captured the attention and gained the sympathy and support

testimony to the fact that the Palestinian cry for freedom and independence will

recc~izl1d by the 0\1 ted Nations Charter, upheld by the norms of interns tional law

The decision of King Hussein last July to end Jordan's administrative and

and enunciated by a host of General Asserrbly resolutions.

(Mr .. Ab~l .*9;dd; E:Jypt)

Palestinian territories, an uprising demanding the terminatio".C)f the .Israeli

occupation and the e:lriercise of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, as

confronted Israel with the necessity of dealing with the true facts of the

paid an enormous price over the years. They deserve to &ttain their rights. There

rellBin loud and be heard in all corners of the world. The Palestinian people have

legal ties wi th the West Bank was clearly in conform! ty wi th tha t: perspective. It

of world public opinion. Its 1IOtives and its rationale liI:e universally adnired.

The cruelty and long duration of the occupation have not succeeded in putting an
end to the genuine outcry of the oppressed. The intifadah continues, Israeli

suppression nobli thstanding. The steadfastness of the Pales tin ian people is clear
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We have recently witnessed many meetings by various Palestinian groups held to

!MB/ll

The decisions of the Palestine National Council were t.aken in an appropriat.e

international climate in the context of which many problems are being solved. We

hope that. that. positive climate will ext.end to the Middle East.

I ehould like to st.ress the importance of the step taken by the Palestine

Liberatien Organization as reflected in the t.hree documents adopted at the Algiers

meet.ing of the Palestine National Council. ThosiF: documents represent the

flD'ldament.al development of Palestinian thought, which should carry a clear message
to all. The Palestinian reSOLutions came at a propitious time as regards the

internatimal envirooment. They coincide wi th the emergence of posi tive

developnents in several regions. They took into account the prevalent conditions,
both ClI\ the regiOi1al and int.ernatiatal levels, as well as their implications for

the course of the confl ict in the region as expressed in the four f011CM ing

elements: first, recogni tion of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

•

338 (1973), coupled with the realization of the inalienable rights of the

Palestinian people, as the basis for the convening of an internatimal conference

for the establishment of peace in the Middle East) secondly, the proclamation of
an independent Palestinian State within the Caltext of international legitimacy,
based on General Assenbly resolut.ion 181 (II), which provides for t.wo St.ates in

Palestine - an Arab State and a Jewish State - and en~ures the right of the

Palest.inian people to sovereignty and national indepen~nce, thirdly, to proceed

from the establishment of an independent Pales tin ian Sta te to a confederal

relationship with the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan) and, fourthly, the rejection of
violencg and the renunciation of terrorism •

,
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achievement of the Palestine National Council and provides a significant foundation
for political progress whim will strengthen the efforts to achieve a just and
acceptable settlement by all the parties to the ccnfUct.

I wish to reiterate in clear terlll8 that, in our view, the Palestine National
Council has indeed adopted a realistic and practical approach within the frameMork
of internattonal legitimacy.

The Stockholm Declaration was equally clear and expl iei t in rei~ratin~ the

positive Palestinian commitment to strive foe a just and lasting peace as a

solution to the problem.

The Palestinians are the main party to the Middle East conflict. They have
clearly identified their position, and have fully satisfied a universal

prerequisite, that Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) be the
basis for negotiations vi thin the framework of the International Peace Conference
for la comprehensive and just settlement.

In th is con text, it should be emphas ized that the proclamation of the

Palestinian state included recognition of the existence of the State of Israel.
Thus, the Palestinians have declared their crucial choice to engage in a peace
process based on General Is8seJllbly resolution 181 (Il) partitioning Palestine, as
well as the principles and provisions of the relevant Secur.ity Council resolutions
which dealt with the situation 8S it existed on 5 June 1967.

------_...-------......----..............-~
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This responsible posi tion adopted by the· Palestine Liberation Organization

requires reciprocal responses from all parties and, in particular, Israel.

I call on Israel to respond posi tively to .the cons tructive Pales tin ian offer

in order to ach ieve a jus t and las ting peace, a peace wh ich accepts the exis tence

of the State of Palestine as well as the existence of the State of Israel, a peace

wh ich respects the r igb ts of the Pales tin ian people and the r igh ts of the people of

Israel. The interna tiooal community should not direct its efforts to serve the

interests and rights of only one party in any conflict. It should direct its

efforts and mobilize all its resources to achieve a settlement in conformity wi th

the pr inciples of justice and international law. The ul timate objective is justice

for all. we are thus called upm to adopt resolutions consistent with the norms of

international legitimacy and the purposes and principles enshrined in the United

Ha tions Char ter, which are recogn ized by the in terna tional communi ty.

Allow me at this historic meeting to elaborate on a nunber of important points

and to state them clearly. we are witnessing a steady movement towards a new era

of peace, understanding and co-operation in world affairs. The Middle East should

not be allowed to become the exception to this general rule. The Palestin ian

question should not remain as the focal point of tension, conflict and the denial

of fundamental rights.

What was proclaimed in the declaration of independence by the Palestine

Natiooal Council regarding General Assembly resolution 181 (II) as the basis for

international legitimacy ensures the right of the Palestinian people to sovereignty

and natiooal independence. That, in itself, represents an acceptance of the

partition of Palestine referred to in the resolution. Furthermore, Palestinian

acceptance of security Council resoluton 242 (1967) is a clear recogni tion of the

right of Israel to exist within secure, recognized and guaranteed boundaries. This
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reoogni tion indeed implies an acceptance of the cessation of hostili ties wi th

Israel and isa recognition of the right to sovereignty, territorial integrity and
political independence for Israel and all parties to the conflict.

However, it should be abundantly clear that this Palestinian acceptance is

neither a gift to be offered nor a price to be paid in exchange for nothing.

Israel should, in return, be prepared to recognize the right of the Palestinian

people to existence, self-determination, independence and sovereignty, and to live
within secure, recognized and guaranteed boundaries.

Israel has the right to ensure its security, but this cannot be an absolute
right. It defies logic~ it defies historical facts) it defies the elementai:'y

principles of law and equity to claim that the rights of Israel should pnvail over
and super sede the r igb ts of all the other. parties to the confl iet. Its r igb ts

should be balanced with the rights of others, for without this equilibrium and the
balance of righco and duties, it will not be possible to achieve a durable, just
peace.

Egypt calls upon the international comunity and, in particular, the great

Powers, the permament menber s of the Securi ty Counc11 , to discharge the ir

responsibilities in the maintenance of international peace and security. We believe

a process of consultation should start in preparatloo for the convening of the
Inter:national Peace Conference on the Middie East. We call on the

Secretary-General of the ll1ited Nations to carry out such consultation as soon as
possible.

~ypt and other countries have presented several constructive initiatives for
peace in the Middle East. Those ini tia tives con ta ined posi tive elemen ts wor thy 0 f
support. It is important that they be implemented and that they add momntum to
the achievement of a just settlement for it is only through a just pMce that the
rights and obligations of all the parties concerned can be attained and balanced.
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the Middle East. In several regions of the world that have been hotbeds of tension
and conflict over loog periods of time, the United Nations has assumed a vital role
in ensuring peace, security and stab ill ty. Thus, we are enti tled to expect an

identical lofty dedication by the international oommunity to the attainment of

peace in the Middle East.

The role we expect from the United Nations and all the parties ooncerned with

reaching it peaceful solution requires that there be constant cootact with the
parties to the oonfl ict. We hope that through paving the way for negotia tions and
reaching a settlement, the thited Nations would take advantage of the propitious
international atrll,4)sphere to convene the International Peace COOferE:.lce under: its
auspices and at the invitation of the Secretary-General, with the participation of

the five permanent menbers of the Se cur ity Council and all the parties to the

conflict and, in particular, the Palestine Liberation Or*3anization, the sole,

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people on an equal footing. This is
the framework that has received the overwhelming support of the majority of the
international oomrnun ity for br ingin9 peace to the area.

Egypt has been in the vanguard of States calling for peace and has

consistently worked in international and regional forums for the support of the

just cause of the Palestinian people, to enable them to exercise their legitimate
rights, foremost among which is their right to self-determination and to an

independent Sta te. Moreover, Egypt, under the leader ship of

President Mohamed Rosni lolJbarak, has exerted tremendous efforts to that end in the
course of the years. The Aqaba Summit of OCtober 1988, in which King Russein of
Jordan and Chairman Yasser Arafat participated, is but one example. From the
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outset, E9Ypt has supported and recognized the pro~lalMtionof an independent

Palestinian State. That solid stand or iginates from EcJvpt's strategic cofillli tment
to strive, regardless of any obstacles, towards the realization of a comprehensive,
just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

Let me quote, in this respect from the speech that we have just heard from
Yasser Arafat in order to highlight the following

-The Palestine Liberation Organization will work for a just and

comprehensive peace betwem the parties to the Arab-Israali conflict -

Palestine, Israel and other neigbouf.'ing countr ies - through an international

peace conference for the Middle East be bring equality and balance and the

r igh ts of our people to national sover eign ty and independence and for all

parties concerned to live in peace and security in accordance with Security
Council resolution 242 (1967). n (suprai.:.p.· 34.35)

We are at a historic crossroads. All the parties concerned, whether reyional
or international, should carry out their responsibilities for the settlement of the
Middle East conflict. In this regard, Egypt wishes to emphashe the following
basic and significant elements.

First, all international forces should urge Israel to respond positively to

the historic Palestinian decisions by accepting the concept of ifUtual and
simultaneous recognition between the State of Palestine and the State of Israel.

Secondly, the par tiea concerned should embark on a process of consul ta tion
annng themselves within the framework of the Security Council in preparation for
direct negotiations to take place through the convening of an international peace
exmference on the Middle East on the basis of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as well as the recognition of the legitimate
political rights of the Palestinian people.
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Thirdly, the settlement would entail Israeli wi thdrawal from the Arab and

Palestinian territories occupied since 1967, including the Syrian Golan Heights and

Arab East Jerusalem.. It would also requir3 the reco~ition of the right of all

peoples and States of the region, including Israel and the Arab States, to live in

peace, vi thin secure and re00911 ized boundaries free from threa ts or acts of force.

It would provide for the exercise by the i'alestinian people of their right to

self-det,ermination Q'l their OWi terri toties wi thout any external interference.

The value of the wise Palestinian decisions is obvious. They represent

serious and constructive steps tC7tlards PGace. They deserve positive and supportive

responses on the part of the international community and all the parties directly

or indirectly involved in the conflict. Our main task here is to ensure that such

a unique opportunity for peace, which might net recur, should not be wasted. The

history of this conflict has been aptly described as the history of lost

opportunities. We have witnessed opportunities in the pa~t that were not firmly

qrasped with sobriety and determination. Opportunities were lost owing to the

insistence by some on narrOlol, shortsighted interests. The favoureble circumstances

prevailing now should be utilized in the best possible manner in order to overcome

the obstacles which impede the realization of the security and stability of the

people of our region who have suffered for 40 years - the lifespan of this conflict.

The challenge of peace is the grH test challenge we face at a time when we are

Q'l the threshold of an extremely crucial stage in the long history of the

oonfliec. Bnpt is firmly convincad that there exist genuine and and realistic

possibilities of initia.ting serious negotiations to bring to an end a long period

of agony and suffering endured by the people of the Middle East in gtllneral and the

Palestinian people in particular. Furthermore, the negotiations could usher in an

era in whieb the pr inciples of peaceful coexistence, good neighbourliness and

nutual co-operatioo govern the relations between the States of our region.
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avoid a possible catastrophe tthich might result from continued tension, and

establish a compr.ehensive and lasting peace in an area which was the cradle of

civilization and of the three monotheistic religions.

Mr.'MASRI (Jocdan) (interpretation from Arabic): We have just heard the

historic statement by Ycsser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine Libera tion
Organization, in whic~ he presented the viewpoint of the Palestine Liberation

Organization emanating from the meeting of the Palestine National Council last
NoveJlt)er when it adopted the political statement and the announcement of

independence and the setting up of the State of Palestine. We consider this to be
a turning-point in the Arab-Iaraeli conflict and an important foundation for the

el!Stablishment of a just and lasting peace in the area because it has removed all

the impediments and obstacles used as justification for impeding the path of peace •

...------------------------~
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uni ted Na Hons Headquar ters in New York to Geneva. I should also like to
underscore the significance of the positions of both the President of the General

Assembly and the secretary-General of the United Nations in their respective
statements reacting to the United States denial of an entry visa tD

Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO), which he required in order to participate in the General

Assemlyls debate Q'1 the item entitled "The question of Palestine" in New York. In
the same vein, I should like to emphasize the pertinence of the ~p!nion of the
Uni ted Na tions legal Counsel CIl the same ma t ter.

In addition, I shoJld like to avail myself of this opportunity to put on

rer::ord our appreciatioo for the international community IS unanilOOUS rejection of

this breach of the Headquarters llgreement by the host country. The difficulties

and procedures tha t have arisen from the transfer of the deba te could all have been
avoided had the United States complied with its binding obligations under the

Headquarters Agreement. It is of paramount importance that similar violations not
occur in the future and that this incident not become a precedent in the work of
the world Organ iza tion.

The action taken by the United States Secretary of State in denying the

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the PLO access to united Nations

Headquarters is an insult to the United Nations itself and to all its Hemer

States. That is unacceptable, no matter what pretext is offered, for it means
acquiescence in the conferral on ooe Merrber State of the authority to impose
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restrictions on Uni ted Nations activi ties in a manner that clashes wi th the Charter

and impinges on the independence of t.he Organization.

The General Assembly is once again seized of the question of Palestine.

Menbel's are all too familiar with the developments of this question over the past

41 years. In point of fact, it was the General Assembly itself that, in 1947,

adopted a resolution on partitioning Palestine into two States, one Jewish and the

other Arab. That resolution was the genesis of the Palestinian cause as the world

perceives it today. In other words, the seeds of the problem and all its current

manifestations were sown at that tine.

While there is no need for me now ti:l recall in detail the evolutionary phases

of that cause over the pa.9t decades, I must nevertheless point to the community of

nations' failure, to date, to evolve a firm, clear-cut position vis-a-vis the

continuing violations of the U1ited Nations Charter and the flouting ()f

international law, these being the features that have characterized Israel's

pas ture towards the Uni ted Na tions and its resolu tions, in i to a t tempt to

legitimize its existence.

There is an inherent contradiction between the international community's

failure to take such a firm posi tion and the universal consensus that the

Palestinian cause is, in essence, a question of a land and people under occupation

and that Israel is the occupying Power. Furthermore, that failure Ql the part of

the world community is inconsistent with the world consensus on the need to find a

just solution for that problem. The most recent developments in regard to the

question of Palestine now require a ser ious response in order to redress that

failure. Those developments represent an explicit call upa'l the international

community to end a historic injustioe that has been wrought upon the Palestinian

people, which has demonstrated through the years that it w111 never euccunb to

occupation or abandon its legitimate rights in its homeland.
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black-and-white terms, their national identity as a colonized people aspiring to
national independence in the context of a genuine and sincere orientation towards
Peace and a des ire to co-exist wi th the other sida, provided they are enabled to
exercise their inalienable national rights, above all, self-determination and
independent statehood on their own national soil. That has been amply reflected inthe recent resolutions adopted by the Palestine National Council (lINC), which
affirmad the PLO's commitment to work for the achievement of a peacefu1 p lasting
and comprehensive settlement of the Palestinian cause.

Jordan, especially since 1967, has consiste:ltly advocated a peaceful, just,
comprehensive and lasting settlement of the Pa1astini~n cause in consonance with
the United Nations Charter and the relevant resolutions adopted by the world body.
In his address before the General Assembly at its fortieth session, Hie Majesty
King Hussein enumerated as follows those resolutions which, when implemented, willconstitute a balanced foundation for any just and peaceful settlements General
Assembly resolution 181 (11) of 1947 regarding the partition of Palestine, General
Assembly resolution 194 (IIl) of 1948 pertaining to the solution of the problem of
the Palestinian refugees, security Council resolution 242 (1967), which calls on
Israel to withdraw from the occupied Arab territories and I"eaffirms the right of
every State in the region to live in peace within secure and recognized borders,
and Securi~ Council resolution JJ8 (1973), which calls for negotiations amo~g the
parties to the conflict. Those resolu tions, taken together, enjoy full universalacceptance in view of the fact that they contain fundamental principles tbat will
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Jordan has considered Security Council resolution 242 (1967), from the very

moment of its adopt:lon, to be the chief basis for peace inltiatives and

international efforts aimed at dealing with the outcome of the 1967 war.

Accordingly, Jordan has persisted in its efforts, on both the inter-Arab and

international levels, to mobilize support for compliance with and implementation of

that resolu Ut)n.

Jordan's acceptance of resolution 242 (1967) marked the emargence of an Arab

poeition oriented towards a peaceful settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict, at

the core of which is the Palestinian cause. That position gained momentum over the

past few years, taking concrete shape in the set of resolutions adopted at the Arab

summit meeting held at Fez in 1982, which reflected a unified Arab stand committed

to international legality as the basis for solving the Arab-Israel conflict.

With~n that context, joint Jordanian-Palestinian initiatives were put forward.

Then came ye t ano ther Ar ab consens us a t the Ar ab summi ts convened in Amman,

in 1987, and in Algiers, in 1988, which called for convening an international peace

conference and, thereby, reinforced that orientation.

All those moves have finally CUlminated in the emergence of a firm,

unmistakable Palestinian stand oriented towards peace, as reflected in the

resolutions adopted by the me at i'.:s recent session at Algiers. We firmly believe

that we now have a historic opportunity that should not be missed, for it

represents an invaluable contribution to the peace process, provided the other

party to the Arab-Israeli cooflict shows good faith. It is an exercise in futility

for Israel to continue to prevar icate and to dismiss the sincere and earnest moves

IIl!lde in good fal th by the Pales tin lans to 1 ive in p~ce wi th in an independen t

Pales tin lan Sta te side by side with I srael •
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we are cmfident that the international community, even those of its menbers

domestic policies to throw up obstacles on the road to peace by promting racial

especially those between the two super:-P~ers. ~tremist Israel i leaders exploit

that make announcements to the oontrary r now realizes beyond the shadow of a doubt
that there is currently an Arab position characterized by a high degree of

throughout the region reveal ~ totally different attitude, ooe that exposes the

contrary, Israel ~srepeated acta of aggression against the Palestinian people and

essential to acknowledge that the formal Palestinian movement towards peace has now

Regrettably, the answefS to those queries are still negative. The Arab
mc:Nement towards peace has not been matched by a similar Israeli post tion. Q'l the

taken Cl distinct, documented form. Any attempt to cast doubt upon it are uncalled

respond to the forthright Arab and Palestinia., position. Another question that

recognition by Israel of the Palestinian side and acknowledgament of its legitimate

The question that must now be posed is whether Israel is really ready to

recogl"IJition of Israel by the Palestinians, will be ready to request a similar

literally meet the terms and conditions set by some Petlere, it is none the less

arises is whethar the United States, which has always insisted on specific

moderation and responsibility and anchored in the provisions of the aforementioned

and fundamentalist trends based Oil mythical credos and dreams. Those leaders,

.internatimal resolutions. Regardless of whether the recent me decisions

harmony with the current atmoephere of rela~"tion in international relations,

direction to that which c:haracterizes the Arab attitude, despite the emergence of a

along vi th the extremist trend in Israel, push Israeli ~,J.ety in an opposi te

sbeable segment of Israeli society that constantly voices its desire for a just
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To describe legitiinate natio~;;.l resistance by a people languishing under

not enough to satisfy those condi tiens is an attempt to disavO\!1 both pol itical and

That is indeed what the PLO has <bne in adopting the recent PNC resolutions as

wi t.'l regard to the selective, double-standard approach of some Powers in

PLO only if the latter accepted Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

Israel would have been unable to sustain itself. The outcome of that discrepancy

assistance given by the West to Israel since i i:s creation, support wi thou t which

have been publicly relying on that attitude to justify most forms of support and

peace. The manoeuvres by some Israeli fo.r,ces in power and their encouragement of

United States has not been responsive to the dramatic positive changes in the

in attitudes inside Israel itself might put Israel Vs friends at the hcxns of a

recognize the potential dangers to Israeli society itself posed by a continuation

favourable supportive attitude towards Israel by its friends and supporters, who

of the occupa tion of Pales tin ian lands. Those voices also fear a sh1ft in the

passage of time.

moral and polifo.ical dilemma whose st2lkes might continue to increase with the

promises and pledges to reconsider the uni ted sta tes posi tion of deal ing wi th the

world over. The negative Mer iean reaction contradicts the often-repeated 1lmer iean

dealing wi th the parties to b'1e conflict, it is indeed deplorable to note that the

338 (1973), recognized Israel and renounced terrorism.

Palestinian positlon that have been received with satisfaction and enthusiasm the

moral responsibilities and commitments by the United States in its capacity as a

has just been reaffirJmd by Mr. Arafat. The claim that the Pales tin ian posi tion is

super-Power permanent menber of the Security Council and a partner in the Middle

occupa tion as terror ism is simply pr,epos terous and illogical. The right of peoples
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including the people of the United States of hnerica itself. Hence, the
Palestinian people cannot be denied the opportunity to exercise that right in the
face of one of the most brutal forms of colonialism in the history of mank ind. At
this juncture, engagement in a discussion to define terrorism and to identify who
is a terrorist will not, in our view, be a positive oontribution to a genuine
solution of the pressing problem in question. SUffice it to recall here that
certain persons who have been oonvicted by the jUdicial authorities of certain
Western countries now occupy prominent leading posi tions in Israel and have been
accepted as people to deal with, notwithstanding their conviction. Furthermore,
the treatment of the Palestinian people by Israel, the occupying Power, especially
during the per lod of the upr is ing, cannot be described as anyth in9 but a hor rendous
form of systematic terrorism practised simultaneously by the State as well as by
armed bands of Israeli settlers.

Pro-Israeli voices, es~cially in the United States, continue to tout ideas
that would have the wodd believe there are no justifiable reasons to pranpt the
major Powers to mat<e serious efforts in the context of the peace prooess, since the
"external parties" cannot be more anxious for peace than the immedia te parties to
the conflict and s inee such efforts should be initiated from within the region
itself. Sudl idee.e, which reflect the sentiments of the extremist elements in
Israel, overlook the true nature of the conflict and the direct role played by the
"external par ties".

MoreOl1er, the accumulated mistrust and apprehension on the part of the parties
to the conflict make them unable to move Cl1 their own. Such notions are
misleadin~n to accept them would mean a continuation of the present deadlock in the
peace process. As a matter of fact, that is the wish and the des ire of the those
Israeli extremist circles •
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The major Powers, however, given their special responsibilities as permanent
meJlbers of the Security Council, are duty bound to fulfil their obligations' to
maintain internatiooal peace and security and make persistent efforts to resolve a
conflict that endangers one of the most vital regions in the world and that in all

likelihood will have grave repercussions for the whole world.

Hence, we maintain that the convening of an international peace conference

under the auspices of the United Nations, with the participation on an equal
footing of the five permanent menbers of the Security Council and the parties to

the conflict, including the PLO, the sole and legi tima te represen ta tive of the
Palestinian people, is the most viable and productive way to achieve a peaceful

settlement of a conflict that has beset the entire region for several decades •

a
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It is our hope now that the new United States ldministration will free itself
from the legacy of the past, including the recent decision by the Secretary of
State, in order for that Mministratioo to be able to participate in a constructive
manner, in the peace process, both as the Government of a super-Power and as a

Power that has persistently supplied one of the principal parties to the conflict

with everything that has made it strong and viable.

Jordan, as a principal party to the Arab-Israeli conflict and a country that
is organically linked to the Palestinian cause, will persist in its unremitting

efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement that would guarantee all the peoples of
the region the much needed safety and stability they yearn for. Jordan will

continue its constructive co-operation in the context of the sincere international
efforts, which we hope will be resumed forthwith intensively, in order to put the

peace process in its true perspective and move it towards the c~:)Ovening of the

International Peace Conference.

In that regard, it is our hope that the Secretary-General will receive full
support in his endeavours from all the parties to the conflict and from the five
permanent members of the Security Council, so that the International Conference may
be convened as soon as possible. Efforts will be made in the framework of that

Conference to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict, and its core, the question of

Palestine, in all its aspects. This will serve the interest of security, peace and
stability not only in the Middle East region, but throughout the world.

Prince' Saud' AL"'FAISAL (Saudi Arabia) (interpretatioo from Arabic): I

wish once again to greet you, Sir, and to (X)nvey our deep appreciation to the

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian people, its
Chairman and its menbers for their unremitting, successful efforts to defend the
cause of Palestine in the face of all thediffic:ulties and obstacles created by
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We are meeting at Geneva today to discuss the question of Palestine, which is
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before the Gen~ral Assemly and which should have been discussed at United Nations

Headquarters in New York. The fact that the Uni ted States of America refused to

grant an entry visa to Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executi~e Committee of

the Palestine Liberation Organiza tien (PLO), made it necessary to transfer the

discussion to Geneva. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has accordingly expressed its

deep regret at this Uni ted states decis ion, which is unjust towards the Palestinian

people and which does not conform with pr inciples calling for the achievement of

freedom, justice and peace in the world.

Some two months ago, in his message to the Assenbly, the Custodian of the '!Wo

Holy Mosques, King Fahd bin Abdul Aziz, stated that all efforts to achieve a better

life for mank ind will be futile so 100g as a just and lasting peace continues to

elude us. His understanding of peace is that it is an indivisible whole and that

the right to peace is not the preserve of one group at the expense of another J the

so many years has made that people more determined to live in freedom and

The voice of the Palestinian p"!Ople, which we heard today in the person of

repression and occupation to which the Palestinian people have been subjected for

• <f' '-

facts and reminds us that a people's rights to their native lands do not perish

of 0 ther s. Peace cannot be ach ieved wi thou t jus ti ce •

right to peace should not be upheld in rela tiaa to anyone issue to the exclus ion

Peace is not the acceptance of a status quo nor is it surrender to force and

oppressior~, which do not create a right or establish peace.

with the passage of time or through forgetfulness and lapses of memory. The

Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, affirms those

-
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people is proving without a shred of doubt that its aim is peace and its paraltDunt
concern is to be enabled to achieve that peace.

While peace based on justice is the quest of mankind today, that objective is
still violated by those who do not want peaceful coexistence. Israel has used
every means to frustrate such peaceful methods. Israel has used every means to
hinder peaceful poss ibili ties for ending the conflict. If Israel is \D'1der the
illusion that it can uproot the Palestinians from theii:' own land and erase from a
new generation's memory its history and destroy the very memory of tha t history byits continuous occupation of Palestinian lands and by its desperate effort to
colonize those lands and settle in them, deporting and expelling the imabitants
and eliminating the identity of the Palestinian people and committing acts of
savage repress ion, then the heroic Pales tin ian upris ing has affirmed that
repression and brute force cannot el imil'lc1te the reality of existence, even when
misery assumes colossal dimensions.

The Palestinian uprising is also a remi~der that legitimate ri9hts do not
die. Daily, the upris ing EmFhasizes the vitali ty of the Pal es tin ians in their just
and rightful quest.

After me full year of the uprising, it is now evident that Israeli repression
has increased the determined nature of that uprising. The logical ca1clusion of
that phenomenm is that it is impossible for the status quo to continue and that
there is a need for movements to change that status quo.

A full year of solidarity, defiance and deter.mination has imposed, at all
levels, a new outlook and a new method for dealing with the Palestinian question,transferring it to the very centre of international concern and revealing to world

--
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public opinim the rightfulness and legality of the Palestinian cause. The world

is now aware that this is the very core of the Arab-Israeli oonfliet, as revealed

by the uprisinq, which has imposed its cause as a reality and a historic

responsibility that the international community cannot ignore.

The d!claration of an indepen~ent Palestinian State has croW1ed the

unremitting struggle of the Palestinians and is a logical complement to the heroic

uprising, whose weapons are stones, whose arms are determination, and whose

alllltunition is faith in God and His divine assistance. All the massive support for

the Palestinian cause is but a natural consequence of these developments •

&
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fOWldationS fer: natienal unity, the Palestinian leadership has formulated a

political progral1llle for a peaceful solutlon to the P31estinian cause based on

interna tienal legaU ty and all tIli ted Ha tions resolu tions rela ting to the Pales tine
question, inclUding the two security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973). That programme has met with a positive response in all international
forums.

we have just heard the eta tement of Hr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the

Palestine Liberation Organization, in which he set forth his ideas for peace in the
Mi&:lle East and reiterated firmly and unanbiguously the positive resolutions

adopted by the Palestine Natienal Council, which solidify and promte the framework
and process of peace.

On the other hand, the resolutions adopted by the General Assenbly on

7 Decellber cenderming Israel, calling f(X a diplonatic, commercial and cul tural
boycott of it, and considering as illegal its policies and practices aimed at the

annexa tion of Pales tin ian and other terrt tories occupied in the 1967 war, are in

perfect harmony with the world-wide reaction indicating the international

cc.lIW1ity's desire that the PLO be permitted to expreSrl itself in this

international forum. All th~se are but addi tion111 positive factors in the re<2nt
progress of the Palestinian cause, they emphasize unanbiguously new fundamental
chanC)81lJ in the outlook m this question and on its treatment at the international
level.

The United Nations has reO&ntly succeeded in finding solutions to many

regional problems, such as the questions of Afghanistan and Namibia, among others.
IThe confidence of the international ool'll'llunity in the role of the United Nations has

=
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assumes addi tional impor tance when we consider that the Pales tine ques tion, the

core of the Arab-Isnoli conflict, has lalg been a concern of the U'ai ted Ni! tions.

To consolidate that credibility, the United Nations must adopt a firm and

effective posture against Israel's rejection of a peaceful solution and against

Israel's continuous illegal and oppressive ~actices, including repeated assaults

upon Palestinians and incursions into and attacks on Lebanon, a State Mell'ber of the

tJnibld Nations. There ia no doubt that the resolutions adopted by the General

Assembly on 7 Decel1ber serve to emphasize the credibility of the tJnit:ed Nations.

The Security Council must shoulder its responsiblity and follow suit.

Believing that peace is indivisible, we note the success of the tJnited Nations

as symbolized by Security Council resolution 598 (1987) on the Iraq-Iran war, which

IlliIde re ference to the imposi tion of sanctions under the tJni ted Na tions Char ter

against any party refusing to accept the resolution. That move resul ted in a

process leading to the creation of a peaceful atmosphere in the Gulf region~ We

therefore call for the use of that United Nations procedure against Israel, which

is the party rejecting a peaceful solution. The General Assembly and the security

Council should thus acbpt similar resolutions imposing sanctions on Israel should

it refuse to accomllDdate the international will.

Another important factor for establishing the credibility of the United

Nations could be th0 manner in which the Organization deals with the positive

resolutions and intentions of the PalestJ.ne National Council relating to the

peaceful solution.of the Palestine question based on international legality, and
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Council resolutions 242. (1967) and 338 (1973).

confidence in the role of the Organ iza tion.

to secure peace in the Middle East and would increase the international ooJll1lunity's
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All those factors would undoubtedly calfirm the abUi ty of the lbi ted Na Hons

(Prince Baud Al-Faisal, saudi Arabia)
all Uni ted Nations resolutions <Xl the question of Palestine, including security

There are rare moments in history that provide golden opportunities to achieve
just solutions to seemingly insoluble internatialsl problems. It takes a great
deal of wisdom to take advantage of such opportunities. 'lb fail to do so would
consti tute an incorroct assessment of the trend of history and the development of
events, especially when the problems are of colossal magnitude.

Such a golden opportunity was provided by the important steps taken by

Pales tine Na tional Council las t mon th. That Council adopted a h is tor ie r esol ution

that will open up new prospects for a just and peaceful solutioo to the question of
Palestine. It is, therefore, incumbent upon us all, especially at this important
moment in the evolution of the Palestinian question, to recognize the Palestinian
State and grant it the status of an Observer State in this forum, and to convene an

internatiooal conference 00 the Middle East in which the Palestine Liberation
Organization would participate fully. Jibr the sake of the region we must make the

most of the new developments. This is not the time for negative positions that

would waste this golden opportunity for peace and flexibility.

I hope our discussions and resolutions at this session of the General ~senOly

will help restore the confidence of the international community in this

Organ ha tien and make it poss ibIe to embark UPal the PI! th to',",crds peace in the
Middle Past.
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entering its second year. That revolution has demonstrated unequivocally that the

People's firm determination to liberate the occupied territories cannot be shaken
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Mr;.' AL-MAS!!, (8yr lan Arab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic) : Today,

As we begin our consideration of one of the most volatile and explosive

for the first time, the General Assembly is considering the question of Palestine

determination not only to adopt resolutions, but also to implement them.

to assert its right to invite anyone it chooses to address it, and to guarantee the

&48/16

away from Headquarters, in accordance with a resolution adopted by near unanimity,

Palestinian people is determined to liberate its territory from Israeli occupation,

no matter how many sacrifices it must make. It has also shown that the Palestinian

questions since the second World War, the Palestinian uprising - the intifadah - is

right of access and f:ee expression. The General Assenbly thereby has shown its
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(Mr. Al·Masri, strian Arab
Republic)

In the present and past centuries, the Middle East, the cradle of civilization
and revealed religion, with all the accompanying humanitarian and moral values, has

been subjected tD colonialist and Zionist invasions that brought it nothing but
destruction. COlonialist ambitions were the motive power of those barbaric

invasions. Thy were also the incentive behind the setting up of a

settler-colonialist entity in Arab Palestine, the land of peace, and supplying it
with aid and the military and diplomatic support it needed in order to survive -

and, by surviving, create permanent tension in the region, undermine its stability

and prevent its development and progress, in order to safeguard and prollOte

oolonial interests and, ultimately, realize the dream of creating greater Israel,
from the Nile to the Euphrates.

Zionist leaders in modern times have made no bones about the fact th"t: in

order for ,this to be accomplished, it will be necessary to vacate the territories
of their populations. This is exactly what has been put intD practice over the

past 40 years, through an uninterrupted series of fascist massacres E.Ild policies of
expulsion and dep)rtation by the Israeli occupation forces against the Palestinian

people and the people of the occupied Arab territories. This theory is still being
applied, and indeed in an increasingly flagrant fashion.

Israel's policy of aggression an~ expansion is no l.onger a secret to anybody.
From the outset, Israel has been a settler-colonialist enterprise based on

aggression and expansion. This enterprise was conceived in the context of

oolonialist policies and colonialist thinking. The grand design of the enterprise
became apparent in Israel's wars of expansion, the occupation of Arab territories,
Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan, and in Israel's refusal to withdraw from these
occupied terr i tor ies.
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(Hr. AI-Hasr i, §X.r ian Ar!!!
Rep,JbHc)

Israel has consistently refused to comply with the will of the international
co_unity as set forth in United Nations resolutions calling on Israel to withdraw
from occupied Palestinian and Arab territories, to end the annexation of Jer.usalem
and the Syrian Golan, the altering of the demographic and cultural structu~e of the

territories, the policy of establishing neN settlements in the occupied

territories; and to dismantle {:hose that have been established, in order to enable

the Palestinian people to exercise ita inalienable rights.

Instead of complying ".. i th such appeals, the Israel i occupation forces have

stepped up their fascist practices in the occupied terri toties wi th a view to
vacating them of their inhabitants by means of daily harassment, collective

plUlishment, tetror tactics and the demolition of houses.

Isra·_ls occupation of Palestinian and othet Arab territor iea oonatitutea a

continued aggression according to the United Nations Charter and the rules of

international law. What makes the situation even Jlk)re ser 10us is that the

occupation has turned into settlement. The General Assembly and the security

Council have condemned both occupation and settlement and called for an end to the
establishment of settlements, the dismantling of those already in existence and
withdrawal from the occupied lands.

In the light of its understanding of the nature and dimensions of the

Arab-Israeli conflict, Syria has alwaY'" considered the Palestinian cause to be its
very own and has worked tirelessly in all international forums to highlight the

Palestinian identity. Syria has also made many sacrifices and shouldered burdens
•

in championing the cawe of the Pales tin ians and their inalienable r 19hts,

including the right of return, the right of self-determination and the

establishment of a sovereign, independent State on their own national so11.
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the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, and withdraw from all occupied

For mre than 40 years now a generation of people has suffered under

(Ht • . Al""Masr i, . Syr ian Ar..!2
Republic)
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bones have been broken, their homes have been destroyea) the gas used a~ainst them

the fascist Israeli practices against the Arab populations, invobdng the killing

Events in the Middle East in the last 40 years have derronstrated that Israel

Arab territories, the situation is only going to deteriorate, with unpredictable

Israel to comply with the rules of the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention of Relative to

has caused asphyxiation and, in some cases, abortion.

rights, and the liberation of all occupied Arab territories.

principle that the recovery of the Syrian Gol~~ is inseparable from the Palestinian

Israeli aggression against Byr la. Colan has been occupied. Even worse, occupied

Golan waa annexed in 1981. Despite this, Syria has adopted as a firm position of

The si tuation in the occupied Arab terri toties is extremely ser ious because of

risks for peace in the reg ion, and indeed the whole wodd.

people's recovery of their national soil, the guaranteeing of their inalienable

of unarmed men, women, adolescents and children demonstrating for freedom. Their

does not want peace, Israel wants land. Israel's understanding of peace is based

conception runs absolutely counter to the real concept of peace, which is based on
justice, equity, an end to occupation and the restoration of owners' rights.

occupation, and unless the international community takes effective steps to compel

on occupation, expansion and the acquisition of territory by force. This

I
IG

l
1
I
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permanent men'bers of the Security Council. Israel refuses to take the path that

first condition for peace must be withdrawal from the occupied territories and

As we see it, Israel does not want peace in the region. I do not think one

expansionism and settlement.

lesElons of the past. For a just peace cannot be achieved under occupation,

their right to self-determination and their right to establish an independent

national rights, including their right to return to their homeland, Palestine,

unconditional withdrawal from all occupied Arab territories. Similarly, there can

It is inconceivable that there could be peace in the region without the total,

those people have regained their rights and all their territory.

restoration of the rights of the people of the region. There can be no peace until

independent, sovereign State on their national territory, have not learned the

Those who speak of the illusion of finding a solution Wlder occupation and the

It must be understood that peace requires an end to occupation, and the

Palestine, and their right to self-determination and the establishment of an

exercise by the people of Palestine of their right to self-determination. The

Sta te. One cannot even speak of peace in isolation from the condi tions for peace.

be no peace until the people of Palestine are able to exercise their leCji timate

denial of the Palestinian people's rights, including their right t~ ~eir homeland,

all parties concerned, including the Pales tine Libera tion Organ i~a tion and the

BeT/edd

Arabs to acquiesce in its expansionist ambitions.

TO do so would be a very serious error.

Israel still rejects the holding of an international peace conferen?e on the
Middle East under the auspices of the United Nations and with the participation of

needs to dwell on this point in order to reGch that conclus ion. Israel wants the

'. ~ .......-----_...---...................---.......~~
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the region and the world.
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ZiQ'llsm was a form of racism. On 5 February 1982, it declared, after the

We shall continue to state that Israel is an aggressor, an agent operating

wants peaca •

The core of the conflict is the Palestinian cause.' lmy solutiCl'l that does not

the Israeli occupation of the occupied Ga1an Heights, the resistance to the Israeli

inhabitants of the occupied Arab territories and the continued establishment of

in its policy of occupation and denial of the rights of the Palestinian people,

take into account the national rights of the Palestinian people will be in

could lead to a just and lasting peace. That means that Israel wishes to persist

contradiction to peace. Indeed, we have seen the reau! ts of the Camp David

thereby perpetuating tension in the region and all that such tension implies for

The upr i81ng of the Arab Palestinian people, the resistance of the Syr lans to

Israel. ~e need ooly recall the aggression against Lebanon in 1982, during which

imposition of Israeli laws on the Golan Heights, that Israel's record and the

settlements there. All that exposes the fallacy of the cQ'ltentiw that Israel

Beirut was destroyed and southern Lebanon was occupiedo There was the annexation

occupiers in southern Lebanoo all demonstrate that the occupation cannot last.

measures it continues to adopt prOl7e that it is not a peace-loving country. Israel

against peace and security in the Middle East and throughout the wor:1d. The

General Assenbly acknowledged that fact when, on 1 lbvenber 1975., it decided that

of the Galan Heights and of Jerusalem and the escalation of oppress ion against the

also c.ontinues to reject the resolution of 11 May 1948.

-----------------------~
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international law and the decisions of Arab summit meetings.

pressures exerted on the Arabs to make concession after concession have only

direction of peace.
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(Hr. At-Masr i,' Byr tan Arab
Republic)
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rights. Syr la believes that: support for the upr ising and the Palestinian

Palestine. That is in conformity with our policy and is consistent with

By their heroic uprising, the Palestinian people have demonstrated their

int~rnatiQ\al public opinion to support the just Palestinian ca\!Se, and that this

Those who believe that concessions by the Palestinian people could lead to

peace in the Middle East are wrong. We are aware of Israel's oolonialist, settler

inalienable rights of t;he Palestinian people, including their right to

Syria has always advocated attaching importance to and recognizing the

Palestinian people. That is why Syr ia supports the establishment of the State of

aggressive. Those concess ions have not roads Israel take a single step in the

resistance is the path that will lead to peace and the recovery of the rights of

the ,Palestinian people.

rejection of Israel's occupation and their determination to regain their national

establish their independent, sovereign State. Syria has constantly urged

Palestinian identity. Syria has always struggled for the achievemen'l; of the

and expansionist plans. We are convinced that a policy of cCX'lcessions will CX'lly

induce Israel to become more intransigent and aggressh'e. It is clear that the

secured gleat gains for Israel and encouraged it to become more warlike and

support should take the form of recognition of the legitimate rights of the Arab

self-determination and return to their homeland, Palestine, and their right to
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leg! timate representative of the Palestinian people - and other peace-loving

(Mr.' Al-Masri,' §yrian Arab
Republic)
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If Israel does not withdraw from the occupied Arab territories, if th~

, we believe that to attain peace we must reaffirm the relevant United Nations

parties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation Organization - the sole,

Israel defies United Nations resolutions, which are, an expression of the

under the auspices of the Uni ted Nations and wi th the participation of all the

The only path to peace is the convening of an international peace conference

just and lasting peace in the Middle East, the occupation will continue. That is a

international will. Israel persists in its policy of occupation. By so doing, it
dooms to failure any effort to establish a just and lasting peace in the Middle

resolutions, in the context of the international conference, wi th the participation

States. Peace can be achieved only by restorinq the rights of the people of the
region. It can be achieved only if the occupation of the Arllb territories ends.

of all the parties concerned and the permanent memers of the security Coun,.U.

Palestinian people, there can be no peace in the Middle East. And if there is no

question of Palestine is not solved in a way that will guarantee the rights of the

state of affairs that we must reject and resist.
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(Hr. Al-Ma.sr i r Syr ian Ara,g
Republ1t?J
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repression perpetrated by the occupation authorities, offers eloquent and tangible

The most important of these developments has been the valiant uprising of the

Palestinian cause at this particular time, and here in Geneva, an historic occasion

To conclude, we pay a tribute to the uprising of the Palestinian people in the
occupied territories. we also pay a tribute to those who have managed, wi th the
stones they have thrown, to give force to a patr iotic revolution that will continue

pre-eminent pooi tion it deserves amongst the problems of the in terna tioni:1l

of great importance for the Palestinian cause, an opportunity to take the

tmtil its just conclusion, that is, until the restora tion of the rights of the
Palestinian people in a sovereign and independent; State.

Therefore, the resisttln<:e will cmtinue in the Syrian Arab GOlan, in the
occupied territories of Palestine, in southern Lebancn. This is simply the natural

developments in the struggle of the Palestinian people make the discussion of the

Mr.' AZIZ (Iraq) (interpretatim from Arabic) I The recent major

and duties the internatimal community ought to shoulder in relatim to this

Olarter in order to end the injustice and repression Buffered by the Palestinian

session that most appropriately bore the name of the uprising, the ,!gtifadah.

The upr 1sing and the fact that it has continul!d courageously for !lOre than a
wo1e year new throughout the occupied territories, mdaunted by the violence and

Arab people of Palestine and the historic decisions taken on 15 Nove8)er at the
Inineteenth extraordinary session of the Palestine Nation~ Council in Algiers, the

co_unity. This is also an im(X)rtant oprt)Oi.'tunity to define the responsibilities

question in consonance with the objectives ai'ld principles of the United Nations

-
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proof of the vitality and vigour of the intrepid Palestinian people, their
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attachment to the land of Palestine and their unwavering resolve to achieve

self-determination on that land. It was UPal this solid foundation, which became
apparent to the whole world, that the Palestine National Council decided to

proclaim the independent State of Palestine. The proclamation was a free, vigorous

and courageous exercise of the right of self~etermination, .an exercise very much

in keeping wi th i~ternatimal leg1 timac:y as re fiected in t..'1e resolu tions adopted by
the United Nations since 1947, confirming the right of the Palestinian people to

self-de termina tioo, political indepei'ldence and sovereignty aver its national soil.
In proclaiming the independent State of Palestine, the Arab people of Palestine
have reaffirmed the OellDcratic orientation of their State, its 10l7e for peace and
its colmlitment to peaceful coexistence. Thus, the l'c;llestinian people has ded.ared

its resolve to work, through its independent State, for the achie-"ement of a

l.mting peace based on justice 6nd respect for peoples' rights and, at the same

time, has called upon the United Nationa, which has a special responsibility
towards the Palestinian cause, to help it achieve its legitimate objectives.

The Palestinian people has also rei terated its cOIIIfilitment to the peaceful
settlement of regional and international problelllS in accordance with the United

Rations Chart&r and Un! ted Nations resolu tions. This people has also asserted its
rejection of the threatened or actual use of force, violence or terrorism against
the territorial integric)' and political.independence of States, without prejudice
to their natural right of self-defence.

In addi tion to the proclamation of independence, the Palestine National

Council included in its poll tical sta tement It balanced working programme for mak ing
the neCll!lssary arrangements to ensure security and peace in the region.
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The world as a whole has a clIty now to take a poei tive pas! tion wl th regard to
th~8e deoisions and to deal with them 1n eall:nest. It is most gratifying to note

the great number of States which are welcoming and rec::ognizing those deoisions. it
is necessary to point out, at the sue time, that those States which have hesitated
so far to announce their support, should end their hesitation and deolare their
support of the deoisions adopted by the Palestine National Counoil and recogni3e

the new independent State of Palestine. They shod.d also 00_ forward in olear
support of the call for an international peace conference to be held with the full

and equal participation of the Palestine Liberation Organization. In this cootext,
we wish to say that, while we welcome the state_nt issued by the countr iea of the
European Community on 21 NolIelllber, we look forward to seeing theae oountries shake
off whatever reluctance they may still have towards recognizing the independent
State of Palestine and 00_ fOl:ward in support of this Sute, the establishllent of

which constitutes a fundamental basis for the achievenent of peace in the Middle

Bast. *

Some of the legal pretexts used to justifo/ non-ll:ecognit10n of the State of

Palestine are olearly no longer part of the spirit of OUl' age, nor are they in

harlllOny with the realistic outlook necessary for the developaent of the ptovisionl1

of international lew as a living atructure fe&poi\ding to the nMd" of the age, and
not _rely as rules which came about to Met the needs of tiNeS gone by.

The reoent developments have confir.d two esaential faots. rirst, there is
the courage deuonstrated by the Pmlestinian people t.u:oughou~ their deeades of

struggle, G struggle that has been crotllned with thei£' valiant upri3ing and their

* Mr. Morteneen (Dctn:urk), Vice-president, took the Chair •
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absolute resolve to reject occupation and establieh their own independent State.

Secondly, there is the fact that the leadership of the Palestinian people and their

legitimate representatives have shown that they are capable of taking bold

POlitical decisions on a basis of international legitimacy and of the legal r.ules

(Ml'. Az iz, Iraq)
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and regulations that form the foundations of international relations in our day and

age.

"
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The negative attitudes of sone States towards the Palestine Liberation

Organization and the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and the

establishment of its independent State, come from some sort of \D'ljustified

deference on the part of such States to the usurpers that have occupied the land.

Such attitudes h~ve no basis in justice, logic or law. They are arbitrary partisan
attitudes which favour the usurper that has occupied the land in violation of

international legitimacy. Hence, they are totally contrary to international law,
the rules of justice and the realities of our time.

Among those attitudes is tha t of the Uni ted Sta tes of Ameri ca. By re fus ing to

grant PLO Chairman Yaseer Arafat an entry visa to the united States of h'nerica,

which would have enabled him to address ~~e General Assembly in New York, the

United States Administration not only acted in breach of the Headquarters
Agreement, as this General Assembly has decided, but indeed behaved in a manner
that is both arrogant and illogical. The United States position, while reflecting
the unw ilUngness of the American Mmin is tra tion to unders tand the legi tima te
rights of the Arab people of Palestine or the right of peoples to

self-determination, a basic feature of our modern age, is also gravely detrimental
to the cause of peace, security and justica in the region.

'l'he Iraqi Government, while deploring the United States position, salutes this
Aasenbly on having taken the right decision to deplore that position and to move
its meetings to Geneva, where it could hear Mr. Yasser Arafat, the Chairman of the
E1Cecutive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organzation, deliver his speech.

Reference must also be made to the position adopted by the United Kingdom,
another permanent member of the security Council, which has failed to share with

the international community its legitimate and collective decision. Having been
the biggest imperialist Power that had controlled the area for a long time, the
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United Kingdom in particular remains historically responsible for the injustices
inflicted upon the Arab people of Palestine and for many of the problems of the

region. Britain has yet to demonstrate clearly its willingness to forget its
imperialist past and renounce its anbition for influence. Britain has continued to
adopt a negative and suspect stance 00 the Palestin'!! issue and on other issues in
the region that can in no way be of service to the quest for security, stability or
justice.

We must also point out that the position adopted by certain countries

requiring the Palestinian people and their leaders to give one proof after another
of their good will towards the issue of peace is totally unbalanced and one-sided
in that it fails to require the occupiers themselves to show respect for the will
of the international community, international law and the United Ha tions

resolu tions or to demand an end to the ir OCCUpa ticn of the land.

The occupier ought to understand that its insistence on occupation and on
denial of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people remains contrary to the
oourse of history, and that such a position is always doomed to failure. The

occupier should not underestimate the ability of the Palestinian people to continue
their struggle for the liberation of their homeland, the elimination of occupation
and the establishment of their independent State. Nor should the occupier
underestimate the determination of the Arab nation to stand by this legitimate

struggle. The experience of decades of continued Palestinian struggle, the

continued Arab support for this struggle and the wide international solidarity

cons ti tu te tang ible proo f of th is fa et •

Iraq will remain ~. ~ongly committed to supporting the just struggle of the
Palestinian people and the Palestine r..iberatiori Organizatioo t its sole and
legitimate representative. Iraq has supported the decisions of· the Palestine
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National Council and recognized the Palestinian State. In doing BO, Iraq has
proceeded from its firm stand in support of the choice made by the Arab people of

Palestine and their legitimate representatives and from its belief in the justice
of the cause of the Arab people of Palestine.

Following the decisions of the Palestine National Council, it has become

imperative that the United Nations should shoulder its responsibilities under the
Charter, which ensures security, peace and justic~ for all. It is time this
Organization took the courageous decisions and star.ds that are needed in order for
the peace process in the region to be placed on the right track.

Mr o' AL'"KHALIFA (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic): At the outset, I
wish to congra tula te the Commi ttee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Ri gh ts of the
Palestinian People for its tireless efforts to call attention to the Palestinian
cause and to mobilize world public opiniOi1 wi th a view to enabling the Pales tin ian
people to regain their legitimate rights through serious efforts to bring about the
peace in the Middle East. to which they aspire.

,The international community has great hopes, following the historic meeting
between the two super-Powers in Moscow th is year. A new and posi tive era of

detente has begun in which ideological di fferences are overcome and the

possibilities of confrontation ar~ minimized. A1IO'l9 the indications of this

rapprochement are the agreement to resolve regional conflicts in the world and the
increasing posi tive relations a1lO'lg the five permanent merrbers of the security
Council, a fact that has been reflected in the collective decision-making process
on issues concern ing world peace.

Hence the United Nations has resumed its pormal role, under the Charter, as an
effective in tern'" tional sye tern attempting to f~nd appropria te solu tions to

international conflicts and to create a favourable environment for coexistence
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and co-operation among peoples. There have been active negotiations with a view to

restoring peace in various hotbeds of tension, for example in Afghanistan and

Namibia. Unfortunately, however, the question of Palestine and the situation in

the Middle East have not received equal attention.

The General AaseJrbly is meeting today in Geneva in circumstances that are

beyond logic and law. Convening here instead of in New York to consider the

question of Palestine, is evidence that the international community has committed

itself to safeguarding the independence and neutrality of the Organization and, at

the same time6 has resisted any attempt to infringe international charters and

agreements.

We were astonished when the United States refused to issue a visa to

Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation

Organization, in order to enable him to take part in the deliberations on the

question of Palestine despite the fact that the PLO enjoys observer status at the

United Nations.
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is no power in the world that can stifle the voice of truth, and Palest.Lllian

opinion will reach everyone everywhere, including the very conscience of the

world. They wished to conceal the truth, but they will new see how wrOO9 their
policy is.

For many long years nOrl, ever since the Balfour Declaration in 1917, the

Pales tin ian people h as been suffer ing from all kinds of persecu tion and organ ized
injustice. Since that date, this people has has been waging a bitter struggle to
preserve their national identity and legitinate rights, bringing its cause, among
other important issues, to international attention. It has been and continues to
be subjected to various kinds of terrorism - from military to social and ecatomic
terror ism, from direct terro~ ism through the cr iminal Israel i practices in the

occupied territor:ies to political terrorism. All this has been carried out by way
of illegal pressures and actions contrary to international law and conventions.

Israeli repressive measures include indiscriminate murder, collective ci!tention,
destruction of houses and farms, control of water suppl ies and other inhuman
practices aiRed at canpelling the Palestinian people to surrender.

The Arab people of Palestine has met these barbaric Zionist methods wHh

increased resistance and struggle against aggress ion, in a spirit of self-den ial
and unprecedented heroism. It is prO'liding the whole world with an example of the

human experience of a people determined to reCOler its rights and to establ ish a

just peace~ the bold uprising - intifadah - nCM in ita second year, the true

expression of the feelings of the Palestinians in the face of the Israeli
occupation of their homeland.

The continuation of this popular upris ing in the occupied tarr itor ies, which
has been transforrred into an organ ized legi tima te revolu tion of the masses, stands
as clear evidence th&t the Palestinian people is de termined to recover its oooupied
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land, to exercise lts legitimate rights and to resist Israeli terrorism until its

national goals have been achieved.

From the violent clashes and confrontation in the occupied territories and

following Upcrl the strong poli tlcal wave in Algiers came the resolu tions of the

Palestine National Council, its political communique and Declaration of

Independence for the sta te of Pal es tine, procla irred on 15 November 1988. They are

the genuine errbodiment of the Palestinian people's will, as represented by all

current trends. Acceptance by the Pal.estine N:l.itooal Council of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), associated with the right to

self-determination, as the basis for convening the internatiooal peace conference

00 the Middle East, and the sincere will reflected in accepting to resolve the

cooflict peacefully, give Israel two options\ ei ther a canprehens ive and just

peace or confrontation with the Palestinian resistance, which is gro..'ing daily. As

loog as the crisis persists, the U1ited N:ltions will renain seized of its historic

and moral responsibility until a just and lasting solution to the confl ict is found.

The decisions of the Palestine National Council have refuted the arguments

usually put forward by Israel and its allies in rejecting the status of the

Palestine Liberation Organization and failing to respond to peace efforts based on

international legitimacy.

It is regrettable that particularly at this time Israel should have taken a

nega tive at ti tu de towards the decis ions of the Pales tine Na tianal Counc i1 and

continued its aggressive r;nlicy and terrorism. In so doing, Israel has reinforced

our conviction that it cares little and P=lYs no attention to the voices calling for

peace in the region.

Clear evidence of that attitude was given in its r.ecent barbaric aggression

against Lebanon, violating Lebanon's frontiers, territory, waters and air space

without any moral or human quallllC:;. Hew can Israel or its allies speak of human
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rights or the struggle against terrorism when there continues to be massive killing

of innocent civilians - children, women and the elderly - in camps, using missiles

and cluster boms? If that is not terrorism, then what is meant'by terl':orism?

Bahrain was in the vanguard of those States that have recognized the

independent Palestinian State, with Al Quds as its capital, since its establishment

was proclaimed. We consider this the ell'bodiment of the Palestinian people's will

and as a first step on the right road to recovering its legitimate rights. The

Palestinian State has beo::une a political reality that cannot be ignexed. 'lb try to

subjug! t:a the Pales tin ians or to canpel them to 1 ive mder abhorrent condi tions of

occupation would be a waste of time, for such Cl policy has proved to be futile.

Hope rem ins s tl'on9 in the O1i ted Ha tions and the in terna ticmal commll'li ty at larqe

that the histal' ic resolutions of the Palestine Rational Council will meet with the

worthy response they deserve. Events in the Middle East are proceeding apace and

they require concerted international efforts at channelling them to"lIIards a just and

canprehens ive peace in the reg ion.

The United Nations has played an effective role in defending the Palestinian

cause and attracting suppor t from world publi c opin ion, in accordance wi th the

principles and objectives of the Charter, which has resulted in zecognition of the

PLO as the sole, legitill8te representative of the Palep.tinian people. At this

staCJe the United Nations cannot renounce its role of staunch defender of this just

cause, especially since the establishment of the independent Palestinian State has

now been proclaimed.

At this historic turning-point, it is natural that the Unite'd Nations should

recognize the Palestinian state, proclaimed on 15 NO'Iember 1988, and confer upon it

CJle status of (l)server at the Organization. This political step is an

interna tional impera tive, given the recogni tion of that Sta te by an increas in9

nuJ!!ber of States. This has become even more urgent following upon JOE'dan's
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the Palestine National Council, we believe that the international peace conference

forum for neCjOtia tions wi th a view to finding a just solu tion to this question in

Bank. Hence the United Nations has to assume its responsibility as the appropriate

In the current climate of rapprochement and given the positive decisions of

firm stand against the Israeli obstinacy in rejecting the convening of the

international peace conference to settle the Middle East confl iet, with the

permanent rnenbers of the security Council. we also believe that this is the only

Nations and wi th the participa tion of all parties to the conflict, including, on

decision to sever its administrative and legal links with the Palestinian West

Palestinian people to exercise national sovereignty in their independent state.

behalf of the State of Palestine, the PLO on an equal footing, and the five

RG/21

accordance with international legitimacy. This can be arhieved only by taking a

way to establish a just and comprehensive peace in the Middle East, enabling the

------------_...-.-.--------
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cOClllunity stand in support of Palestinian rights in order to establish a permanent

Mr. 'BEMANANJARA (Madagascar) (interpreta Hen from French): I welcome the

presence in our mids t of Mr. Yasser Arafa t, Chairman of the Execu tive Conrni ttee of
the Palestine Liberation Organization, who, despite the thoroughly predictable
attitude taken by the United States of America, is today participating in our

debate by virtue of the clearly expressed, virtually unaniroous, will of the General
Assembly. I thank the Secretary-General for convening this meeting in so short a

time iind take this opportunity to extend cordial congratulations and thanks to. the
Swiss authorities for their exemplary co-operation.

The question of Palestine has held the attention of our Organization since its
creation. Through many resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security

Council, we have unequivocally affirmed and reaffirmed the inalienable right of the
Palestinian people to self-determination without outside interference, to

independence and national sovereignty, and to the creation of its own State in
Palestine.

In keeping with the principle of the inadmissibility of territorial

acquisition by force, we have cCXldemned Israel's occupation of Arab territories, we
have denounced its policy of oppression against the Palestinian people, and we' have

recogn ized the legi timacy of the Pales tine Libera tion Organ iza tion as the sole
representative of the Palestinian people.

This year, however, the question has acquired special significance b~cause of
the Palastinians people's courageous uprising, which has been going on now for

12 months in the occupied territories, and the proclamation of the State of

Palestine at the nineteenth extraordinary session of the Palestine National Council.

- .,
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Faced with the latest developments of the situation, no one can doubt any

national movement and its leadership.

.what is evident. Indeed, it has always re jected the leg1 timacy of the Pales tine

In fact, Israel, in suppressing the intifadah, is again endeavouring to deny

in the occupied terri tories.

Palestinian People supplies irrefutable information about the repression going on

On 3 NoveJi'ber, this year, prior to the adoption of resolution 43/21, the

Like the international comm\L."'lity at large, we have followed with growing
indignation the repression unleashed by Israel against a defenseless civilian

representative of the Palestine Liberation Organization gave ,",s a poignant account

longer the determination of the Palestinians to forge their own destiny, despite
all repression. The intifadah has manifestly consolidated the national unity of

and, in particular, the action of the Israeli army, which kills and wounds

South Africa, the heir to colonialism and fascism and, moreover, a long-standing

We are faced, therefore, tld.th a new situation, and the reactions that it

to mind the worst violence of what we had thought to be a bygone era, except in

population in the occupied territories. These brutal and arbitrary reprisals call

In resolution 60S (1987), the security Council strongly deplored the policies

regard the report of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

and pra~tices of Israel, which viola te human rights in the occupied terri tories

of the daily atrocities perpetrated by the Israeli forces of occupation. In that

and, of course, to the COle question of Palestine.

view to an overall, just and lasting settlement to the problem of the Middle East,

prompts call for the urgent search fot an effective process of negotiation with a

AN/edd
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The proposals of the Palestine Nmtional Council are clear and decisive,

to the acute sense of responsibility of the Palestinian leaders and to their

this martyred people which has been forcibly dispersed. The r~cent decis ions of

liThe Democratic Republic of. Madagascar has therefore decided to remgnize

It is pointless to hark back to the representation of the Palestinian people'i

The political declaration adopted by the Pal4stine National Council testifies

representative, warmly hails the birth of the new independent State that has

Palestinian people lD"lder the leadership of the PLO, its sole and legitimte

"Madagascar, loyal to its coll'lllitment to support the just struggle of the

de jure, from this day on, the independent Palestinian State according to the

emerged from the sovereign self-determination and legitilMte aspirations of

It was with understandable joy, therefore, that the Democratic Republic of

In a me8 ,:~qe addressed to Yasser Arafat, Mr. Didier Ratsiraka, President of

the Pales tine Na tional Council in Algier s are an eloquen t response to the popular

independent State of Palestine on 18 Novelli>er. We deem it an honour to have been

Madagascar learned of the Pales tine Na Honal Council's proclarna tion of an

resolutions, remgnized the Palestine Liberation Organization as that people's

it has already been settled. The General Assembly itself, has in numerous

the Denocratic Republic of M!ldagascar, emphasized inter alia~

realistic peZ'ception of the situation.

a!llCngst the first countries to reooe;,tize the new State.

solev leqiti1'lBte representative.

uprising in the occupied terri tories.

peaceful coexistence between the two peoples, Jewish and Pales tin fan, on the bas is
of the relevant resolutions of the United Nations which remgn.ize the right to

_.._ ...
•.•! ...1IiIiIiiI.....lliilllilliilllllillll·!..·! _I"................~..-...:-~
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is based on resolution 181 (IX) of 29 Novemer 1947, which a180 CDntains the
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exi8tence in Palestine of both States, JEWish and Arab. The leg1ti.cy of Israel

'-

candl ti0fi8 for international leg1 tilllllcy and guarantees the fight' of the Pales tin isn

people to 8011ereignty' and independence.

To that end, the Pal@stine National Council advoc:stetu the convening of an

internatiQ1!ll peace conference at the Middle East pursuant to the guidelines and

other ~o:Iision8 contained in resolutions 38/58,C and 41/43 D of the General

Aaaellbly, demands, on the one hand, Isrsel's withdrawal from all of the territories

it has OCCupied sinCG 1967, including Jerusalem, and, on the other, the abrogation

of all annexation measures and, finally, the di8mantling of larseli settlements in

the occupied ten i tor le8 •
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called upen to take effective measures to ensure the securi ty and protection of the
Palestinian people. The international oonmunity has welcomed the histor ie dscision
of the Palestine NatiQ\al Council and considers it has created nsw opportmitioB
for finding peace in the Middle Past.

The recent statenaentsof Mr. Yasser Arafat in Stockholm unequivocally

confir met! the in ten tions of the PLO, and we find i treasonable and encoura9 Ing tha t

the Swedish Government reacted immeidately by reCognizing the State of Palestine..

IlJt Israel and the thi ted Sta tes have re jected the Pales tin ian PEIIllce offer,
alleging that the moderate tone of the Palestinians is a hOGy. and rejecting the

proclalDtion of the State of Palestine. They wolJ1.d subject the future of the
occupied territories to negotiations to whim the PLO would be adDitted only if it

_t a numer of preccndi tions, alla'lCJ them ex plici t reoogni tion of the Sta te of

Israel and its right to exist and the renunciation of terrodi'5m.

Need we ~t again state that the Algiers declaration, like that _de in

Stockholm, quite clearly and unattbigt;oualy responds to those so-called condi tions?
Concerning recogition of the State of Israel, the Palestine Rational Council
explitly refers to Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as the
basis fex an internatimal p8lice conference CI\ the Middle East. we all know that
resolution 242 (1967) guarantes8 the exiete!'lCle of the States of the region.

Hoceewer the Israeli withdrawal required by the Palestine Hstional COuncil is

lillited to the Arab and Palestinian territories Israel hoo occupied since 1967,
including Jerusalem.
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Ccncerning terrorism, the Algiers declaration explicitly reiterates the
Palestinian people's repudiation and rejection of terrorism in all its forms,

including Sta te tetror ism.

Indeed it is clear there are double standards in certain circles as soon as

the fate of the Palestinian people is involved. Palestinians are required to
recognize Israel when their awn existence is being denied. At present, the

Palestinians are taking a IIDderate and realistic position, but the Israelis respond
by saying they do not need to be recognized) they need no recognition by the

Palestinians. B1 t wat is expected of the Pales tin ians? Are they expected to just
disappear for ever and abandon their most basic and fundamental. rights, their

natiooal ident! ty and their right to self-determina tion?

Our Organization has a special responsibil ity towards the Palestinian people..

it must right a wrong that has existed for more than 40 years. we must make

speci fie constructive efforts to br ing about the speedy convening of an
internatiQ'lal peace conference on the Middle East.

That is why my delegation supports the recolllllendations of the COl1lRittee on the
Exercise of the Inalienabl~ Rights of the Pales tin ian people contained in cbcument

A/43/35 and calls on the major Powers that are permanent menbers of the

Security Council to use their influence to see that those recommendations are
i mpl emen ted •

Finally, on behalf of our President and my delegation I warmly congratulate

Chairman Arafat for his very courageous and realistic address he made to this

Organization today and, through it, to the world conmunity. It was a message of
peace full of wisdom addressed to all parties involved in the poignant question of
the Middle East, at the core of which is the question of Palestine.
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of, principles for which humanity has struggled, the right of peoples to freedom,
self-determination and independence, and rejection of, and resistance against,
occupa tion •

Today, in the beautiful and hospi table ci ty of Geneva, we are discussing in

all its dimens ions the Pales tin ian issue and its impact en the peace, securi ty and
stability of the Middle East region and the world' as a whole. But despi te the

dimensions of the issue and all the long yeu's of debate in international forums,
while the Palestinian people have continued to suffer increasingly under occupation
and injustice, major world Powers have pers istently worked wi th Israel to obstruct
the peace P'~ocess by clcs ing the door to solution of the issue in accordance with

internatiooal documents and relevant resolutions. It is as though those PoWers
have not found it sufficient to help the occupier and participate with it in

usurping land, uprooting the Palestinian people and expelling and oppressing them)
they have also neglected their special role and responsibilities under the' Charter

in the solution of internatimal issues on a neutral and impar'tial bas.is,· and they
have gone to extremes in their pro~Israel bias, us lng var wus pr.etexts.

The General Assembly has come to Geneva to hear the sta tement of

Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, in which he

has offered a new endeavour towards peace for the Palestinian people inside and .
outside the occupied territor ies and explained the Palestinian position, whim

responds to manges in the internatimal arena and embraces certain CCXlcepts and
demands, as influential political powers had hoped.

----------_...._-------~
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We are greatly surprised that those Powers, which presented certain caldi tions

RH/23

fOlC the opening of dialogue with the PLO in an effort to give an impetus to the

peace process, have now adopted a negative attitude towards the POSitive stand

taken by -.:he PLO and its National Council. The General Assenbly has come to Geneva

following the action of the present Administration of the United States, the

Government of the country hosting United Nations Headquarters, in closing the door

in the face of the Cha irman of the Pales tine Libera tiOD Organ iza tion _ the sole,

that are so invalid and unlawful that a major part of the American people, through

leg1 timate respresentative of the Palestinian people _ using pretexts and reasons

the mass media, repudiated them even before the world community did so.

That illegal action by the United States Administration, in addition to openly

violating the Host Country Agreement, contravened the very democratic values and

traditions in which it takes pride, foremost among w'1ich are freedom of expression

and opinion, freedom of access to othf::r opinions, and freedom of debate.

----------------
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However, the power of righteousness and the sway of logic know no Umi ts and

cannot be blocked, for like the rays of bright sunlight dissipating darkness they

pen~trate to eliminate falseness.

The characterization of a people's struggle as terrorism is just a pretext to

prevent a .voice from being heard and to induce rejection of its cause. This is

regrettable•. We disapprove of it, for it constitutes a serious, far-reaching

precedent, and we all bear the resporisibility of standing up against it.

Throughout the years the Palestinian struggle has stood out as one that is

consistent, diversified .and unyielding. The lates t honourable chapter of the

struggle is the uprising, which a few days ago entered its second year, firmer,

more vigorous and better armed. It is truly a historic event, one which can by no

means be reversed. The uprising may be considered as a further step in man~s

struggle against coercion, despotism and occupation as well as in his unceasing

determination to maintain his homeland, his integrity, his freedom and the

restexation of his usurped rights.

The essence of the uprising is the struggle for a homeland, for man's dignity

and freedan and for the restoration of rights. The founc:l.\tion of all that la the

relation between the man of the uprising and his land, and the faith in his

inalienable righ ts, which has, s tnce the dawn of freedom and di gni ty been beyond

doUbt. The uprising has assumed the basic characteristics of the decades-long

struggle of the Palestinian people, because it is an ·all-out popular revolution

that enbodies the unanimity of a nation - the elderly, the youth, the children and

the women - to reject the occupation and to restore their legitimate rights.

The generations of the upr ising have dislocated all the wagers and 111us ions

of the Pales tin ian people's enemies abou t turn ing occupa tioo in to a fai t accanpl i

and pushing the Palestinian cause into the shadow of oblivion and out-datedness.
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The steadfastness of the Palestinian people has thus endured in the face of all
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Israeli attempts to bury the Palestinian rev~lution. The generation of the

uprising which has not been intimidated by their bones being broken or their being
buried alive and has not been shackled by fear, is telling Israel that the

continuation of the occupation is impossible.

The courageous Palestinian upr ising has shaken the Zionist enti ty and thus

made it behave erratically and commit brutal crimes against the Palestinian people.
Kuwait calls on the international coJmlunity to oondemn the coercive Israeli

policies and its repressive practices in the occupied Arab lands in violation of
the basic human rights of the Palestinian people. The Israeli behaviour:

constitutes a flagrant violation of international laws and conventions,

particularly the Pburth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilians
in Tt_ of War, of 1949.

It is no sec~et that the aim of the iron-fist policy and the terrorist acts

cOlllllitt:ed continuously by Israel is in fact the progressive annexation of the
Palestinian land as well as of the other occupied Arab lands in the Syr lan Golan or
in southern Lebanon. The atrocities perpetrated inside the occupied Arab lands are
accompanied by terrorist aggressLon outside, against innocent civilian

concentrations of population, both Palestinian and Lebanese. The latest Israeli
lIilitary operation in Lebanon, which constitutes a flagrant violation of the

independence and territorial integrity of that sisterly country, is but a recent

manifestation of Israelis arrogance and intransigence, at a time when the whole

internatic:nal community opposes its shameful behaviour and its persistent rejection
of efforts for peace aimed at the restoration of seour ity and stability in the
Middle East al the basis of justice and international legality.
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In spite of all those Israeli atrocities and terrorist acts, the uprising has
managed to promote a de~p~ational sentiment and strengthen the concept of

Palestinian unity, a fact which has ~ed not only Palestinians but also Arab

countr ies and all the pea~-loving nations of the worl.d to rally behinc1the

Palestine Liberation Organiza-tion (PLO) and thus has asserted once again that the
PLO is the sole, legitimate representative and the diplomatic arm of the

Palestinian people. That fact was perfectly illustrated dur ing the Palestine
National Council session of the historic uprising recently held in Algeria.

We have listened to the historic sPeech of Mr. Yasser Arafat, the Chairman of
the PLO, in which he reviewed the im~rtant resolutions adopted by the Palestine

..
National Council on 15 November, foremost of which was the historic resolution

establishing the independent Palestinian State.

The establishment of that State means the emergence of a new reality in
international relations and balances. It WaD a step that represented victory for

realism and maturity and a call for peace that seeks a way out of the whirlpool of
destruction and bloodshed to the comfort of stability and peace.

The resolution declaring the Pl1lestinian State has made the Otited Nations
particularly the permanent menbers of the security Council, face up to their

historical responsibilities in the implementation of the relevant United Nations

resolutionsJ especially General Assembly resolution 181 (11), which has not yet

been fully implemented. It is considered a major shift on the Palestinian

question, which is the core of the Israeli-Arab conflict, and it markA the

beginning of an." phrase towards the political settlement of that significant
issue.

..
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expansion at the expense of others are boundless.
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The majority of countries - about 87 - have so far recognized the Palestinian

will give the Palestinian upr i8in9 and its masses thE feeling that ~heL: precious

The PLO has al"Aays called for pe!ice in return for the Palestinian people's

Kuwait regards the Palestine National Council's declaration of a Palestinian

right to self-determination and to establish their independent State with Holy

Jerusalem its capi,tal, whereas Isr~el has prOlTed through its policies and. continued

aggression that it is against peace, and that even ita appetite and greed for

State, with its political programme and realistic n",ture as a stfong weapon which

sacrifices are not in vain Md that theyarir! producing positiv~ results for the

State is a flexible step, characterized by moderation and realism; a move that

rests on a solid foundation in international law.

Kuwait registers here its utmost appE-eciation of the countries that have set

out to recognize this State, ood it appeals to all other countries to follow suit.

The experiences of nations that souCjht to attain independence and liberation and to

join the United Nations throu~ the fight fO£' liberation and the popular struggle

should rIOt! Vllate their prompt action, not only in recogn iz ing the Pales tin ian Sta te,

but alao in pZ'OY~ding it with all forms of support to help it attain the fre~~om of

its people and tegain their usurped legitimate rights.
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and still are, hoping that their welcome will be upjraded to the level of

coun tr ies of the European COJllllunity towards the declaration of the independen t
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Palestinian State, despite the inadequacy of that reserved position, for we were,

recogni tion of the independent Sta te, par ticularly since the 'l'Welve recogn ized in

their Venice Declaration of 1980 the legitimate Palestinian rights, including the

right to self-determination.
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From this platform we call upon the United States, in particular, not to let

this historic opportunity slip out of ita hands because of unjust restrictions that

it imposed on itself as a condition for talking with the PlO and its leaders. It

did so for motives and interests that are blind to truth and justice, and is thus

unable to consider the overall context and genuine dimensions of the issue.

We are at a crossroads, where history is pausing for crucial moments to

observe the ability of all of us to overcome the hardships and seek to learn the

facts and lessons of our age and to find in~piration from the struggle of its

generations. The right to life and to a dignified liVing is a sac:>:,(·~ right of all

peoples, and the Palestini~n people expect us all to help them attain that right.

So let us work together to preserve this right. The path to that end is already

mapped out and clear, it is the path of the international peace conference, under:

the auspices of the United Nations cmd with the participation of the security

Council's permanent members and all the parties involved in the issue, including

the Poo, the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, and within

the context of the Political Declaration of the Algiers meeting and all the

relevant United lI'!ations resolutions, including security Council resolutions

242 (1967) and 338 (1973), mentioned in that Declaration.

We also hope that the Uni ted States will realize that it stands alone in its

adherence to Israeli concepts in sticking to the status quo and lettin9 things stay

as they are, with the aim of undermining any prospects for a just peace in the

Middle East region.

A new atmosphere now prevails in the world cOlllnunity. It is characterized by

detente and a true des ire to solve intractable regional problems through the Uni ted

Nations. Kuwait therefore calls upon the world Organization to extend its

credibility to the Arab-Israeli conflict by pressuring Israel, which rejects
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international consenous, into complying with the international will, withdrawing

independent Palestinian State to carry out its role Md responsibilities on its
national soil.

(Mr. Al-Sabah, Kuwait)
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Kuwait believes that, necessary and urgent as peace for the Middle East region

is, the full rights of the Palestinian people are also the essence of, and

cond! tion for, that peace. Ni thout those legi timate r igh ts that peace becomes a
deceptive mirage.

Pinally, we wish to send to the Palestinian i»e0ple an expression of pride and
appreciation of their blessed, hei'oic !ntHadah, hoping SOQ'l to see the flag of
Palestine fluttering alonside the flags of the other United Nations Me1\t)ar Stetes.
I am more than confident that the mjority of Members attending these General
AsseRbly meetings share that hope with me.

Mr. A1'ATAS (Indones ia) , At though I had occas ion dur in9 the general

debate to congratulate the President on his assumption of the preSlidency of the
forty-third session of the General Assellbly, I cannot let this occasion pass

without paying tribute to him for the outstanding leadership he has provided to our
deliberations over the past three lIlonths. We are confident that at these meetings
specifically devoted to a question of paramount irtportance to the international
co_unity he will again distinguish hi_elf 1n guiding the proceedings to a

fruitful conclusion.

I should also like to take this opportunity to join those who have already

welcomed to our midst Chairman Yasser Arafat, leader of the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO), and to express our deep gratitude to him for hie inspiring

address and message of peace, which I am sure will mete a singular contribution to
the success of our meetings.
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to hear the views of Chairman Arafat is not only an appropriate honour bestowed on

(Mr. Alatas i Indonesia)
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The unprecedented decision to convene the General Asselrbly in Geneva in order

him, but is also a fitting homage to the PLO, recognized by the United Nations as
the sole and legitimate reprasentative of the Palestinian people.

support for the intifadah, the popular uprising in the Palestinian occupied

territories in heroic defiance of the Israeli colonial occupation. And the
presence here of so many delegations represented at the ~dnisterial level

underscores the significance that we all attach to the heroic decisions taken at
~~e nineteenth extraordinary session of the Palestine National Council (PNC) held
in Algiers last month.

The turbulent events of the past year have brought about a dralMtic change in

the occupied territories. The ,spontaneolJB protests that began in Decenber 1987

have now become a sustained and widespread p::>pular rebellion, pi tting the brutal

force of Israeli military might against the unflinching determination, unity and

revolutionary fervour of the Palestinian masses.

The intifadah has effected a profound transformation in the strategic
dimensions of the Arab-Israeli conflict and of its core issue, the Palestinian

struggle for national liberaticn end independence. It is now universally

acknQfledged as a categorical repudiation by the Palestinian people of all strata,

both 1.nsiOO and outside their homeland, of a status'quo under Israeli colonial

occupatio~.~ndeed,having withstood every attempt to contain or suppress it, the
intifadall cMstitutes irrefuteble proof of the indomitable spirit and absolute
faith of the Palestinian nation in attaining the restoration of its inalienable
national rights to return, to exercise self-~t:ermination and to establish a
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exposed before the world the moral and political bankruptcy of its aggli:essive and

expansionist designs towards Palestine and the Arab nation as a whole.

To its lasting credit, the international community from the outset recognized
the dire implications for international peace and security of Israel's methods in
dealing with the uprising. The Security Council was virtually in continuous

session from Decembe~ to April last, and it has adopted a series of resolutions
demanding Israel to desist forthw.l.th from its policies and practices that are in
such gross violation of the Charter of the united Nations, the 1949 Geneva

Conventions and other internationally accepted norms of civilized behaviour.

Likewise, the Assembly, in a special plenary sess ion held on 3 NOIIember, adopted
resolution 43/21, which condemned Israel for violating the huun rights and

fundamental freedoms of the Pales tin ian people and urged the securit] Council aga in
to take up the situation in the occupied ter~itories. By these decisions, the

Member States have unamiguously pronounced their revulsion at the a~palling

dimensions of repression, deprivation and death to which the Palestinian population

in the occupied territories have been subjected for OV'er a year.
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Yet, despite all the condel8latione, de.ands and sppeaIs, Iarael, wlth ita
cuatollllry resp.')nse, continues to flout the will of the international ClO_unity,
encouraged, as it seems to feel, by the all!'Dst _cbanical support extended by its
allies and friends.
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Depr ived of any other remurse, the courageous Palestinians have pursued the
only altf.tnative open to tham - that of continuing their logitiabl and just
struggle to ragain their usurped rights.

In this struggle the Paleatine Liberatten Organization 18 unquestionably the
supre. poUtical elllbodilDent of the Palestinian national revolution, end this

fundamental fact cannot be changed by force of arms. Neither can Israel's

propaganda _ch ine, nor attellPts to ban the PID (l)sorver Miu ion to the 0\1 ted
Nations or to deny the Chair_n of that Organization the opportunity to bring his

Peace ~roposa1s to the Organization dillini. the reality that the PLO is and always
has been the oole and legl tiute representative of the Palestinian PeOple, and

hence the principal party in the Arab-Israeli conflict and the question of

Palestine. COnsequently, any approach ~ich ignores tho PU> or denies it its
rightful place as a full partner on an equal footing in the semrch for a solution
will be an exercise in futility.

The irreversible intensification of the intifa~h 8S well 8S the decision by
the Kingdom of Jordan bO sever its ad.in Is tra tive and legal ties wi th the West Bank
paved the way for the histDric decisions taken by the PNC at its _eting on 15

Novelllber 1988 to proclaim the independent State of Palestine, in !Palestino and '11 th
Al.-Ouds At-Shadl as its capital. By that procluation, the Palestinian Dtruggle

for n,ational liberation has riBCl tt.s v'~W heighta of reality .md authenticity. It
has done so by also o::uuAitting its.lt inter alia to puraue a comprehensive,
political settleJlent of the Arab-Iara.U. conflict, and of the question of
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occupa tion, and to str uggle !Or na tional independeilce.

all occupied P~lestinian and other Arab territories, including Arab Jeruaalem, to

security and peace among all states in the region, including the Palestinian State,

(Mr. Alatas, Indones ia~
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thi ted Nations resolutions, while retaining the legi tima te right to res ist foreign

and to reject all !Orms of terrorism, including State terrorism, in accordance with

on an equ~l footing in negotiations within the cOntext of an international peace

181 (11) and security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), to participate

8upport the establil9hment and assurance, by the Secur ity Council of arrangements for

conference under the auspices of the U'lited Nations and on the basis of acceptance
of Palestinian national rights and aspirations as w~ll as Israelos withdrawal from

Palestine, as its core issue, wit:11n the framework of the ttlited Nations Olarter
and all relevant United Nations resolutions, including General Assembly f.esolution

These his toric decis ions speak wi th a clad tyand realism tha t should thwar l:

all attempts to portray the PID as anything but a true national liberation

movement', imbued with a deep sense of responsibility and commitment to the
aspirations of its people.

It is deeply gratifying to Indonesia that these st:.!tesmanlike and constructive

steps have been welcomed by an overwhelming majority of States, with a great mCi!1Y

of them according de jure reoognition to the new Palestiniara State.

For its part, Indonesia has already ~ on 16 Noverrber 1988 - extended its

reoognition to the Palestinian State. This decision was 'as na~ral as it wa~

logical, as the Palestinian cause has always been fully consistent with the
principles of our own raison'd'etre, as enshrined in our Constitution, which
declares~

...
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We believe, as he does, that,
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General Asserrbly resolution 38/58 C. We believe that such efforts would be greatly

fresh opportuni ties for progress towards peace which should be seized."

mistrust that is so deeply felt on all sides." (A/43/867; para.· 37)

Thus bold initiatives are called for in order to break the deadlock on the

"Every gesture towards peace should be nurtured if we are to overcome the

(Mr. Alatas, Indones i.!.)
·Since independence is the right of every na Hon, any form of subjuga tion in

However, we fully concur wi th the view expressed by our Secretary-General, as

generated a nelf momentum in the diplomatic process and I believe it offers

"The recent session of the Pal.estine National Council in Algiers has

this world is contrary to humanity and justice, and must therefore be

Moreover, how could we sanoti fy the pr inciple G'f struggle for national independence

genuine liberation mvements, such as the PTA>? We thus seek nothing more nor less

for the Palestine nation than what we ourselv,es have achieved for our own PeOple 
independence and justice~ in true freedom and human dignity.

and sovereignty foe our own na tion and not iden ti fy wi th similar struggles waged by

facil~tated by placin<j the Palestinian territory, including Jerusalem, under

temporary United Nations supervision, as this would put an end to the intimidation

convening of the international peace conference CI\ the Middle East, as endorsed by

contained in his most recent repcrt on the situation in the Middle East,

It is evident that an arduous road still lies ahead in overcoming the legacy
of decades of enmity, injustice and mutual suspicion prevailing in the region.

conducive to the success of the peace conference.

and oppression against the Palestinian people and thereby create an atmosphere
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Israel through the modality of the Internatimal Peace Cooference. Likewise, at

By the decisions taken at the PNC meeting,. the PLO has provided a tangible

(Hr it Alatas, I ndones ia)
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the E1ctraordinary. Arab SUlllllit last June in Algiers the Arab States renewed their

support for the convening of the Conference. The International Peace Conference
thus remains the only viable and effective negotiating framework to resolve the

var ious interrela ted aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflict as well as the
multiplicity of contending interests inherent to them, forel'OOst among which is

Palestinian natiooal independence and sovereign statehood.

Clear·ly, the time has come for Israel ser iously to reconsider its position and

to realize that the only path to peace and to a viable guarantee of its own

8e~rity is through a comprehensively negotiated and equitably conceived political

solutim, which would be in the interest of all the States in the region, including
Israel. Likewise, we strongly urge Israel's supporters to recognize the new

realities as they pertain to the Palestinian question and to change their present
rigid policy to one of foresight and flexibility, by co-operating with the

secretary-General in his efforts to eXp!di te the convaning of the Interna tional

Peace Conference. It is now more urgent than ever before to defuse the explosive

situation by concentrating our collective efforts m giving peace a chance.

Finally, I reaffirm that Indonesia, within its means and abilities, will

continue to render all possible assistance to the Palestinian people, led by the
PLO, in the legl timate realization of their sacred cause - the effective exercise

of their sovereignty in the newly proclaimed Pales tin ian State.

. '..".. ", -' .. ' . .
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in exile, have never 'renounced.

rising up in the occupied territories against its oppressor, thus loudly
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Mro'BESSAIH (Algeria) (interpretation -l!rom Arabic): A year ago the

rights. It is also the persistent denial of those rights and the pursuit of a

The question of Palestine is.a people dispossessed of its land and national

international peace and security, has always confronted us with ,mat has always

The oonflict that. has rent the Middle East for four decades, and which because

people on ,its liberated historic homeland.

By solemnly proclaiming, on 15 Noverrber at Algiers, the independent State of

Palestinian people entered a new phase in its na tional libera tion struggle by

prosperity~ a society the sons of Palestine, whether in their occupied homeland or

national r.:ghts that have been wrenched from it and to establish itself as a free

people has wished to bear witness to its urquenchable determination to recover the

drawing ne~ strength from the daily heroism of thousands of children, armed only

with their faith in their sacred causeJ thrOugh the .!!!.!:ifa&h the Palestinian

Palestine, with 1 ts capital at al-Quds al-Sharif, the Pales tin ian people has come
closer to 'the day when it will be able again to OOIlle together in its recovered

proclaiming i~s rejection of occupation and faits accomplis.

The popular intifadah has been consolidated and expanded over the months,

&1S/27

bee:J its principal facet - the question of Palestine - in spi te of attempts to
reduce it to one or another of its coinponen ts.

policy of the total zionization of the occupied Palestinian territories with a view
to tnrning the occupation into an irr'eversible fait accompli.

homeland and return to building a society marked by justice, coexistence and

of its persistence and many manifestations POSe5\ the gravest of threats to

__•••••••O•••III•••-----.-::l-.:l-.:l----------
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It is to that end that the policy of annexa tion is actively pursued through
the creation of new aettlements, the massive transfer of settlers, the confiscation
of Arab lands and the harassment of Palestinian landowners to force them into

exile. We witness at the same time the methodical implementation of a progra1l'fl\e to

suppress Palestinian cultural, religious and historical identity, wi th its primary
target the Holy City of al-Quds. The sacrilegious acts against the Holy Places of
Islam - including the desecration of the al-Aqsa Mosque and other Holy Places
symbolizing the ongoing Palestinian and Islamic presence through the centuries -
have increased in nurmer in recent mcI\ the, prompting legi tim te ou usge by all
those who are devoted to civilized values and consider these places of worship to
be inv iolable •

Indeed, this territorial and cultural dispossession is an aspect of one

strategy intended to change radically the der.ographic canposition, physical nature,
institutional structure and legal status of the occupied territories with a view to
their ultimate annexation.

Carried out with impunity and in deliberate breach of General Assembly and

Security Council resolutions and the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention,
this constitutes a challenge to the internstional coltltlunity and confirms - if

confirmation were needed - the zionist regime's aspiration to place itself outside
universally accepted norms and create faits' accompl.!!. That is why the uprising

against the forces of oppresaion should be seen as the affirmation of the

unalterable Palestinian natu~e of the occupied territories.

Thus, n new generation of Palestinians, born and raised under occupation, in
promoting a new Phase in the nation01 liberation struggle, are firmly refuting the
thinking of those who thought, or hoped, that in time the Palestinian people would
grow accustomed to its situation and i:econciled to its fate - as if time could make
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the national rights of a people disappear, abolish that people's collective memory,

and break down its desire to live in freedom.

Four decades of occupation and virulent repression and numerous attempts to

stifle the Palestinian identity have not stemmed, indeed cannot stem, the

irresistible impetus of freedom borne by Palestinians from generation to generation.

Nor will the daily martyrs, the banishments, the mass arrests - in sum, the

policy of repress ion faced by the Pales tin ian peopl.e in its occupied homeland - or,

much less, the repeated aggression by Zionist forces against it in the camps of

southern Lebanon, prevail over the heroic uprising now that the Palestinian people

feels more than ever that final victory is near and that the realization of its

natioanl aspirations is inevitable.

Through its intifadah the Palestinian people has reminded us that the Middle

East conflict, whatever its ramifications, concerns and involves first and foremost

the Palestinian people, and that the only true peace is peace based on the full

restoration of the inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people. That is

a fundamental fact that no one can conceal and that cannot be repeated too often •
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There can be no lasting peace in the Middle East if the Pales tin ian people are
not involved and, a' fortior.!, if anything is imposed on them. That means that the
natiQ'lal rights of the Palestinian people, including its right to

self-determination, must be restored. It means also that all the oO::l:pied Arab
territories, including the Golan Heights, must be vacat:9d. Pinally~ it maMS that
the Palestine Liberation Org&nization (PLO), its sole, legitimate representative,

must be fully involved in all peace negotiations.

On the bas is of those fundamental facts, the General Asseltbly made a

rendezvous with history 14 years ago when it enshrined the national dimension of
the Palestinian people, reaffirmed the illegality of the occupation of their

terri tor ies and the need for Israel's forces to wi thdraw from them wi thou t delay,
and recognized the status of the PLO as the sole, legitimate representative of the

Palestinian people and the indispensable partner in any negotiations on t!1e Middle
East problem.

Having made that right choice - which has since tleen exmfirmed at each session

by the in terna tiatal communi ty - the Assellbly was able five year s ago to de fine the
elemantH of a solution to the conflict ane determine the framework in whim the
negotiations should be held. That framework is the internatiooal peace conference
at the Middle Fast J under the auspices of the United Nations and with the
participation of the permanent mellbers of the Security COWlcil and all the parties
to the conflict, including the PLO - the sole, legitimate representa tive of the

Palestinian people - on a footing of equality with all the other parties.

In that connection, we can sta te today that the pr inciple of the holding of

this catference as well as the bases on whim it IlUSt operate enjoys the widespr.d
support of the international colIII\unity •
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Fer i ~ part, the Ar ab na tion, dur in9 the last summi t of Ar ab Heads of Sta te,
held in June in Algiers, endorsed the principle of the conference. During its

historic meeting in Algiers, the Palestine National Council also solerrnly endoned
the holding of the conference and the bases on which it must operate in order to

achieve a just and final soluticn to the Middle East conflict.

In its clear pronouncement and its demonstration of a true awareness of i t:s

resronsibilities regarding the convening of the international conferenc~ and the
bases on which it should be structured, the Palesti.ne National Council has

W\doubtedly given a new and decisive impetus to the process leading to the holding
of the oonference.

The proclamation of the State of Palestine and the definition of the elements
tha t should be the bases for the negotia tiona to be ini tia ted at the conference

flow from the repeatedly demonstrated determblation of the PLO truly to work for a
just and final settlement of the Middle East conflict.

The profound satiafaction with 'Whim the international oolllllunity welcommd the
plroclanotion of the State o~ Palestine and the political declaration ampted by the
Palestine National Council demonstrate that the decisions taken in Algiers were

just and reascnable. That is demonstrated also by the braid movement towards

recognition of the new State of Palestine, as well as by the firm support that has

been expreased, particularly by Preside.at MJgabe on behalf of the Mcwement of

tbn-aliC)l1ed Coon tr ies.

However, at the very moment 'l1he". Cl oonsensus is emerging on the need to hold
the internaticnal pe&ce conference ~d wen the eminently positive nature of the
recent decisions by the Paleut!ne National Council is bf!ing unanimously welcomed,
the leaders of Israel, true to their policy of intransigence, persist in refusing
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and rejecting any possibility of giving peace a chance - as is shown by the recent
Zionist aggression against Lebanon.

At the same time, moving against the current of efforts required to strengthen
the chances for a just and lasting solution to the question of Palestine, and as if
to thwart the peace momentum resulting from the Algiers decisions, the United

sa. tes Government - in flagrant viola ticn of its international Obliga tions,

particularly under its 1947 Headquarters 1tgreement with the United Nations -

decided to prevent the O1a irman of the PLO from coming to {hi ted Ha tions

Headquarters to bring the international oonmunity the message of peace and hope

contained in the Algiers decisions. That action, which is extremely damaging and
which the General Asserrbly, almost unanimously, found to be reprehensible, must not
in any way hinder the efforts to accelerate the convening of the international
conference. In other words, these efforts must be pursued by everyone more than

ever before, and, for its part, the security Council must play its full role, in

keeping with the mandate given it by the General Asserrbly, in the convening of the

international conference and must do everything possible to remove the obstacles
that have so far prevented this. The Council must resolut;ely carry out that task

if it wishes to confirm its determination to regain full use of its authot'ity in

the settlement of confl icts threatening international peace and secur ity and make
its greatly desired contribution to the settlement of the Middle East conflict.

Pending such a settlement, the united Nations must ser iously consider t,'1e

possibility of exercising for a lim.ited period a form of supervision over the

occupied territories, in order to protect the civilian. population from arbitrary

acts by the occupier, which goes so far as to deny them the fundamental guarantees
of the Fourth Geneva Convention, and in order to create a climate propitious to the
success of the in terns tional conference and the conclus ion of a just, catlprehens ive

.,' .... p • .' , • • 'It '. • ..
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and final solutiCln to the conflict. In the same spirit, the General Assembly today
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has the historic chance of giving concrete expression to the internationDl

community's impetience at the cClntinued denial of the national rights of the
Palestinian people, by welcoming the State of Palestine in its midst.

The dangerous development of the Middle East cClnflict and the fact that it has
spread in recent. years to other geographical areas are evidence of the worsening of

the conflict and its risks for: international peace and security. Mlether regarded
as local or regional, this conflict, in spreading to the entire Mediterranean

regiCln, has proved that its dwelopments could affect even regions most able to
contain it or to protect themselves from its fallout.

However, at the very time when the zionist regime seems to wish to extend its
field of aggression to other places, the very core of occupied Palestine - which it

had thought it had completely subjugated - has risen up against its laws and has

been brutally PtOl1ing to it that the force of arms, awesome as it may be, is doomed
to defeat when confronted by the force of convictions.

My country, which '4'ested its independence at a very high price, knOllls that
the struggle of peoples subjected to occupatim can have no other outcome but the
recovery of their freedom and dignity.
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Qol this occasiCXl, Algeria, which has never spared either its support or its
efforts for the oonsolidation of the unity of the ranks and the independence of the
decisions of the Palestinian resistance and for the coming together of the Arab
nation around the Palestinian cause, once again hails the people of the glorious

intifadah and rei terates to them its steadfast support until the total achievement
of their nation~l rights.

Before concluding, I should like to pose a question from this rostrum. At a
time wen, under the auspices of the Uni ted Ha tions and thanks to the persever ing
efforts of the Secretary-General, hotbeds of discord and injustioe are being

stamped out in the world and regiaaal calfUcts are moving towards solution, can
the international colllUunity afford to miss this unparalleled opportunity to put out
the fire in the Middle East that threatens world security and to restore the rights

of a people? NOJ we must act. Peace demands itJ conscience dictates itJ justice
requires it.

Mr;, . l%POULIAS (Greece) (spoke in Greek J !ngl ish text furnished by the
delegation) I Through my presencE! here, the 12 mellbers of the European Communi ty
want to underline the importance they attach to this debate. They have

particularly profound 61ld important historical, polt tioal, geographic, eCCXlomic,
religious, cultural and human links with the countries and the peoples of the

Middle East. They, therefore" cannot but follow with the greatest interest events
in a region so close to them and try to oontribute, insofa-: as they can, towards

finding a solu tiCXl to the problems of the reg ion. Among these problems, we no te
the urgency of the Pales tin ian ques tion, the ser iousness of the 8 i tut.. tion in the
territories occupied by Israel and the absence of a peace process.
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The Twelve have on several occas ions expressed their deep concern wi th respect
to the deteriorating situation in the occupied territories and the increasing

feeling of disappointment and desperation among the population of these

territories, which can only worsen if there is no prospect of a negotiated solution.

They believe that the interna ticmal community has a poli ticd and moral
responsibility to find a solution and that it must face it without delay.

In accordance wi th the fundamental pr inciples which inspire their foreign

policy, they believe firmly and profoundly in the role of the United Nations and

consider that it is the appropr 18 te forum in which a real dialogue between the
parties concerned could take place.

The 'l'4elve - which would have wished th is debate to take place in its natural
forum, New York - welcome nevertheless the fact that it is taking place wi th the
direct participation of the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization

(PLO). They consider it important for the discussicn to cmtribute towards the

achievement of the only objective which counts, that is, the rapid start of a

peaceful, just and canprehensive solutioo to the crisis.

In the Venice Declaration of 1980 and in their successive statements, the

merrber States of the European Community have cleady and coherently defined the
principles on which a solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict has to be based. I

should like here to summarize the essential elements: Israeli wi thdrawal from the
territories occupied since 1967 and the recognition of the right of all the States

of the region, including Israel, to existence and security, m the basis of

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) of the United Nations Security Council) and

recognition of the right of the Palestinian people to self-ootermination with all
that this implies.*

* Mr. Rana (Nepal), Vice-president, took the Chair.
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PrOll these st.atements, it is evident that the member States of the European

Co.aunity attach the 8_ imp:»rtanco to those two fundamental pr inciples and that,

in our view, they remain indivisible.

Wishing to contribute in a direct way to finding a solutio~ in accordance with

the principles which I have just outlined, the member States of the European

Community have spared no effort to support the initiation of a negotiating

process. In the same spirit, they declared in Pebruary 1987 that they favour tbe

holding of an international peace conference under the 6uspices of the United

Nations. They have since endeavoured to contribute actively to bringing the

posi tions of the par ties closer vi th a v iew to conven ing such a conference wh ich ,

in our view, would be the appropriate framework for the necessary negotiations

between the parties directly concerned. Besides the parties concerned, all parties

capable of making a direct and pCll!IIitive contribution to the peace and security of

the region, !IS well as to its economic and social development, should take part in

such e conference. We have spared no effort wi th the parties concerned so that

they could at leas t: accept the condi tians likely to favour negotia tions. In th is

same spirit, we have supported all efforts to give new impetus in the search

towards a negotiated settlement of the conflict.
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The Pales tin ian upr Is in9 in the occupied terri toties has brought the urgency

and drama of the problem back to the centre of world attention. It has also shown

that without the recognition of the legitinate rights of the Palestinian people

there will not be - there cannot be - for Israel, or for the other oountr i~s of the
regim, peace, security cc a future. Likewise, the Palestinian right to

self-determination could not be realized without the acceptance of Israel's right

to a secure existence. We have repeatedly reaffirmed our convictioo that the
statas quo in the occupied territories is not s.ustainable and we hc.ve spoken out
against the repress ive measures acbpted by the Israeli au thori ties in those

terr itor ies.

The aJropean COl1lllunity has worked for an iinprovement in the living conditions

of the inhabitants of the occupied terri tor ieG through development programmes,
supplementary humanitarian aid, and efforts t-.> promote direct exports of

agricul tural and indus trial proclJcts from those terri tories to the Communi ty
market. Likewise, we reaffirm our position that any change in the demographic

structure of the occupied territories is illegal under internatialal law and

hinders the peace process. Military occupation can only be considered as

prOllisiooal an.d gives the occupying force no right to annex or extend its

jUrisdiction or aaninistrat!on in the occupied territory. Israeli policy towards
the territory occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem, is cootrat:'y to

international law and consequently has no legal effect.

In this Corl text we renew our appeAl to Israel to fulfil its obliCJa tions as an

occupying force and respect the terms of the Geneva Convention of 12 Augus t 1949 on

the protection of civilians in time of war.

The 'l\tIelve attach particular importance to the decisions adopted by the

Palestine National Council in Algiers, which reflect the will of the Palestinian
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In this respect· we have \ltelcomed the ar.~ptance by the PalesUne NIl tional

Council of Security Council resolutions 242 (1.967) and 338 (1973) as a basis for aJ'i

InternatiCl1al Conference, ~ich implies acceptance of the right of existence arId of

security of Israel as well as of all the other States of the region. Respect for

this principle goes together Id th that of jus tice for the peoples of the region, in

particular the riqht to self-determination of the Palestinian people with all that

this implies. I wish t.o repeat here th&t for the 'l\telve this is a necessary

condl tion for the establishment of a just, lasting and comprehensive peace, as they

have repea tedly asserted since the Venice Declara tion.

We have ~lso weloolll&d with satisfaction the eJq)licit condennation and

rejection of terrorism. we are pleased that this choice of Il'Dderation has received

important and expected confirmation in the speech that Chairman Arafat has gi';,en in

this forllll. ~ look to all the parties c~cerned to discaro violence as a way to

progress in the Arab-lsraeli dispute. We believe that this choice - the choice of

negotia tion rather than violence and of IIDdera tion ra ther than extlemism - is a

choice of reasoo for the people of the region who hat'e already paid a considerable

toll in Buffering and bloodshed. However, this choice deserves, and indeed

demands, an equally moderate and construc'dve response.

ThG 'l\telve wish therefore to appeal urgently to all the par ties concerned,

while refraining from lfi"JY act of violence or other action that could aggravate the

situation, to seize this opportunity and cootribute in a positive way to the peace

process. We hope that the Israelis will see recent events as an opening in the

peace process wi th the acceptance of the International Peace Conference under the

auspices of the United Nations. In the meantime violence and repression must stop
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Md security and respect for hu..~n ri9ht8 must be re-estcrblillhed in the occupied
ter: ltor iea.

In the epir it of sincere and deep fr iendship, which binds us to the peoples of
the region, till! 'l\felve wieh here to reiterate an urgent: and heartfelt appeal.

There can be no security or real peace for any of the peoples of the re9ion without
a just, eaaprehensive and lasting settlement. All parties must recoe,'llze their
COBOn I' lC)h ts •

We believe that the competent organs of the United Nations, in particular the
Security Council and the secretary-General, have an important role to pay. The
'l\Ielve wish that these organs miClht fully play their role as they have done so

efficiently f.~ ruolvin9 other regiQ'lal conflicts. They are most actively

oo_i tted to per tici pa ting in and supporting all efforts in that direction.

The Melllber States of the ~uropean Commll1ity and I personally have never failed
to let our Palestinian interlocutors knOt how much importance we attach to

noderation and to the need fer a noderate and constructive political pro9ramme. we
shall continue to do so.

Let lie renew to all the parties concerned - and thus also to the Israel i

PeOple ~ this appeal to find the courage of mdera tion, confidence and jus tice.

Pea~ has to be found in the spirit and in the heart before it can be made at the

negotiatlQ'l table. IA!tt me express the profound hope that this debate will IMrk the
beginning of a ~.~ Gpir it and that a fl..:.ture of P8ace, juetice, economic and social
pr09ress will 01'«11 ErtX all the peoples of the region. The European C01llauni ty and
its menbera are determined to oontribute to this with all their strength.

=
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Mr. BAQUNI ADEITO NZENGlYA (Z:tire) (interpretation from French), Recent

clevelopment8 in the question of Palestine and the courageous post tions adopted by

the Palestinian leadership and supported by Palestinian activists show the

iJllportMt new prospects that could bring the United Nations to take a historic

decision to constitute a State of Palestine in conformity with resolution 181 (Il),

wilt ch set ou t a Plan of Par ti tion wi th Economic tI'l ion for a Jewish Sta te and a

Palestinian Arab State.

The conditions set in resolution 181 (11) should now apply in view of the

statement made by King Russein of Jordan in .Pmman on 31 July 1988 on the status of.

the wwast Bank and the Gaza Strip, the historic proclamation on 15 Novenber 1988 of

a State of Palestine by the Palestine National c~ jncil meetin~ at Algiers, and the

recognition by the liaader of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), in

Stockholm on 7 D!cent>er this year, of the Sb,1 t.~ of Israel's right to exist. The

courageous declaration on the comprehensive settlement of the problem on the basis

of Security Council resolutions indt.cates the sense of responsibUity of the

provisiunal government of PalestineJ it confirms earlier statements and should be

endorsed both by the State of Israel and by all thl!! States concerned ion the

confl ict.

At its 128th plenary meeting, held on 29 Novenber 1947, the General Assenbly

recommended to the United Kingdom, as thl! mandatory Power, and to all other Ment>ero

of the United Nations the adoption and implementation, with regard to the future

government of Palestine, of the Plan of Partition establishing a Jewish State and

an Arab State. It requested the Security Council to take the necessary measures as

provided for in the plan for ita implementation, and it elected the five menbers of

the United Nationo Commission at Palestinei Bol ivia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,

PMama and the Philippines •

••
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By the teru of the Plan of Partition with Economic thion conuined in

resolution 181 (11), the armed forces of the mandatory Power for Palestine should
be cClllpletely withdrl!lWft not later than 1 August 1948 to ensure that: an area
situated in the territory of the Jewish State, including a seaport and hinterland
adequate to provide facilities for a substantial il1Uligration, be evacuated.

It was accepted that independent Arab and Jewish Statee should come into
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existence in Palestine two JIOnths after the evacuation of the ar_d forceg of the
mandatory Power had been completed, but in any case not later than 1 OCtober 1948.

thc2er the stepe preparatory to independence, it was agreed that as the
IUndatory Power 'fithdrew its armed forces, the aChinistration of Palestine should
be progress ive1y turned over to the Uni ted Ha tione CornmlsB ion on Pales tine, vbi ch
would act in conformity with recoJllftendations of the Genual Assellbly and the
security Council.

RefJolution 181 (I1) was very specific in calling on the united Nations
CoIallission on Palestine, on its arrival in Palestine, to carry out measures for the
establishIMnt of the ;'rontiers of the Jewish and Arab States in accordance with the
recommendations of the Genercl Assembly on the partition of Palestine.

Of course, the atmosphere at the time when this resolution, at that time draft
resolution A/4l6., was considered could not lead to its immediate implementation,because of resistance by certain delegations. The result of the voting - 33 votes
in favour, 13 against, with 9 abstentions - wu interpreted by certain States as a
sign of grave risks. When the resolution was adopted, certain de1egation~ declared
thmt SOIla States would never recognize the new Jewish state.

fJ.'hirtY-k'line years have passed, during which that same intransigence has
foe tered r iV81ries that the Uni ted Ha tions should now easa in accordance wi th
paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 605 (1987), which stresses the urgent
need to reach a just, durtlble and peacefUl settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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the propolied Arab state or any Arab in the proposed Jewish State. Bach State

involved in the parU tion was also to accept the obligation to refrain in ita

int.rnaUmal relations from the threat or USfl of force against the territorial

integrity or the political independence of the other Stste.

Section P of part I of the Partition Plan entitled each State conc.nee! to

adllission to memer8hip in the United Nations in accordance with Article 4 of the

atarter.

The quarreling, delays and controversiec of 26 to 29 November 1947 at the

second session of the General Assemly continued through 1987, thus preventing the

iaplementation of resolution 181 (II). In Decenber 1987 the popular Paleatinian

upri8ing reawakened Palestinian consc!oumes8 in the struggle against the

annexa tion of Pales tin lan terr i tor ie8 occupied by tha .Sta toe of Israel. Thi8

illplici tly reawakened the natimalist instinct of the Palestiniana to have a nation

alongside the State of Israel) in other words, the accaptance of the plan to

t

partition Palestine into a Jewish State and an Arab state.

The international status of J'erusalelll, und9r United Nations administration,

was propoeed in the Plan of Parti tion of Palestine. After: the 1967 occupation of

the eastern sector of Jerusalem by Israel, thet General Assemly and the security

Council reaffil'mad their position on Jerusalem, declaring raull and void the basic

law adopted on 30 July 1980 by the Isrlleli ParUa_nt, which declared Jf,ltusalell to

be the capital of the State of Israel. Member States veret called 01'2 not to accept

the basic law and to refrain from sending their dip.lomatic missions to Jeruaale••

.
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Neither tJ.e assassination of the Palestine Liberation Organization leader,
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Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People on its work.

IdrClel, which is employing repressive measures to put down the populalr Palestinian

Palestinian t>~~le, tha 'brld Health Organization (Wfl.j and other ~~cialized

Despi te the very cruel acts perpetra~d by Israel to end the uprising, including

Palestinians to reject the Israeli domination and occupatior~ that began in 1967.

The uprising in the occupied territories affirms the determination of the

(!!ore 8agbeniMeito Nzengeya, ~ire)

The reports of the Committee at the Exercise or the Inalienable Rights of the

uprising, the intifadah. We congratulate the Committee on ttGe Exerci$le of the

challenging Israelis policies of domination and in preser,~ing the identity of the
Palestinian people and its devotion to the principles of self-determination with a

agencies in the uni tad NaHons system are devastating "i th respect to the State of

protesting that assassination - nor the murder of Yussef fI.chammed Subaih, a

the same day by the massacre by Israeli armed forces of 13 Palestinians who were

view to establishing a Palestinian state.

Abu Jihad - which took place in Tunisia on 16 April Illld which was accaupanied on

::19i
Go "

l7-year-old activist who was participating in West Bmnk demonstrations on

8 l:ec:emer6 the first anniversary of the popular Palestinian uprising, the

intifadah, could dim the flame of liberation that inspires the Palestinian people.
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the region, backed by the United States of America and the Union of Soviet

resolution 181 (11) and the provision of guarentees of peace for all the States of

particular. That Conference should have as its aim the full implementation of

Palestinian nation in accordance with the partitio~ plan contained in General

Zaire believes that the following basic conditions a~e required to put an end

First, the State of Israel should be asked to recognize and respect the

its lands, the expulsion of its residents and the ongoing occupation of its

Thirdly, the United Nations ftUst play a Frimaryro1e" through the Security

internationally recognized boundaries.

Asselllbly resolution 181 (11) of 29 Noveaber 1947.

The denial of the exercise of its right to independence, the confiscation of

live in Palestine, to consider the Palestine Liberation Organization as their sole

legi tilllft te represen ta t ive.

Ufe. Moreover, it is the collective will of the Pa:estinians, whether or not they

territory are all legitimate reasons for the Palestinian people to live on its own

inalienable rights of the Palestinian people to a State, a government and a

Socialist Republics.

International Peace Conference on the Middle East to be ettended by the five

land as a co_unity and national entity with its own social structure and econc.ic

JB/32

Palestine Liberation Organization representing the Palestinim people and all other

permanent menDers of the Security Council, the representativtas of Israel" the

Council and the Secretary-General. That role should be to convince all Melllber

parties directly concerned with the conflict, such as Lebanon and Syria in

States, including the State of Israel, that they should accept the convening of the
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Fourthly, a special t.tpresentative of the 5ecretary-Gene!'al should be

appointlltd, napons!ble for closely following the situation in the Palestinian
territories oCC"lJpied ~ Israel with a view to reporting to the Security Council
pursuant to paragraph 6 of Security Council draft resolution 5/19352, which,

unfortunately, was allended at thE! 2770th weeting, on 22 December 1987.

My delega~ion appeals once 8gain to Israel and to the Government of Israel,
the Power occupying the Palestinian territories, to comply immediately and

scrupulously with the FOurth Geneva Convf~tion relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in '1'1_ of War, of 12 August 1949 and to put an end to the policy
and practices that are contrary to the provisions of that Conv1!ntion.

zaire wU1 continue fully to support the Palestinia."i pt:Ople, which is fighting
for Lts independence, its unity and its own identity, and we welcome the

declaration _de in AilJlan en 31 July 1988 by King Russein Jordan on the status of

the West Bank and the Gaza and the declaration of Algiers, of 15 NovenOer 1988, on

the proclamation of the indapendent State of Palestine.

Mr ~ MALILE (Alb2ftia) (interpret.1tion from Prench): Just as we were

expecting the General Assemly to hold a constructive debate that was likely to

open prospects for a solution to the Paleotinian problem and to the problem (If the
Middle East as a whole, the Assellbly was confrcnted wi th the unjust post tion taken
by the United States, which, contr.ary both to obligation~ arising f.rom its

Headquarters Agfeellent with the UnitEd N&tiOhS md to the very interests of peace,

has not allowed tho legitiftS8te representatives of the Palestinian people to go to

New York to speak ~fore the Aoserlbly. That step represents defiance of and lack
of resp;!c~ for the United Nations end, at the same time" has pitted the United

States against the entire international community. The General Assembly justly
opposed that arbitrary act and decided, allDOSt unanimously, to transfer its work
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from New York to Geneva, an event unique in the history of the United Nations.

That atti tude is proof positive of the support enjoyed by the Palestinian people

and of the profound concern of the international community, which is called upon to

find cS just solution to this problem crllcial to the fate of a people and to peace.

For over four decades, the United Nations has continued to consider the

quest~on of Palestine, particularly 1n the General I~sembly, the Security Council

and other bodies. Throu~.out the debates that have already taken place, the Member

States have forcefUlly expressed their legitimate concern at the persistence of

this terrible tragedy and the sufferings of the Palestinian people, the injustice

perpetrated upon it and the imperative need to do away with that injustice.

The Middle East crisis, almost half a century old, has shown that that, region

of vast strategic importance and brilllRing with rich oil deposH.s has become an

arena for repeated confrontation between the interests of the super-Powers, the

United States and the Soviet Union, which have endeavoured to consolidate their

presence there. Such conditions, as well ~ the expansionist policy of Israel

against the Arab States, have entailed protracted aggression and almost cyclical

armed confUcts in the region that have only brought untold :sorrow and devastation

to the people of the region.

The Palestinian problem is an integral part of the Middle East crisis, whose

spectre has repeatedly threatened international peace and security. That crisis

has been maintained by the profoundly anti-Palestinian and anti~rab policy of

imperialism and of Israel, which, following periodic aggression, has occupied the

Arab territories and has cast from its lands an entire people, people with a

culture and a civilization deeply rooted in the region - the Palestinian people -

forcing it to lead the life of refugees. Entire generations of Palestinians have

grown up under the tents of refugee camps, where they lead a life of unparalleled

deprivation. Those camps have been subjected to savage attacks and extermination,
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privation, the brave Pale5tinian people has never bowed its head. It has persisted

in ita struggle and its resolute efforts in its just cause.

Living proof of that grOlfing resistance is the vast popular uprising in the

occupied Palestinian tflrritories, where this generation, born and raised under

conditions of occupation, confronts with unparalleled heroism the military machine
of the ,~Ctlpying Powero The heroic:: Palestinian youth and the whole population,
includi~g wonen and children, have met the fire of Israeli tanks with their very

bodies and wi th any means at hand, such as stones. That shows that :lothing can

break the will and the unshakable confidence of the Palestinian people, resolved to

p.!t an end to the occupation and to bave its national rights prevail. In its just
strllggle, it has never failed to enjoy the powerful support of the fraternal Arab
peoples and of all people of the world.

The Middle East crisis and the Palestinian problem have constantly been the

subject of debate at the Uni ted Ha tions. The resolu tions of the Un! ted Ha tions and

its _iH bodies, the General Assembly and the Security Council, on this problem are

legion, but Israel's arrogance and aggressiveness, supported by all available means

and in all £01'1118 by the United States of America have prevl"nted the implementation

of theee resolutions, and the situation has deliberately and increasingly been

COlIPl ieated.

Accusations of terrorism against the Palestinian people and its legitimate

representative, the Palestine Liberation Organization, pursue the same target, to

denigrate the liberation movement. Those who struggle for freedom and for their

own land are not terrorists. Rather, those are terrorists who by force of arms

have reduced an entire people to the status of refugees, who have perpetrated

lIlaUacres in the Palestinian camps of Sabra and Shatila in Beirut, whose atrforce

haa bcabed the area all the way to Tunis and now descends upon Lebanon •
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Those who oppose solu tion of the Middle East er is is have from time to time
prelJented var ious plans designed essentially to eliminate the queation of

Palestine. The so-c311ed policy of secure boundaries, loudly touted by Israel, is
a well-known tactic to deny the Pal('!stinian people their CMn land and to perpetuate
the occupa tion of Arab terri tories.

These dangerous plans have been rejected by the Palestinian people which,

manifesting admirable resolve, is pursuing its struggle for the implementation of
its national aspirations. These efforts make the Palestinian factor essential to

any solu tion of the Middle Eut problem. No conference or forum can prodtce a
positive result if the Palestinian problem is excluded from the discussion. There
can be no just and lasting solut1en that can be achieved against the will of the
Palestinians, or behind their backs. The leng and heroic struggle waged by the

Palestinian people, the uprising of vast p>pular masses in the West Bank and Gaza,
and events in the Middle East itself have created a new situation that makes it

urgent to settle the Palestinian problem enoe and for all. It is under these
circumstances that the Palestine National Council has recently proclaimed the
er ea tior. of the state of Pal es tine.

The Peop).e's Socialist Republic of Albania, a mnsistently firm supporter of

the Palestinian people's just struggle against Israeli imperialist aggression and
for freedom and self~etermination, including exercising its right to independent

sta tehood, welcomes and recognizes the Sta te of Palestine. This historic decis ion
of the Palestine Natiortal Council is consistent with the legitimate rights and

aspirations of the courageous Palestinian people. At the same time, it contributes
to settlement of conflict in the Middle East and to peace and security in the
reg ien.
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The fact that the new state has been welcomed and recognized by many cola'ltries
proves the international coJ1lllunity's firm support for the just cause of the

Palestinian people.

The interests of peac."t and seC'.Jrity require that the Palestinian problem, tl:le

situation in Lebanon and the Middle East quetion as a whole be ass eased in a
spir it of political realism and in the context of current international

developments. Recently, a few steps have been taken towards detente, in particular
towards the settlement of 4 nunber of regional confl iets, such as that between run
and Iraq. Gratified by such steps, the internatiooal public sincerely hopes to see
progress towards peace in the Middle East as well.

In tackling this problem we must, above a11 6 take into account the interests.of the Palestinian people and other Arab peoples that have been victims of

aggression. That is why a lasting 801utim can come only from the countries of the
Middle East, which have a direct interest in the peace and security of the region.
To entrust this problem to the super-Powers risks subordinating Middle East
in teres t to the global pol icie8 of the super-Power s. As exper ience has shown, th is
can ally perpetuate the conflict.

The Palestinian people has the right to live Cree and independent. We must

not iCjl10re the lessor. of history that neither violence nor terror can ever break
the will of a people resolved to fight for its freedom -.d its national rights.

The delegation of Albania therefore believes that the min purpose of the

Assembly's consideration of this problem should be to mobilize strong support for
the Palestinian people, for its right to self-determination, for recognition of its
sta te and for vi thdr awal of Ierael i troops frolll the occupied Arab ter ri tor les.

d&
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ThClBe are the fundamental l'equ iremenu foe a Middle East settlement and for
peace in the :region.

Mr .. · FILALI (Morocco) (interpreta tion from Arabich The General Assenbly
is taking up consideration of the question of Palestine this year in a special

political context and in the framework of monumental events. Hence the Palestine
qUMUm, whiclt has beset the thited Nations since its creation, now poses an even

greater challenge as one of the most crucial issues facing the international
community.

we oondem the circumstances that have obliged us to deal with this question
here in Geneva. we note, however, that the same circumstances have given rise to a
discernible sense of international solidarity with the cause of the Palestinian
people and with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PW) and its leader,
Hr. Yasser Arafa t.

I shall not dwell on the details of the United States SecrCitary of State's

refusal to grant a visa to Mr. Arafat to go to New York and address the General

Assenbly. Co_enting on that decision at the time, Morocco called it a mhtake and
expressed profound astmishment.

We were particularly surpr Ised because the major Power that took that step has
special responsibili ty for maintaining international Pl!!ll!lc:e~ it knew perfectly well
that the Palestinian leader's purpose in visiting New York was to deliver a

historic message of peace intended to re-establish stabUi ty and harmony in the
Middle East region. It ste.ed from the new Palestinian co~cept that emerged at

the recent Palestine National Council meeting CUlminating in the proclam tion 'of
the Palestinian State ad in the adoption of political resolutions that were both
courageous and politically important.

ill??
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I do not think there is any need to remind those here of the trauma suffared

by the Palestinian people or of human rights.

The filss of the tl'li ted Ha tions are replete w1 th examples of Israeli practices

that have bef!n condemned by the world conmunity and rejected by the norms of

international behaviour.
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The General Assembly, which we regard as the conscience of the in terna timal
co_unity, hes ad:>pted dozens of resolutions condeming Israel's policy in the

occupied Arab territories. It has also sponsored res01,utions cQ'1taining

initiatives for puttlng an end to the conflict in the Middle Fast, on the basis of
principles of justice and equity. However, Israel l'il~s stubbornly refused to comply
with those resolutions or to go along with those initiatives. It has peraisted in
its policy of occupying the terri tories of othQr& and Cl'S ting settlements there.
It ~as continued to destroy the homes of Arab inhabitants and lay waste to their
crops. It has engaged in collective detentions. It has closed down ed'lca tional
institutions. It has massacred innocent, defenceless civilians.

The intifadah of the Palestinian people, now in its secmd year, is simply the
logical result of the tragic conditions endured by the Palestinian people for

40 years. The inttfad~ h. proved that a basic change has taken place in the
attitude of the Palestinian people towards the Israeli occupation and the denial of
their rights.

Morocco reoogn izes the real value of the grea t sacr !fioes made by the
Palestinian people during the uprising. We appreciate also the way that the

Pmlestinian leaders shouldered their responsibilities at the recant meeting of the

Palestine Natimal Council in Algiers. At that meeting the Palest1n ians showed
great political awareness, tolerance and wisdom. '!'he whole world welcomed the

reeul ts achieved at the Palestine _timal Council meeting and regards it as a

hi8to~ic event capablQ of bringing an end to the conflict and the wars that have
devastated the Kiddle East and reJlO'ling the causes of tens ion. Everything depends
on the good faith of: the other party.

The Palestine Nationyl Council ha clearly re03gnized Security Council
resoluu'ons 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). It has accepted the idea of the eon'lfa1ing

•
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of an internatiQ'2al peace conference with t':1e participation of all the parties

concerned in the Arab-Israeli conflict, including the Palestine Liberation

Organization, on a footing of equ~lity, as well as the permanent menbers of the

Security Council. with a vie.. to resolving the conflict. All that clearly shows

that the leaders of the Palestinian people have a genuine political will that

propels ~em towards peace and tolerance. FurthermoreI' they have reaffirmed their

rejection of all forms of international terrorism and, by asking the security

Council to provide ~arantees for the protection of the security of all the

countries of the Middle East, they have irrefutably proved their great sense of

responsibility. We had hoped that these clear positions, whieb Israel and the

Olited States had constantly demanded, would receive the welcome and support

necessary to launch the process of settling the Middle East crisis. It is indeed

regrettable thmt the leaders of Israel are taking no account of these responsible

and courageous positions. Even worse, they have rejected them outr ight and

continua to pursue their policy based on fanaticism and recourse to terror and

oppression against the children of Palestine, some of whom each day become victims

of the bullets of the Israeli occupying forces. It is equally regrettable that

others also sflek to minimize the importance of these Palestinian initiatives.

Israel '8 rejection is no surprise to anyone who knows that the unchanging

elements of its policy are war, terror, expansion and occupation of the territory

of others. In the past, Israel rejected the Arab peace plan adopted at the twelfth

Arab 8U1Mlit conference, in Fez in 1982. That plan called for the establishment of

peace based on juetice, an end to th" hostilities, and guaranteea of peace given by

the security Council to all the States of the region.
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by war and armed confrontation. Ibnce, the 5ecur ity Council must continue to focus

ISJ:ael's obstinacy means that. the Middle East will ccntinue to be threatened

its attention on this question. The Council's acbptioo this year of three
successive resolutions designed to protect the Pales tin lan inhabitants after the

(Mr. Filali, Morocco)
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uprising broke out confirms - if confirmation were indeed needed - that the
question of Palestine is the core of the Middle East canfl iet and one of the most
dangerous sources of tension in the world. It coofirms, too, the special
responsibility of the United Nations in regard to this problem.

Morocco salutes the intifldah of the Palestinian people within Palestine. It
welcomes the positions re~ntly taken by the Pales tin lan leader-s, which opened the
way to the proclaJll2ltion of the State of Palestine and the recognition of security
Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). In that respect, Morocco oonfirma
that it will ccmtinye to do everything in its power to help the Palestinian people
regain their basic, inalienable rights, especially their right to
aelf-determination, to return to their homeland and to establish an independent
State on Palestinian soil. We are conf/inc:ed that the current situation is
propitious to ill serious and responsible initiative to find a just and real solutionto the Palestinian problem. It would be unwise to lose this opportunity.

The idea of an international conference to solve the question of Paleotine andthe Mid:lle Eaot problem has been accepted internationally. It enjoys the eupport
and encouriJIgement of the international community. In conjunction with the
positions recen"'~y t&ken by the Palestine National Council, that confer~ce offers
the best framework foe laying the foundations of a solution to the problem.
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from the ills of 0ppi:ession, arbitrariness and &ha_ful behaviour using the SaJlle
practi~e8 against a pMc:eful and peace-loving people that wants only to live 1n
freedoll on its awn lmd where its ancestors have lived for centuries. Hence it is

futile for Israel, or any other country, to continue to reject the Palestine
Liberation Organbiation (P'LO) - or to refuse to recognize it as the sole,

legiti_te representative of the Palestinian people, particularly since its leaders
have provided clear awidence of its sense of responsibility and expr.~ssed the

poli tical will to eflbark on a truly dynamc COU1'8e which could lead to peace and
understanding in the MiMle East region that has evinced the Admiration and rl!')spect
of the entire world.

we hope that the General Assembly, which is .eting in these apecial political
circu_tances, "1111 be able to de. the correct lessons frOll the latest

develClplents, "11th all their political and hUMn ~iJl8n8ions, and produce positive
i:esult.s that will open up breed prospects for peace in tha Middle East,

particularly in Paleet!ne, thus putting an end to the tragedy of war and banishing
the specter of devutaticn and destruction in a region that was the cradle of the
world'S revealed r01ig10ns which urge coexistence, tolerlmce, peace and harmony.

Hr:. . ftJrARY (India) I I should like to join those speaking before lie in
extending a war. weleome to Chairman Yasser Arafat to the forty-third se8sion of
the Uni ted Ha tions General Assellbly in Geneva. In his addro88 this afternoon,
Chair_n Arafat made an i.-ea8urable contribution towards aChieVing a just, lasting

and COIIprehensive peace in the Middle East. This is an historic occasion for the
people of palestine, the people of the Middle East, and indeed the entire

international co••unity •

Md
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doubt about the dt!termination and sincerity of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO) to sit together and negotiate lasting peace with Israel. We

couend the framework of the Palestinian p_ce initiative. We hope that this

initiative will evoke a simultaneous and constructive response from Israel and that

this genuine opportuniy to establish lasting peace in the Mi~dle East will not be
lost.

The General Assembly on 30 November voted to consider the question of

Palestine at the united Nations office at Geneva after the host cOll'1try had decided
not to grant a visa to Chairman Arafat. In the words of the S'acretary-General,
this decision was

"!.ncompatible with the obligations of the ~ost country under the Headquarters

Agreement".

The General Assembly, in taking this decision, underlined the legal obligation of

the host country, while rejecting any attempt to redefine it unilaterallyo More

inlportant, the General Assembly's decision is a signifiC".ant political statement of

support to the process begun at Algiers last month by the ~alestine National

Council. It mus'.;, make us all happy that today that deciaion has been vindicated in
that Chairman Arafat has been enabled to movE! that. process further forward.

On 15 November, at the e~d of its historic session in Algiers, the Palestine

National Council declared the independence of the State of Palestine. The

Declaration of Independence stated that the State of Palestine was colWli tted to;
"the purposes and principles of the tbited Nations, to the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights and to the policy and principles of

non-alignment." (A/43/827,p. 15)
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As of today, nearly 70 countries, including India, have accorded recognition

to the State of Palestine. In his letter to Chairman Arafat, Prime

-the threat or use of force, violence and intimidntion against its terri tor ial

Minister Rajiv Gandhi stated;

It also declared that the State of Palestine was committed to peacef.ul

integrity and political independence or those of any other State.- (A/43/827,

co-.existence, and rejects,

q.

-I extend to you, on behalf of the Government and people of India and on my

own behalf, our heart:.~est felicitations on the declaration of an independent
State of Palestine, to which the Governmant of India has already extended

formal recognition. This has been our cherished and single-minded objective

all these years.-

The struggle of the Palestinian people for their inalienable right to

self-determination has been one of the epic sagas of our times. For a good part of
the century, and ag~inst heavy odds, the Palestinians have fought fo~ their
independence and freedomo we in India have always considered their struggle to be
part of the international historical fight against colonIal rule and foreign

dominZlticn. While almost all peoples have gained political indepandence, the
Palestinian struggle remains an Wlfinished revolution.

Yet there is little sign of any diminished commitlllGnt to that revolu tion. For
more than a year the intifadah has signalled a new phase of the struCJgle for

independence. The intifad.!!!. resoundingly demonstrated that 20 years of occupation
has not broken the spirit of nationalism of the Palestinian peopleJ that 20 years
of repressive measures has not suppressed the yearning for freedom or the dignity
of the people. WOrld opinion should note that this ti& will never ebb.
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The intifadah cannot b4! put dewn by force. It is the collective voice of &n

"an integral part of the broad~r Arab-Israeli conflict with its many complex

"a domineting factor in the political agenda of the Middle East". (A/43/867,

para~' 32)

and interIelated issues". (A/43/867;'para~'34)

JSM/edd

entire people. It has C4ught the imagination of ~he !forld. It has be-COlll2, in the

And again in the words of the Secretarl'-General, it is:

The need for a comprQ~en5iva, juat and lasting settlement of the Middle East
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The acceptance of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 339 (1973) is an
eloment of the framework of negotiations of the Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO). We hope Israel's response will be positive and in line with its previous
conmitment to Security Council resolution 242 (1967).

The Middle East is a rich mosaic of peoples and nations whose lives and

histories have been intertwined for thousands of years. Its thought and

civili:&ation have greatly enriched the world.

'lbday, the region is of great strategic importance and rich in natural

resources, eCCXlomic potential and the talent of its peoples. Conflict and tens ion
divert their energies from development and from their rightful role in the comity
of nations. CCXlfrontation and strife not oo1y increase tensiol'\s in the region but
also provide for a volatile mix with pOtential ramifications for the entire world.

No amount of arms can guarantee security wi thout an accompanying poli tical
settlement that is just and fair. Occupation and repression cannot but feed a

growing spiral of hostili ty and opposi tion. Support for the survivabili ty and

well-being of any State should not extend to support of policies of territorial
expansion and occupation.

The international situation has seen some encouraging signs of improvement.

In the Middle East too, a new sense of pragnla tism is being displayed. The

Palestine National Council session in Al9iers and subsequent elaboration of

policies by the Palestinian leadership have been welcome developments. Chairman

Arafat's statement this afternoon is a resounding affirmation of this pragmatism

and is symbolic of the yearning of the Palestinian l~l!Or~,e to participate in full
dignity in realizing the enormous potential of the Middle East.

The PLO has done all that has been asked of it. There must be an adequa te and
constructive response if the peace process is to move forward. There is

jus ti fiable expecta tion in the a in we need to put in place a credible peace
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process, the objective of whim will be to aadreso the fundamental issues involved
in the conference, the attainment by the Palestinian people of their in2S1ienable

right to self-determination and the reoognitim that all the States in the regionr

including the State of Palestine, Israel and other neighbours, have the right to

live in peace and security within internatimally reco~ized borders.

There is a compelling need for statesmanship and courage at the highest levels
for peace to be ushered in in the Middle East. Such courage and statesmanship have
been amply demonstrated in recent months, leading to p'sitive developments in

regional conflicts around the world. Time if! not on the side of peace in the
Middle East. The world must grasp this opportunity with flexibility and openness.
The alternative is too grim and tragic to cmtemplate.

Mr. TABONE (Malta), It is an honour for me to be here on this occasion -
which we hope will mark a turning-point in the long, drawn-out and tragic

Arab-Israeli conflict - to present once more Malta's consistent policy in favour of
the peaceful coexistence of two States, one Arab and the other Jewish, in the land
of Palestine as envisaged in General Assenbly resolution 181 (II).

we look on this occuion as a memorable one because we have seen the hand of

co-operation outstretched to an unprecedented limit and in an atmosphere of rslislI

and understanding that cannot but impress us all. We see overwhelming world
opinion putting all its weight behind this effort, whieb needed courage and faith.

Once again, on behalf of the people of Malta I wish to reaffirm ou~ conqiction
that the Palestinian people have the inalienable right to a State of their own in

Palestine, side by side and in peaceful coexistence with the State of Israel. It
is for this reason that we have enthusiastically welcomed and expressed support for
the declaration made in Algiers on 15 November 1988 by the Palestine National

Council on the establishment of an independent Palestinian State in Palestine.
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-to make every endeavour to embody the proclaimed Palestinian State so that it

can take its place among the Sta tes of the world ".

I have described this occasion as memorable, and indeed it is because we have

wi tnessed today an extraordinary appeal by O1airman Yasser Arafat - an eloquent

challenge, since.re and full of goodwill, a further enhancement of the Algiers

declaration in unequivocal positive terms. Most of us must have been RlOITed by his

outstretched hand of friendship and peace and the repeated call for peace in the
land of peace and, may I add, a t a time of peace.

May I pay tribute to the leader of the Palestinian people, who throughout the
years, through thick and thin, has upheld the rights of his people to a Pales tin ian

State in the land of Palestine. Never before has the attainment of this goal

seened 80 possible and perhaps so near.

Arab-Israeli conflict.

against Palestinian people, those engaged in the intifadah, to whom the land

unequivocal acceptance of the two-State solution are a realistic and, in our view,

•••••••••••••.11.11'1
11
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taken to justi fy that feeling. The acceptance by the PLO of relevant (hi ted

Israel should realize that it is still occupying Palestinian territory, using force

Malta urges that these significant steps now be matched by all those genuinely

In our enthusiasm let us not overlook the significant steps that have been

Nations resolutions and, in particular, Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973), the rejection and condemnation of terrorism in all its forms, and the

committed to a peaceful solution of the Middle East conflict. In this context

sincere contribution towards a lastjng, just and comprehensive settlement of the

-
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rightfully belongs. They should therefore heed the almost universal consensus for

a speedy and peaceful settlement of an unacceptable state of affairs which has

persisted for far too long. We repeat to them the invitation we heard earlier

today, to come and make peace.
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negotiations should begin without delay within the framework of such a Conference.

Lately the United Nations has given birth to a number of peace initiatives

which are bear ing fruit and are changing for the better the atmosphere in many

parts of the world. Why should this same spirit not be extended to the Middle

East? It is the task of these meetings to ensure that this same atti tude will
prevail.

Chairman Araf.!1t's eloquent and impassioned appeal for peace this afternoon

should flow out of this Hall into the chancelleries of all States - especially of
the permanent menDers of the Security Council and of Israel - and iJIlDng the

ordinary people of the world, to produce a posi tive response, to help the forces of
the olive branch to break down the accurtlllated suspicion and mistrust spawned in

the past 40 years.

The tragedy of Palestine has lasted far too long. It is time, in Chairman

In other words, let us grasp the hand of reccncil iatton and make peace.

discussed the item "Question of Palestine" - the world has been witnessing an

Mr. NOOOEIRA-BATISTA (Brazil): Since December 1987 - soon after we last

Leave behind the spectre of the..."to cast away fear and intimidation

wars". (A/43/PV. "18;. . pp•. 37·40)

fulfilment of their aspira tiona to self-determina tion.

undoubtedly represents a legi tima to reaction to long yea:s of oppress ive occupa tion

The Palestinian uprising - the intifadah, as it has become widely known -

outburst of protest in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967.

and reflects the determination of a people to take the initiative in demanding the

Arafat's words,
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No doubt also reflecting world public opinion's shock at the conditions
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meet on several occasions since the beginning of the intifidah, the last being in

April 1988. The Council was unable to deal with the fundamental cause of the

unrest, nor was it able to address itself to the explora tion of ways and means to
bring about a negotiated settlement to the question of Palestine. The security

Council had to restrict itself to vigorous condemnation of the repressive measures
taken by the Israeli forces in trying to curb the unrest. Such measures were

widely perceived as being incompa tible wi th the responsibilHies of Israel, as an
occupying Power under the 1949 Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of

Civilian Persons in Time of War.

The 5ecur ity Council's appeal to the occupying Power went unheeded)

dispropol::tionate repression continued to be the rule in those territories. It has
nevertheless pro,red to be futile, since it hias been unable to stop the unrest, as
we learn in particular from the report of the Secretary-General (A/43/806), of
21 Novellber 1988. This seems to confirm that such unreet, s termning from the

frl.1etration of legi tirnate aspirations, may be temporar fly weakened, but is not
easily suppressed.

The international community must renftW efforts to ensure the co-operation of

the Israeli authorities in applying immediate measures to alleviate the daily
suffering of the Palestinian people in those territories. We must remain committed

to the protection and safety of the civilian population in Gaza and the West Bank.
Israel RUst be made to act, in all circumsta. •.-IS, in accordance with its

obligations as an occupying Power and a party to the relevant 1949 Geneva
Conven tion •
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The additional sacrifices the Palestinian people have had to make have not

been in vain. The status quo in those territories has now become politically

unsustainable, even if still mil! tar ily possible. The intifidah has undoubtedly
.-" I

•

brought about a renewed, sharp awareness of the urgent need to start a negotiating

process towards a peaceful and lasting settlement of the question of Palestine.

Such a message has been undeniably conveyed to all of the parties directly involved

in the dispute as well as to the international community at large.

Our presence here in Geneva today is to a large extent a resul t of the

reoogni tion that a new impetus must be given to the search for peace in the Middle

East. We should have preferred to have this meeting take place at Unitea Nations

Headquarters in New York - as it should, in accordance with the Headquarters

Agreement. The overwhelming sentiment of the membersnip of this world body was to

ensure not only the rights of the Palestinian people to be heard through their

highest leader, but also the right and interest of Member States to hear his

message, at a time when events related to the Palestinian question msy be reaching

a decisive turn.

Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar, in his report of 21 January 1988

(S/19443), possibly the most authoritative and balanced account of the situation in

the Palestinian occupied territories, issued a strong appeal to both Israelis and

Palestinians

"to exercise restraint and to br ing about that change of atti tudes which will

be necessary if a settlement is to be negotiated". (S/19443, para. 54)

Decisions taken last November, in Algiers, by the Palestine National Council (PNC)

represent a relevant step in that direction•
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The Brazilian Government, in a press communique issued in Brasilia on

23 Novel\t)er 1988, acknCMledged the Declaration of Independence of the State of

Palestine and the Poll tical Communique issued in Algiers at the closure of the me

meeting. In conformity with its support for the rights of the Palestinian people

to self-determination and independence in their own State, the Brazilian Government

took note with satisfaction that those cbcumenta reaffirmed Palestinian adherence

to the pr inciples and purposes of the Uni ted Na tions, condemed the threa t of the

use of force, violence and terrorism, and extolled the settlement of. international

conflicts by ?eaceful means •
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Brazil has also taken good note of the fact that the Palestine Ha t::lonal
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work towards a peaceful and lasting setttlement on the basis of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). That position has long been advocated by my

country, which firmly believes that the complete withdrawal of Israeli forces from
all territories occupied since 1967, together with the recognition of the right of
all states in the region, including Israel as well as a Palestinian state, to exist
in security within internationally recognized borders, is the only basis for

reaching a just peace in the area.

With those ideas and goals in mind, Brazil continues to support the holding of
an internatior.al peace conference on the Middle East under the auspices of the

United Nations, with the participation of all involved and interested parties,

including the PLO, the legi timate representa tive of the Palestinian people. We
remain convinced that such an initiative offers the best chance for a successful,
comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

We also believe that such an important endeavour must be well prepared in

order to ensure the in terests of all parties directly involved. There are still
fears and suspicions to be allayed if we are to remove the obstacles still blocking

the acceptance of the convening of such a conference.

The important statement made here in Geneva today to the General Assembly by

Chairman Yasser Arafat represents in its essence a further clear and constructive
step in the direction of creating an atmosphere appropriate to that end and in the
direction of peace in the Middle East.
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Let us hope that in our deliberations here in Geneva, by fully taking into
account the views of all parties involved, we shall be making a positive

contribution to the. peace process in the Middl~ East. With that: in view, it would
be wise to take heed in our deliberations of the appeal made by the

Secretary-General in his January report on the situation in the occupied
ter r i tor ies I

"Each side I'IIJst put aside the often justified resentment i t fe~ls at past

wrongs and understand better the legitimate interests and legitimate

grievances of the other. Such understanding is not assisted by invective and

abuse nor by sheltering behind the illusio'" that the other side does not

exist". (8/19443; 'para~' 5.!)

Mr _. KRAVE'l'S (Ukrainian SOviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation from
Russian) I It is our profound conviction that the process of positive change under
way in international relationa, including the political settlement of regional

conflicts, cannot and must not bypass the problem of Palestine. The Middle East
confli~t is among the oldest and most chronic of conflicts, but it is no less

dangerous for that, rather it ia fraught: with a great threat to international peace
and security - not to mention the untold sorrow and deprivation it has visited upon
the peoples of the region.

Its speedy solution has become an imperative of our time. The continued
explosive situation in the Middle East runs counter to positive changes in the
international climate. The Ukrainian SSR believes that the favourable climate

developing in the world should be used to gain a just and comprehensive settlement
of the Middle East problem on the basis of the principles of international law, the
Uni ted Na tions Char ter, the decis ions of the Organ iza tion, and a balance among the
interests of all parties.
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from the territories occupied since 1967. The Palestinian people must be

guaranteed the righ~ to self-determination, and all States and peoples in the
~egion must be guaranteed the right to free development and a secure existence.

'lbday, the Palestinian people has· shown the world its unshakeable

determination to decide independently on its own future. The Palestinian uprisin~

has had a serious influence on the entire Middle East situation, including the
positions of the parties directly con:::erned. A fundamentally new element was added
when the Government of Jordan decide'J to sever its legal and admin is tra tive links
with the west Bank, and when the Executive COITIIIi ttee of the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) expressed its readiness to assume full responsibility for the
administration of the occupied Palestinian territories.

The documents of the nineteenth extraordinary session of the Palestine
National Council have become truly historic for the Palestinians. That body has
displayed the pol! tical maturity and constructive spirt t of the PLO and its
readiness to engage in negotiat:1oris in the framework. of the United Nations on the
basis of the relevant resolutions of the Security Council and the General

Assembly. The declaration of independence adopted by the Palestine National

Council at that session has drawn wide support from the international community,
which seeks the earliest possible convening of an international conference on the
Middle East in conformity with General Assembly resolutions.

We are convinced that such a conference could ensure a vital shift in the

process of achieving a Middle East settlement and a solu tion to the Paleetin ian
problem. The broad international support for such a conference is an important
factor and has an impact on all the problems related to a settlement. The right
conclusion to draw is that the international. consensus in favour of ~onvening a
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The new situation in the region requires illli1ediate practical measures to set
in motion the machinery of a conference and the fornulation of a specific strategy
for establishing a comprehensive, just and lasting peace ~.n the Middle East. We

are convinced that the United Nations has both the prestige and 'the capabili ties to
do this. ObviouslYLI a crucial role in this process lOOse be played by the permanent
members of the Security Council.

The delegation of the Ukrainian 9SR believes that a Middle East conference
must be a flexible machinery with powers and competence of its own, capable of
developing mutually acceptable solutions to the Arab-Israeli conflict, including

the Palestinian question. In that connection, it is lmportcmt that the mandate of
the conference not be detrimental to the rights and interests of any of the parties

to the conflict, but proJlDte unconditional respect for their sovereignty and

independence and for the right of all the peoples in the region to

self-determination and independent development of their choice.

Of crucial importance is the question of representation at the conference. If
the Palestinian question ie a key factor in a Middle East settlement, the Palestine
Liberation Organization should participate in the work of the conference on an
equal footing. That orgll'lization enjoys prestige among Palestinians, which would
guarantee the acceptability of agreements achieved with its participation on behalf

of the Arab people of Palestine.
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the question of Palestine.

The reliance by Israel's ruling circles on confrontation is inhuman and

(Mr. Kravets, Ukrainian SSR)
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interests of all the peoples of the region, including t.be people of Isnel itself.

We take this opportunity of appeal ing to the Government of Israel to

Disregarding the opinions of the Palestinians is thus doomed to failure. Any

in a settlement of the Middle East question is unacceptable. It must be noted,

Israel continues, using all kinds of contr ived pretexts, to reject the idea of

International Court of Justice had to exert to prevent the closure by the United

Recently the State Department of the United States, acting in oontr!diction to the

United Nations - the right to come to United Nations Headquarters. We express

we are all aware of the great efforts the Secretary-General and the

attempt to exclude the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) from participation

an international conference. It thereby hampers the achie''lement of a solution to

discussion, as well as its reluctance to enter into any constructive compromise,

of the question of Palestine here to Geneva.

however, that such attempts continue even now.

necessary for the international community to decide to transfer the consideration

futile. The high-handed attitude taken by Israel bowards our Organization's

remnsider its position and join in the wide internati./"'~"l mnsensus for the

will of the international community, refused to give Yasser Arafat - the Chairman
of the Executive COlIIRittee of the PLO, which has permanent observer status with the

prof(~und regret at that decision by the United States authorities, which made it

Bcr/mh

are the salient features of Israel's position in the united Nations.

convening of a conference in the Middle East as well as in sincere international
efforts to find a just and lasting peace to the Middle East question, in the

decisions and its political short-sightedness in regard to the issues under
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The Success achieveD in solving t~e problem of Palestine as well as other

Israel must stop its occupation of Palestinian and Arab terribories ana join

itself." (A/43/35i' p~ua~ '141)

long-standing conflict Cimong public opinion internationally and within Israel

Palestine and support fOlC a comprehensive, just and lasting solution of this

liThe uprising brought to a new level the understanding of the question of

Rights of the Palestinian People and for participation by the Committee in the

(Hr. Kravets, Ukrainian SSR)

On the question of Palestine, the Ukrainhn SSR has acted in keeping wi th its

resolutio!i 38/58 C.

East q under the auspices of the United Nations and in keeping with General Assembly

immediate initiation of preparations for an international conference on the Middle

political solution to the question of Palestine and the granting to the Palestinian

territories occupied by Israel, the Ukrainian SSR submitted last May a proposal for

people of the right to self-determination. The varied work done by the Committee

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. It is in favour of an early

principles, as a menber of the United Nations COl1mittee on the E1cercise of the

In connection with the escalating upr 1sing of the Palestinian people in the

efforts to achieve a settlement to the Middle East question.

in constructive negotiations wi th the PLO, at the basis of' the relevant united

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,

contributes to mobilizing broad international opinion in support of United Nations

The intifadah in the occupied territories has created a qualitatively new

situation. As is pointed out in the report of the Committee on the Exercise of the

complicated regional problems will demonstrate the degree of political maturity
among States Members of the Urlited Nations and will be a measure of the
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The co-ordination of the political efforts of, and mutual understanding among,

the Arab States is crucial to a solutim to the Middle East problem.

The Ukrainian SSR declares its full solidarity with the long-suffering,

courageous people of Pales tine, which has not been broken by its tr ials and

tribulations and continues to raise the banner of its struggle for its inalienable

national rights. If the Palestine question is not solved, a just and lasting peace

in the Middle East, in keeping with the vital interests of all the peoples of the

reg ion, will be i,mposs ible. We are convinced tha t there is no 211 terna tive to

collective political efforts on this issue.

Mr~'AL~ALI (Democratic Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): Only one

month ago no one could have imagined that the United Natioris General Assenbly would

be meeting .in Geneva. lt appeared that things were progressing normally towards a

peel tive poll tieal development on the poli tical level wi th regard to many of the

hotbeds of tension throughout the world. There was a strong feeling of hope and

optimism about the possibility of ridding these regions of the climate of crisis

and conflict and moving towards detente and the resolution of conflicts.

It would therefore have seetled illogical for the Middle East to remain the

exception to this constructive tide towards world peace, particularly after the

meeting of the Palestine National Council in Algiers and the historic decisions it

adopted.

But there was one discordant voice which dashed our hopes in the midst of an

overwhelming, universal welcome of the resolutions adopted by the Palestine

'National Council on the Palestinian cause and the Middle East problem. This was a

voice tha t was, as ever, jarr ing in its dissalance and its disruption of the new

harmony. The United Sta.tes Administration, in particular its secretary of State,

took a decision not to grant an entry visa to the Chairman of the Executive
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Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and thereby beAn'ed him
from coming to New York to make an important speech that the whole world wanted to

hear, from the rostrum of the United Nations. That decision was taken in

acquiescence of the Zionist policy of aggression and the Zionist posture of

challenging the international community and flouting its resolutions. Such

acquiescence could only lead to the host country's breaching the Headquarters
Agreement.

It was very difficult for the international community to remain silent at this
time or to retreat when confronted by a certain country's posiUoo denying the
legitimate rights of people who have been struggling for self-determination.

Hence, the in terna tional community, wi th all its poll tical and geographic

groupings, unanimously condemned that decision and rejected all the jllstifications
and pretexts put forth to make it appear something that it was not. The

international community simply upheld aright which refuses to be obliterated by
the arrogance of power and by blackmail.

Thus, we have come to Genava, the city of peace, which serves as host to many
peaceful gatherings. Geneva has become a symbol of peace. We have opened a

chapter in history to record that the age of domination has passed for "ever, that

the era of dependence and subservience has come to an ~nd and that freedom, which
has already dawned, will be the response to the cries for help by the oppressed and

persecuted of the earth. This is a reaffirmation of the values and principles of
the international Organization and a strengthening of its role, which is to put
paid to injustice and hegemony and lay the foundations for a just peace and for
stability.

What we hu~e now, in effect, are two uprisings, the uprising of the

Palestinian people against t.lte occupation and the world uprising against the Uni ted
States decision.
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That is the reason why the international community has attached special
importance to these meetings. The limelight has been focused on the cause of the
struggling Palestinian people, who have been supported by the whole world at both
the official and popular level, with the exception of those few voices which have
tried to oppose the march of history and the nature of things. Thus, in Geneva we
are witnessing, both historically and geographically, the dawn of a new el'a of

dedication to justice and righteousness, which is manifested in a stand on the side
of the long-suffering Palestinian people, who have been the target of every

possible form of repression, penecution and displacement. It would not have been
possible for the aggressive policy of Israel to continue without intensive and

persistent United states assistance, which has reached the acme of exclusivity in
the shapa of a strategic alliance. 0I11y a few days ago the ban CI1 the del ivery of

cluster bombs to Israel was removed. This racist policy 00 the part of Israel is
based on power i: repression f expulsion, expansion and annexation in complete

defiance of the international will and the resolutions of the United Nations. It
is indeed ironic that Israel, which came into being as a result of a resolution of
this internat~onal Organization, which presupposed absolute commitment to the
values and principles of the United Nations, now finds that commitment unacceptable
and totally ignores the behests of such commitment. That country is forging ahead
with its repressive and terroristic policies and is carrying out piratical raids on

the Palestinian and Arab occupied and non-occupied lands in a manner that has no
precedent.

,
The sensibilities of people everywhere were shocked when people witnessed on

film the methods of repression, torture, the breaking of children's bones and the
forced abortion of pregnant women. They witnessed the hundreds who were killed or
injured and the thousands who were arbitrarily arrested •

•• IIIIIIIiI.......~----......."-------- -~~-
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Many intricate factors and complex circumstance:a have led to the partitioning
of Arab Palestine so that a part of it was given as a homeland to the Jews who came
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land, who were thus deprived of their land. But the Palestinian people, who have

many acts of heroism and sacrifice to their credit in the annals of their long

history, are no looger able to endure further despotism and humiliation. They are
resisting and facing up to the Israeli iron-fist policy. The Palestinian l&nd is
now ~lebrating the first a~niversary of the uprising of its valiant people against
occupation and the various manifestations of settler colooialism in order to
reaffirm their legitimate right to self-determination and the establishment of

their own independent State Cl'l their natiooal soil. This is an uprising of the
young people, the women, the children and the elderly. Their only weapon is their

firm faith in the justice of their cause and the inevitability of victory. It is
3n uprising in which the stone-throwing children confront the most sophisticated

IIOdern weapons of destruction. It is the uprising of an unarmed people facing
aIooe a settler-eolonialist adversary armed to the teeth with awesome military
arsenals.

Many and important indeed are the developments which have taken place over the
past few months following the emergence of the Palestinian popular uprising as a
reality that cannot be ignored, not only in the Middle East but also in the world
at large. The intifadah has clearly unmasked the nature of Zionism and has shown
its false claims and misleading propaganda. It has also exmfirmed the staunch

nature and steadfastness of the Palestinian people in their fight for freedom and
independence, regardless of the sacrifices.

The law which governs the struggles of colonized and persecuted peoples and
those who are seeking freedom and liberatioo from their oppressors is one and the

_•._----~---------------
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same. The outcome is also one and the same. It is always defeat of the oppressor
and the tr iumph of the freedom fighters. The intifadah session of the Palestine

National Council in Algiers was the cro~ing success of all past efforts to

delineate a new practical path within this framework. On 15 Novenber, the

Palestine Liberation Organization shouldered decisively its historic responsibility
with confidence and ability. The National Council adopted its important

resolutions in response to the requirements of the present stage of developments
and in response to the appeals of the international oo1'llllunity. It declared the

establishment of a Palestinian State at the basis of histodcal and legal rights,
international legitimacy and the resolutions adopted by the United Nations since
1947.

The world, in turn, responded to this positive development by prompt

large-scale support for this step and the cattinu ing recogni tion of the State and
its leadership. The international ool1lllul'1ity has also reaffirmed its 801 idarity

wi th the Palestinian people in their attempt to regain their 1egi tima te national
rights of return, self-determination and the establishment of an independent State

on their national soil. Nlat more is now required of the Palestinian PeOple than
what they have already offered, more than the blood spilled and the sacrifices

made? ~at more can they give in order to pursue this pa th towards a resolution of
the problem within the framework of United Nations resolutions so that peace and
stability may prevail in the Middle East region? N1at more is required of them in
order for the International Peace Conference on the Middle Fast to be convened? It
is high tine for the peace process to begin and for the tbi ted Ha tions to shoulder
its responsibility and for: the Security Council, part.icularly the perl'llanent

III&nOers, to perform their tasks in this respect •
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This crisis, any crisis no matter how difficult it may be to settle, will find

its way to a solution one day if the appropr late circumstances are created. At

this juncture, the Middle East crisis is living through the labour pains that

precede birth. If efforts are exerted on behalf of justice and peace g that

objective could be achieved. Thie crisis, throughout its long and complicated

history, has seen many stages in which hope was mingled with despair and optimism

tempered with caution. 'lbday, we stand at the historical crossroads on which we

bear a spacial responsibility. There is no room for hesitation or inaction. We

must seize this IlDment, indeed this historical and glorious noment, and the Uni.ted

States in partiCUlar, for all its support for its strategic ally, Israel, must

reconsider its decis ion and its posi tion and jo in the world march in order to

advance the peace process and take a fur ther step forward.

It is indeed opportune today, as we celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, to enable the Palestinian people to occupy

their proper place among other peoples, here and in their homeland, Palestine, and

to enjoy their full legitimate rights. Their independent State should be

established under the banner of the United Nations. In that way, this Organhation

would consolidate its credibility and strengthen its role in achieving the goals of

freedom, justice, security and peace.

Nr _ MDULfAH' FH>Z IL (Malays la) : We have travelled long dis tances to be

in Geneva, to fulfil two tasks: first, to reaffirm our unswerving support for, and

our solidarity with, our Palestinian brothers, especially at this nomentous

juncture"after the Algiers decla~ation, and secondly, to affirm our collecdve

political will to ensure that what was denied in New York will be rectified in full

measure in ~~va•
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Por the thi ted Nations, the Palestinian question stands foremost, inextricably
linked to the evolution of the United Nations itself as the premier multilateral
body. The Pales tin ian issue was created at a time of poU tical-power complici ty.

Israel has since become a war-or iented society relentless in pursuing its

aggressive alibi tions. The Pales tin fans continue to struggle heroically for a
national homeland in exercise of their inalienable rights. Clearly, the

responsibilities accepted by the tl'lited Nations since the beginning have not been
disch!lrged.

The report of the COlllllittee on the EKercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

Palestinian People. ably cba ired by AJrbassador Dia110 of Senegal, and the !:'eport of
the Secretary-General (A/43/867) are strmg reminders of how much more has to beI

dCll1e by the tbi ted Ha tions. Both these documents chronicle Israeli wanton actions
and uilto1d Palestinian suffering and struggle. These documents - bafore us every
year - also reflect the apparent helplessness of interna tional efforts in the face
of Israeli designs and machinations, protected by powerful friends.

FO!: ClVer 40 years now every cCll"lceivable means and opportunity have been

employed by the Israel is to crea te so-called facts from figments of their own

creation, preying Q"l the centuries of guilt canplex of the Western wa:ld. The
creation of Israel was impelled by factors related to western history, im1X)sed on a
land that belonged to the Palestinians. If guilt must lurk in the conscience of
people, it is as a resul t of the dispossession of Palestinians. The original

falsehood was to fabricate at that time the lie of Palestine being a "land without
people".

The truth is that the existence of Palestinian Arabs was reoognizeci as a

separate and distinct identity with all the attributes of a national life by the
ottomans for centuries. Wi th the collapse of the Ottoman State the international
communi ty, in Article 22 of the Ccwenant of the League of N.1 tions in 1919, and in
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the Lausanne Treaty of 1923, recognized tHe Palestinian people as no different from
other Arab people detached from the Ottoman State as free independent people. The
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Jewish itlltligration and colonization of Palestine, despite the existence of a

Palestinian society with a deep-rooted political, social and cultural

infrastructure whose accompl ishments and her itage equal those of others in the

region.

Israel has made persecution and repression of the Palestinians a natural-coodi tion. Q11y a few days ago we were aghast when Israeli forces transgressed
Lebanese territory to try to exterminate a Palestinian camp. The latest violation
comes in a series of many other similar actions of Israel in defiance of

international opinion and norms. Clearly, this arrogance does not stem from within

Israel alone. Neither is it ooly the natural extension of a burgeooing military
power. The fact of the matter is that Israel's sense of impunity is predicated on

the calcula tion that it can do no wrong because it has strong Powers tha t suppor t
and sustain it. Contemporary history is replete with actions that have led to the
further consolidation of Israel because of major external support at critical
times. The Palestinians are not fighting only the might of Israel. In their

darkest hours they have to coofront formidable enemies on all fro."1ts. The

battlefields include also a hostile western press, lobby groups and vested

interests.

Yet the second falsehood continues to be sustained - that the Jewish State of
Israel is is fragile and delica te enti ty surrounded by bloodth irsty Pales tin ians and
Arabs bent on its destruction. Thus, it seems, the continuing need for major
countries to buttress Israel. The consolidation of the State )f Israel in the last
four decades has been on this' basis, a product of an efficient: propaganda machine.

_ ..------------....;..--
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It is a mtter of some consolation and encouragement that realization is coming

across that this premise is horribly flawed and fraudulent.

Israel, like South Africa, has built a mighty edifice of power that seeks to

n~t:ralize and destroy all around it by evecy means possible. It occupies the
Golan Heights, the West Bank and southern Lebanon on the basis of this

consideration. It cares not that these are spoils of war. The best buffer, in its
c:alcula tion, is ei ther a was teland si tua tion for the Ar ab coun tries and/or gr ea ter
Israe! by colon lal annexa tion • The pol icy of annexa tion and colon lal settlemen t

has reached alarming proportions. As the report of the Committee on the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People states, the total area of land

confisca ted since 1967 is more than half the land area of the occupied Pales tin ian
territories. There are some 170 Jewish settlements in the west Bank and 20 in the
Gaza Strip.

The ul timate falsehood perpetuated against the Palestinians has been to label
them as terrorists and the Palestinian Liberation Organization as a terrorist

organization. The uniteJ Nations was witness recently to an affront levied on

Chairman Yasser Arafat on the basis of being involved in terrorism which denied his
entry to New York. All of us are outraged by this smear but, more importantly,

this underl1n6S the formidable adversaries and barriers standing in the way of an
independen t Pales tin ian Sta te •

OVer the past year, the international oolmlunity has witnessed the sustained
popular uprising of the Palestinian people in the occupied f"3rritories. The
intifadah is a heroic strug9le against Israeli occupation, nCM in its twenty-first
year, and an affirmation of the Palestinian people's commitment to achieve their
right to self-determination and to a national homeland. The Israeli authorities
have pursued the iron-fist policy of unrelenting savagery against the Palestinians
to quell the upr is lng. Over 300 unarmed and innocen t Pales tin lan ch Udr en, you th,
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carried out against hapless Palestinians.

The Palestinian people, deepi te the inhuman acts and practices of repression

and persecution, have been resolute and steadfast in their resistance and

unwavering in their quest for their inalienable rights to self-determination and a
natiooal homeland. The intifadah, as the secretary-General states in his report,

-has ••• been a dominating factor in the political agenda in the Middle East.
It was the focus of the Arab Summit Conference in Algiers last April and the
inspiration behin'4 the recent session of the Palestine National Council in

Algiers." (A/43/867;'para; '32)

------------------
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The II'Omentous decision of the Palestine National Council has been

overwhelmingly endorsed by the international community. The decision has enhanced

prospects for a comprehens ive and durable settlement of the Palestinian question.
My delegation fully supports the statement of the secretary-General contained ii'l
his aforementioned report that

"The recent session of the Palestine National Council in Algiers has

generated a new mmentum in the diplomatic process end I believe it offers

fresh opportunities for progress towards peace which should be seized."

(A/43/86"7; . para•. 37)

Such a momentum is urgently needed for progress to be made to enable the

Secretary-General to undertake further efforts to implement resolution 38/58 C, on
the convening of the International Conference on the Middle East.

Malaysia regrets to note that instead of extending support and cO~'pera tion to
the Secretary-General, Israel and the United States have chosen to turn their backs

on the concrete and constructive decisions of the Palestine National Council with
unwarranted interpretations of the genuine desire of the Palestinians for peaceful
settlement of the problem.

Malaysia is deeply disappointed that the United States, arguably the most
influen tial coun try in the world, shouH choose to anchor its policies in the
Middle Eas\: on the military prepon~rance of Israel. It is a matter of severe
disappointment that the United States, which has the most potential for the

greatest good towards resolving the Middle East conflict, should choose to do

otherwise. What is the hold that Israel has on the uni ted States? Malays ia urges
the United States to recognize the injustices done to the Palestinian people, and
we appeal to that country, as we did last year, to accept the participation of the
Palestine Liberation Organization on an equal footing with all parties concern~d in
the process of finding a durable solution to the Middle East issue.

1iI*...-------....-------.......-------------~
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Ma1ays ia believes that the most appropria te negotia Ung framework for a

comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of the problem lies in the convening of

the International Peace Conference Q'1 the Middle East in accordance wi th

General Assembly resolution 38/58 C of 1983 with the full participation of all

parties concerned including the Pa1estin~ Liberation Organization, the 801&,

legitimate representatiV'e of the Palestinian people, on an equal footing. The

basis for such a conference remains security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973). It is only through such a framework that the 1egitimaba rights of the

Palestinian people, including the right to return, the right to self-determination

and the right to establish its own independent State, with Jerusalem as its capital,

can be discussed. In this context Ma1ays ia was delighted to welcome the

announce~nt by the Palestine National Council at its Algiers meeting on 15

November J.~88 of the declaration of the establishment of the State of Palestine and

acdeptance of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Malaysia is

proud to be among the first to recognize thJ independent Palestinian State.

In pursuit of the objective of an international peace conference, Malaysia

joins others in calling on the United Nations to formulate tangible steps for this

purpose. In this regard the security Council, particularly the permanent memers,

has clear respons ib1Uties in the exercise of solving the core issue of the

Middle East question. In the light of the Algiers decision and the renewed vigour

that has characterized United Nations actions in the last year, the Uni ted Nations

must fully discharge its responsibilities. Isreal must be brought to the

conference table to return Palestinian and Arab lands. Israel must desist from its

intransigence and policies of armed might, which only secure for it illusions of

peace and security in the short run while sowing the seeds of permanent tension and

conflicts in the region. It: has to show that it has the courage to embrace and

sustain peace, which is the only basis for enduring security and stability for
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itself. The Palestinians have tak9n a giant step forward on the path of a

negotiated political settlement. Israel will need to respond.

Wt;. have this afternoon heard the impass ioned plea for peace from

Chairman Yassir Arafat. It was a clear and unequivocal gesture from the heart,

supported by peace-loving peoples all over the world. Malaysia calls on all

parties to respond accordingly. We will support all efforts of the United Nations
in that direction. Malaysia congratulates Chairman Yassir Arafat for his courage,
vision and commitment to peace. Malaysia calls upon Israel spec!fically to respond
with equal sincerity and dedication.

Finally, if the denial in New York was a concerted attempt to reauce or deaden
the impact of the Algiers declaration, that misguided action has clearly failed.
Geneva in strong resounding terms supports the Palestinian cause and underscores
the impatience of the international community for an early solution on the basis of
the inalienable rights and independent State of Palestine that will prov;'de the

guarantees for all States in the Middle East to live within secure and

internationally recognized boundaries.

Hr. IDNCAR (Yugoslavia): The decision taken by the General Assembly in

New York to move the consideration of its agenda item relating to the question of

Palestine to Geneva has a special symbolic meaning. It is an expression of the
respect of the overwhelming majority of the Menber Sta tes of the uni ted Ha tions for
the determination of the Palestinian people, standing firnay behind the Palestine
Liberation Organization and its leader, in their endeavours to reach a poli tical
solution of the Palestinian problem.

Nevertheless it is regrettable that the host country of the United Nations has
denied the leader of the organization that is the sole legitimate representative of
the people whose problem we are discussing here today the opportunity to present
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his views. That is why we have come here, and it gives me great pleasure to extend

warm greetings to Mr. Yassir Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine Libaration

Organization, 81,d to congratulate him on his inspiring and courag€@UllS statement

today •

. ,... .. . . .. -.'•
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Palestinian cause and, I am confident v a turning-point in the process of the
resolution of the Middle East crisis and the Palestinian question - is to look for
ways of contributing effectively and urgently to its solution.

We shculd bear in mind that we are dealing here wUh one of the longest of

world crises tba t. Ca1 tinues to be the ma jor source of tens ion in the wor ld •

Par too 100g - for 40 years now - have lasted the suffering and tribulations

of the Palestinian people living under occupation, deprived of their rights and

subjected to repressioll. Far too long has this problem burdened interna.tional
re1at.ions, posing a constant threat to international peace and security.

While we are justifiably satisfied that the world is entering &n era in which,

in some parts of the world, wars are coming to an end, agreements are being signed

and t~oopa withdrawn, for an entire year th~ uprising has been raging in the

occupied Arab territories and fighters of the intifadah have been being killed.

Those victims have di:amatically drawn attention to the urgency of reach ing a

solution to the Palestinian pi:oblem and have greatly affected world public

opinlo11. The upr is lng has dispelled all l11us ions that with time the si tuation
created by the Iaraeli occupation wl11 be legalized. It has demonstrated that
there can be nc peace and stabil ity 1n the Middle Eas t as long as the leg1 timate

aspirations and interests of the Palestinian people are ignored and a dialogue with
their legitimate representatives is rejected.

It ls not by chance that this time again the response to the growing global
trend of seeking solutions through dialogue and negotiations has come from the

Palestin4t Liberation Organization (PLO), which testifies to its high poli tical

awareness and responsibility. We welcome the decisions of the Palestine National
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incumbent upon all States on which the settlement of the Middle East crisis hinges

Reactions world-wide increasingly confirm that awareness of the justification

responsible act in the creation of conditions favourable to getting the Middle East

including Israel, to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries, free

The fact that the supreme representative body of the Palestinian people has

Poli tical Communique, consti tote a major step forward and a constructive

and support of the international community. The independent Palestinian state has

These statesmanlike and wise decisions have met with the broad understanding

contribution by the Palestinian movement towards a comprehensive, lasting and just

people rightfully expects that the international coJmlunity will nOW' translate its

embodied in the declaration on the proclamation of the Palestinian State and in the

significance. The PLO has thus recognized the right of every State in the area,

Council in A.\giars, wh.ich were .de in full compliance ",i th the Un! ted Ha tions
Charter, in conformi ty with the prlnc:iples of ncn-alignment and with the

convictions of the IIBjority of the countries of the world. Those decisions,

and legitimacy of the Palestinian people's demands is greater than ever. That

convening an internation&l conference cn the Middle East is of special

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia decided that Yugoolavia 6 too, should be

endorsed security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as a basis for

already been recognized by a large number of countries. The Presidency of the

poli tical support into action. The improved cUm te in international relations
today net only facilitates the undertaking of necessary steps but also makes it:

solution to the Palestinian question.

811Dng the first to recognize the Palestinian State. We view its proclamation as a
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Pbreign Affairs of the European Community member States should be commended.

In the view of the vast majority of members of the international comm'lnity, a
lasting and just solution can only be achieved through the participation on an

equal footing of all parties dir~ctly concerned, including the PLO. This session

of the General Assembly has onCe again shown the widespread consensus that an early

convening of an international conference under united Nations auspices, on the
basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), is the most

acceptable and realistic wa1" of resolving the Middle East crisis and the
Palestinian problem, which is at its core. By accept"9 those very resolutions,
the PLO, for its part, has in our opinion satisfied the last requirement for making
a decision on the convening of the conference.

In activities aimed at convening the conference, the role of the united

Nations is irreplaceable. We believe that the Security Council provides tL1{

appropriate framework within which t'lDdaUties for its convening, conduct,

participants g mandate, and so 0'4, could be explored.

Israel's intransigent atti tude continues to be the main obstacle to a peaceful
settlement. Refusal to join in the process of reaching a just and durable solution

to the Palestinian problem based on meeting the Palestinian people's aut;hentic
aspirations, as well as Israel's legitimate interests, causes, inter .uia, great

damage to Israel and its position. We sincerely hope that the invitation extended
today by Chairman Arafat to Israel to join in the peace process under United

Nations auspices will, in the interests of peace and humanity, be accepted.

__. • ....' 1Ii'.....'·.· -.......iiir·1IIIiIIi lIIIIIIIIiIII....................-----------"-
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In the meantime, the brutal and utterly inhuman acts perpetrated by the

Israeli occupation authorities against the Palestlni.an popul&tion impose an

additional obligation upon the General Assembly to recommend urgent and concrete

measures to ensure full compliance with the Pburth Geneva Convention Relative to

the Protection of Civilian Persons In Time of War in the occupied terri tories and

to reSolutely demand that Israel abide by Security Council resolutions 60S (1997),

607 (1988) and 608 (1988) •

•••••••__IIIIiiII_iIlIIIIIIIliIIIIiIi\IIIiIIIIlllllllliliIiilililll~IIIiIIIIiIiI..... ~~
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terri tor ies md, to that end, to take measures to ensure the safety of the people
and their property.

At this time we view the development of international pol itical relations with
hope and rising optimism. At long last there is an awareness that peace can be
built only on respect for the freedoms and rights of all peoples. Thus the time

has come, in the name of such convictions, to take decisive action vi th a view to a
final r~30lution of this long-standing crisis and to ensure the freedom, peece and
sovereignty of the Palastinian people. The question of Palestine must remain a

priority preoccupation of the international oolllnunity and of the United Nations

until a lasting, just and canprehensive solution is fomd. In accordance with its
consistent support for the realization of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian
people, Yugoslavia will support every effort towards the realization of that goal.
In the same vein we pledge our supper t for all the effor ts IMIde by the

secretary-General.

We believe that our debate here will lead to ooncrete measures Ix) oonvene the

International Conference. Ne must be aware of the fact that any further delay will
entail new risks, with perhaps ser ious consequences fol' international peace and
security.

Mr. QJRINOVICH (Byelorussian SOviet Socialist Republic:) (interpretation
fran Russ ian)c The ll'li ted Ha tions Gen era1 Assenbl y at th is sess ion has alr eady

adopted a set of resolutions on the problelllS of the Middle East, the conscientious
and canprehensive implementation of which could lead to a just and early solution
to the Ar&b-Israeli conflict. As a result of the efforts taken at various levels -
poli tical, legal and humani tar ian - the fO\K'\da tion h as been laid and acbpt:ed .for
the settlement of the prc:bleAl of the Middle East by politi.:al means, taking into
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However, facts are facts, the Pales tin ian people are 9 till depr ived of

(Nr. QJrinovid1, Byelorussian ~)

account: the legitill8te intereats of the peoples of Palestine and of the other
States involved in the Mi&1le Fast conflict. It is axiomatic that the seizure of

Geographically this is closer to the Middle Bast and we would express the hope that

other territOries is inadmissible _d also that attainllent of a just and lasting

international co_unity to resolve this preble.. under the auspices of the United

participating on an equal footing wi th other parties in the efforts of the

resolution adopted m the uprising of the Palestinian people and it supported,

The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR was one of the sponsors of the

Nations. Because of the qui te unjustified circulIStances vi th which we are

faalliar, the debate on the question of Palestine has been IIlOved to Geneva".

peace in tJ1e Middle East requires the realization of the inalienable right of the
Palestinian people to self-deter.ination, sovereignty and the establishment of

their own independent Sta te.

uncondi tionally, all the other re8olut~ons adopted by the General Asseably on the
question of the Middle B.t - and there were more than 20 of them.

The General AsseJlbly recognized the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) as
the sole and. legi ti_te repreeenta tive of the Pales tin ian people, and on the bas is
of its resolutions 3236 (XXIX) and 3375 (XXX) offered it the possibility of

this proximity and the decisions taken at the session of the Palestine National
Council at Algiers have encouraged the other side to take a real istic posi tion, and

statehood. Their rights are sh_lessly flouted by the occup/ing Power. Trying by

every possible lleana to prevent a positive soluti(lO to the Palestine prcblem, the
Israeli autho~jtie8 and their protectors have turned the region into an

inextinguishable hotbed ~f war and conflict, and the recent military actions by

__.._ .... IIIIIIIiiII-.............--...---.......--~
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the basic principles of the United Nations Charter and the generally recognized

standards of international law; and they are having an adverse effect on the
political atmosphere in the Middle East and in the world as a whole. This cannot

be concealed by denwgogic statements about security or references to the need to
suppress terrorism. The invasion of the territor ies of others and the flouting of
their rights have never provided security for anyone. Recent statements by the
leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization h&ve once again shown they are
not a party to the terror is t activi ties ascribed to them and they have pulled the
rug out from under those who are trying to prove the contrary. It has become clear
that relying on military force and hostility does not help to resolve a conflict.

Nb one would be able to break the Palestinidn people and destroy their political

vanguard, the PLO, which is defending their legitilMte interests. Confirmation of
this is evident in the undiminished flame of the fight of the national uprising on
occupied Palestinian territories, the intifadah which has been going on for some
time. Israel and its fr iends should now under stand that they have to abandon the
policy of seizing other peoples' land and settling there through a sort of creeping
annexation. As long as people think that way, there will be no prospect of a

801u Hen to the Middle East problem. In paragraph 141 of the report of the..

Co_ittee on the Elcerc1se of the Inulienable Rights of the Palestinian People

(A/U/35) it is stated that the uprising brought a new level of undersUnding of

the question of Palestine and support for a comprehensive, just and lasting

solution to this long-standing conflict among public opinion internationally and
within Israel itself.

There are even more grounds for a new and realistic approach on the part of
all. we are thinkinq here of the si tua tion as it is shaping up where those
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•

based upon Security Council resolu tions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). The \Mole set
of resolutions adopted at the extraordinary session of the Palestine National

Council (PNC) showed that the PLO has openly stated that it is a serious and
author itative partner in peace talks. The pol itical declaration of the mc opens
up new opportuni ties for the exercise by the Palestinian people of their right to
self-determination, the fight for a just and lasting peace in the region, and

clears the way for the conven ing of the In terna tional Peace Conference Q'l the

Middle East.

The United Nations General Assembly must not let those favourable

possibili ties pass. In'resolutions 00 the question of Palestine we should take
account of the new circumstances and set forth measures that will ensure the

continuity and irreversibility of the solution of the Palestine question and the
comprehensive settlement of the problem of the Middle East •
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(Mr. Gurinovich, Byelorussian SSR)
In its approach to any reasooable problem or conflict, including that of the

Middle ISast, the Byelorussian SSR has alwaye. t:&ken the position that peace is

indivisible. A lasting peace can be guaranteed only CIl the bas is of a

eomprehensive approach, recognition of the pr !nciples ef freedom of choice and

respect for human rights: the supremacy of the power of law, not of the law of
power.

Recently, even in Israel itself, there is a growing realization among the
public that the iron-fist: policy followed by the Government has led the country up
a blind alley. Realism should prevail at last over ambition and over an

unwillingness to understand that the world has changed and is cootinuing to change
for the better.

Unravelling the Middle East tangle would be possible only through a political
dialogue that would take into account the special interests of all those involved
in the conflict. The important thing is to initiate a practical mvement towards a
comprehens ive and just settlement that will prcwide for the complete wi thdrawa1 of
Israel's armed forces from the Arab territ~riee occupied in 1967 as a sine qua non,
the '!xercise by the Arab Palestinian people of its inalienable right to

self~etermlnation and the establishment of its own independent State, and an

assurance for all States in the region, including Israel, of a secure and
independent existence and developnent.

The machinery for the achievernent of this aim is c1eau an independent

international conference under the auspices of the thi ted Nations wi th the
participation of the permanent menbers of the Security Council and all the parties
concerned, including the Pales tine Liberc1 t:1on Organ iza tion, on an equal footing.
Such a conference, if it were oonvened, would prOU'ide a unique opportunity for

Arabs and Israelis to si t down round a negotiating table to discuss all the thorny
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questions on & bilateral and multilateral basis, and thereby find IIUtually

acceptable decisions within t."e framework of a comprehensive and just settlement.

The members of the securi ty Counc11, work ing individually or eollec tively ,

would help the parties to overcome the barriers of mistrust and to reach agreement,

secured and guaranteed by the authority of the internationa.l community.

A change-<Jver to a real search for peace at an international oonference is an
urgent requirement of O\ll' times. There ia no alt.~rnative to a political solution,
nor can there be. The time has come to set in mbon the machinery for settlement

of the problem so that the participants may be helped to find a peaceful solution
to the conflict. One of the parties to the conflict: has confirmed its willingness

to have a poli Heal settlement. This is shown also by the statement made at this
session of the Assembly by the Chairman of the EXecutive Committee of the Palestine

Liberation Orgmt1zation, Yasser Arafat. It is now up to the other side to

respond. The peoples of the world have seen that regional conflicts can be
resolved wher .... , on the buis of new political thinking, there is evidenca of a

reciprocal political will. This should provide positive results in the Middle East
also.

Mr. AL--NOADlI (tllited Arab anirates) (interpretation from Arabic) \ The

General AssenOly is meeting today in Genpva inas11Ilch as it has been forced to leave
united Nations Headquarters following the dacision of the United States not to

grant a visa to Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine Liberation

Organization and Observer at the United Nations.

The General Assembly's decisim to hold its debate on the question o.f
Palestine here is a clear expr:ess!on of the unanimous international stance and

proof of international solidarity regarding international legal order. It is a

token also of the solidarity that has been evinced with regard to the right of the

PLO to express its opinion as this Organization deems fit •

:

..
" .,
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The deba te on the quee tion of Pales tine at th is sess ion is tak ing place

40 years after the beginning of the Palestinian drafM, and o:>incides also with

important developments that have had tepercussions on the Palestinian Arabs in the
international arena.

The most ii1l(X)rtant of these developments, and one that has a great impact on
the question of Palestine, is the proclamation of the independent state of
Palestine and the political declaration which accompanied that declaration on

15 November last and which includes a strategy for the establishment of a just and

lasting peace and for the solution of the problem of Palestine. The proclamation
includes, inter' alia, the programme I had mentioned and the fact that the
Palestinian people, under the leadership of the PLO, their sole, legi timate
represerltative, react positively and realistically to regional reali ties and to the
international legitimacy expressed in United Nations resolutions relating to the
question of Palestine and through the position taken by most States in the world.

The balance of forces still favours the Zionist power because of its alliance

wi th a IIBjor foreign Power. The Pales tin ian people have always been heroiedly

resolved to defend their honeland, their political identity, drawing inspiration
from their attachment to their ancestral land.

The intifadah of this struggling people today is further evidence of the
Palestinian resolve to realize the natural, historic and legislative right of the
Palestinian Arab people in their homeland, Palestine.

Who amongst us can blame a people struggling with stones against an occupying
army? Who can blame a people that is struggling to remain settled in their homes?
Who can fail to understand a people aspir in9 to self-determina tion in the land of
their fathers and forefathers? The famous British historian Arnold ~ynbee has
reminded us that right is right and that evil is evil, whether in Palestine or
elsewhere.
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However what is strange is that as far as Palestine is concerned the world
listened to the party that comit:t.ed the crime and remained deaf to the cries f
its victim.

The ~oclamation of Palestinian national independence in accordance with

international legitiJlll!lcy is a proclamation of reality and noderation. It is a
proclamation that assert.s the natural rights of a people! on their land. It is a
declaration of peace because it is designed to achieve the exercise of those rights
through negotiations within an international framework under United Nations

auspices. It is a declaration of international legitimacy because it will lead to
peace on tbe basis of United Nations resolutions adopted since 1947. It is a
declaration of realism and balance because it. ta'lces into account physical realities
and the aspirations of the international collll'lunity to confront them.

It is the proclamation of a state that seeks to establish and strengthen

peace - the proclamation of a State that has faith in peace, pluralism and the
peaceful coexistence of all ethnic groups and religions, an Arab state that has
faith in the ~ .f.nciples and objectives of the United Nations, a State colMli tted to
the principle of non-alignment and peaceful coexistence that alae desires to
preserve well-being_

Thus to support this proclamation and take all necessary measures to implement
it ifs to denonstrate support of peace, legitiJlll!lCY, law and realism, which is
tantanount to enshr ining the pr: inciple of a peaceful, just and balanced solution,

and to ignore this pr:oclaJlll!ltion or claim it: contains nothing new is to misinterpret
all the Arab positions taken since the first Summit Meeting, in the autumn of 1982,

) iand worse, means losing a historic opportunity to arrive at an equitable peace n
the land of peace.
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We salute all countries that have recognized the State of Palestine, and we

welcome the p:>sitive J;X:>sitions of certain European countries. We hope that when

certain positions on the question of Palestine are reviewed in the light of new

developments, peace will result.
.......~

We hope that Amer ican diplomacy will be able to

overcome local, narrow traditional considerations that have prevented IOOvement

towards peace in the Middle East and to react positively in conformity with the

responsibilities of the United States as a major Power.

We appeal to all Men'ber States to cr ea te an inter national impe tus towards the

holding of an international conference as the only acceptable international

machinery for the attainment of a peaceful solution to the Palestinian problem.

The meeting rose at lO~35 p.m.
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